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ABSTRACT
Statement of the problem. This historical-philosophical study 
examines the role of women in education. Currently women hold few 
positions of leadership or prestige in this profession. While women 
have long had an important role in education, that role has seldom 
been a high status position.
Purpose of the study. Understanding the role of women in educa­
tion requires understanding the influences that have helped to shape 
that role. Those influences and antecedents are to be found in the 
subject-matter fields of history, psychology, sociology, philosophy, 
and education. The explanation and description of this background 
material provides a philosophical and theoretical base for further 
research, and for improving the status of women in education.
Background of the problem. Women have long been involved in edu­
cation. A number of women have been great scholars. Few have en­
joyed adequate recognition for their scholarly efforts, but there can 
be no doubt that women are capable of high scholarship. Women have 
been students and teachers for at least two thousand years. While 
they have long been accepted as teachers, and during the last hundred 
years have been accepted as college students, women have never been 
equally represented in high status positions in education.
The psychological interpretation of women's roles shows a gradual 
enlightenment during the last century. An understanding of the
viii
prevalent attitudes toward women and the expected roles that men and 
women carry out can be provided by an examination of this development. 
Beginning with Freud's assumption of female inferiority, the thinking 
of psychologists has developed through several stages of accepting 
female intellectual and sexual maturity. Many psychologists now ad­
vocate an androgynous personality for men and women, that is, be­
havioral characteristics that utilize the best of both male and female 
characteristics.
The sociological interpretation of women's roles shows that until 
recently there has not been a great deal of interest in examining 
women's roles, that the homemaker and mother roles were assumed to be 
natural and unquestioned. Within that traditional role, women's 
status has fluctuated considerably, from nearly equal to men to no 
better than a slave. Women's status is higher when women have a 
greater part in essential production, as in hunting-gathering soci­
eties, and less when her role is confined to the home and care-giving 
activities, as in industrial societies. The industrial society is of 
recent vintage, and it is only during this period that the idealized 
picture of the happy family with father breadwinner and mother care­
giver has been true, and then it was true only for those who could 
afford it. Prior to the industrial age, both men and women had to be 
productive workers, simply for survival purposes. At all times during 
the industrial age at least a third of the female population of the 
world has been working, and for these women the stereotype was (or is) 
a hollow ideal.
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Numerous studies and philosophical essays have presented con­
vincing evidence that sex-role socialization is the cause of the lack 
of women in positions of leadership or prestige in education. Higher 
status positions have been sex-typed male, and women have been dis­
couraged and prevented from aspiring to and/or acquiring these 
positions.
Describing inequities merely delineates symptoms. The next step, 
and it is important, is prosocial change. Several change strategies 
have been described; they must be applied individually according to 
each situation and circumstance.
Conclusions. It is important that women and men in education 
understand the problems associated with women's roles, and that ef­
forts be made to improve the status of women. Women need to learn 
about change strategies, and then do something positive about getting 
out of the victim role and into a position of control over some of 




A resurgence of the feminist movement shortly after the middle 
of the twentieth century caused many people to re-examine the role of 
women in education, with some historical comparisons of the role as 
it has evolved into what it is today. An examination of the role of 
women in education shows that women have made and continue to make a 
significant contribution to the profession of education. However, 
closer examination of the role of women in education in the 1970's 
and 1980's shows a small proportion of women among those who hold 
positions of status or prestige in the field of education. Accord­
ing to a study published in 1977 by Van Alstyne et al. (p. 22), women 
constituted only 1.1 percent of those who held chief executive posi­
tions (the three highest officers of the organization), in white co­
educational universities.
A high degree of interest in the status of women in education is
demonstrated by the proliferation of material published on the subject
of the lack of women in academic administration. In the preface to
the book Women in Higher Education Administration (1979) Berry says,
During the eight years I have served as editor of The Journal of 
the National Association for Women Deans, Administrators, and 
Counselors, the most discussed topic in the Journal has been 
women in educational administration.
One might expect a journal written for women administrators and 
counselors to include articles about women in educational
1
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administration, but the articles Berry refers to were concerned with 
the lack of women administrators. The membership of the National 
Association for Deans, Administrators, and Counselors includes far 
more counselors than administrators, and the deans tend to be Deans 
of Women; therefore Journal articles tend toward topics of interest 
to counselors.
This proliferation of publications showing concern for the low 
percentage of women among academic administrators reflects a social 
change of important magnitude. This abundance of printed material 
has helped to raise the consciousness of women and men in education, 
and is developing an awareness of the inequalities that exist be­
tween men and women within the profession. This awareness of the 
limitations women face simply because they are women, regardless of 
ability, has led to a demand for more and better opportunities for 
women in education. Some doors have been opened, a few laws have 
been passed, several discrimination cases have been won, and some 
myths have been discredited, but the cold fact is that in 1981 women 
are still a small minority among people who hold positions of prestige 
or leadership in education. A curiosity about the causes and the 
possible cures for this situation led to this historical-philosophical 
study of the role of women in education.
Statement of the Problem
This study was designed to analyze within a historical context 
the role of women in education. A theoretical framework within which
a perspective on the present role of women in education may be
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understood was developed by describing cultural antecedents, beliefs, 
attitudes, and practices which have contributed to the current status 
of women in education.
Purpose of This Study
This investigation began with a desire to find out why there 
were so few women in educational administration. This immediately 
led to wondering exactly what behavioral differences existed between 
men and women, how those behavioral characteristics affected their 
professional potential, and wondering what was the cause of this 
particular kind of differences.
In the course of the investigation it was seen that the same 
biases, stumbling blocks, and limitations for women were found at 
every level of education, from pre-school to graduate education. It 
became apparent that as the status, prestige or hierarchical level 
goes up, the number of women goes down. (Indeed, this is true of any 
profession or business.) That is, what can be said of educational 
administrators can be generalized to all educational personnel when 
one is considering male-female differences in opportunity for posi­
tions of leadership.
It was further seen that one must look to other subject matter 
disciplines, to writing outside of the field of education, in order 
to understand the influences that shaped the role of women in educa­
tion. The investigation then became an attempt to bring together 
ideas from many disciplines in order to find an understanding of a 
multi-faceted and complicated situation. Antecedents were found in
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the writing of the fields of history, sociology, psychology, philos­
ophy, religion, and education. In addition, it must be realized that 
inequalities do not exist in isolation but reflect both the general 
attitudes as well as the inequalities of society at large. In order 
to understand what is happening to women in education it is necessary 
to know something about what is happening and has happened to women 
in general.
The next logical step after documenting inequalities is to look 
for means of removing inequalities. Therefore the investigation 
moved into a description of a number of programs, projects, and 
strategies designed to implement a prosocial change.
Another purpose of this study is to stimulate thinking and dis­
cussion on the subject, which presumably could in some cases lead to 
action and an attempt toward prosocial change. It is the nature of 
the topic to spark further and divergent thinking. No reader is going 
to agree with all that is written here, and some will disagree with 
most of it; certainly some ideas may be shown to be incorrect upon 
further research. However, if the subject is discussed from whatever 
point of view the reader holds, part of the purpose will have been 
met. The purpose will have been further met if the thinking and 
discussion result in the hoped-for prosocial change and lead to 
further investigation of important issues raised by this research.
Limitations
This study was rather broadly limited to women in American 
education. Deciding what topics and references to include out of
5
the huge number that fall under the category of women in education was 
a matter of judgment. Since each reader is a different audience with 
different interests and needs, there was no one right choice of what 
to include and what to leave out. The basis for this judgment was 
the author’s opinion of what would be beneficial for professional 
American men and women who work in an educational setting. As a rough 
guideline, if the material was something that anyone with a college 
education would likely be familiar with, the material was not in­
cluded. If the material was something that only those with special­
ized knowledge in that particular field would know, it was included, 
provided the information was pertinent to understanding the status of 
women in education. Readers may find that, in their opinion, some 
topics have been under-represented or left out and others covered in 
too much depth. It may seem that too many ideas are presented and 
too much is covered, but at the same time that some important thinking 
is left out or covered inadequately; that there is at once too much 
and yet too little. Certainly much more could have been included.
The subject is not simple and cannot be presented briefly and con­
cisely. What is presented is a subjective judgment of what provides 
a fair, although sometimes superficial, understanding of a highly com­
plex situation without going beyond the limits of a tolerable length.
Sources used include any research or other published material 
available in University libraries and bookstores or available from 
publishers. Because of the huge amount of material related to this 
subject, it was necessary to depend to a large extent on secondary
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sources. The sources used were those that seemed to be typical or 
representative of thinking in the field and to be based on quality 
research and references. The most recent publications available were 
used. The largest number were published after 1970, a few during the 
1960's, and a very few primary sources of a much earlier date were 
used.
The study was limited to middle class whites, and the effect of 
social classes or ethnic groups was not included. Neither was the im­
portant part families play in the lives of women included in this 
study. In the beginning of the investigation an attempt was made to 
study anti-feminist views, but anti-feminist literature was not par­
ticularly plentiful, rather it was far less available than pro­
feminist literature among academic kinds of material. Not only was 
the material limited, the arguments were not especially cogent. Since 
the bulk of material soon got to be very large, this seemed a reason­
able place to cut, and opposing views were not presented.
There is risk as well as value in generalization. There is a 
need for finding common ground, for developing judgments and drawing 
conclusions that are true in most circumstances, but there is prac­
tically nothing that is always true about all women. Each person and 
each organization is different, and there will be something about 
each one that does not coincide with conditions which this research 
describes as general as opposed to situation-specific circumstances. 
The reader must be aware that generalizations may not always be true 
but that those advanced by reputable people can be useful tools in
the study of a problem.
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This study was further limited by the available information, 
that is, the research and the philosophical writing that has been 
published. There are many unknowns left for future study.
There is a limitation inherent in the state of the art of social 
science research. Research in the physical sciences can be done with 
more control over subjects and with more precise measurement. Social 
science research is somewhat younger as a field of endeavor and the 
methodology is such that researchers may end up collecting biases 
rather than objective observations (Tavris & Offir, 1977, p. 31).
It is important to remember that this is the state of the art, and 
that even though a study has been done with the best of intentions 
and with skill, there may often be room for doubt. Reported research 
is sometimes taken as indisputable, but should instead be read as 
though every conclusion is the basis for another question (p. 32).
If the research project involves a survey, the researcher may 
get socially desirable responses or a reaction to the sex or expres­
sion of the interviewer. If the observer-recorder method is used, 
it is very difficult for the observer to avoid being influenced by 
sex-role stereotypes when describing the behavior of the subject.
The methodology necessarily depends on the researchers' judgment and 
observations, and sometimes observers see what they are looking for. 
For example, if it is expected that males will be dominant, observers 
may not see ways that females are dominant (Tavris & Offir, 1977, 
p. 31). Hole and Levine (1971, p. 173) relate an amusing example of 
this in a quote from Ruth Herschberger, describing a fictional account
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(based on an actual study) of a female chimpanzee's disgust with the
viewpoint of the male scientist who is recording her behavior:
When Jack takes over the food chute, the report calls it his 
"natural dominance." When 1 do, it's "privilege"— conferred by 
him. . . . While I'm up there lording it over the food chute, the 
investigator writes down "the male temporarily defers to her and 
allows her to act as if dominant over him." Can't I get any 
satisfaction out of life that isn't allowed me by some male 
chimp? Damn it!
Much of the research into the biological effects of sex on be­
havior (Hole & Levine, 1971, p. 173) is done with animals, on the 
somewhat questionable assumption that we can generalize from animals 
to human beings. Humans are able to control their social environment 
while primates do not, and this control of the environment may have 
more effect on behavior than biology. Actually, social control may 
over-ride biological influences. The situation is further complicated 
by the extended variety of human social organization. Even if we 
accept the idea that it is scientifically sound to generalize be­
havioral characteristics from animals to humans, we have difficulty 
deciding which animals are most like humans in terms of behavior 
caused by biological sexual differences (Tavris & Offir, 1977, p. 98).
Another limitation in the area of research into sex roles is the 
question, or assumption in some cases, of generalizing research re­
sults from a sample to all men and all women. There is a tremendous 
variety among that population, and there is precious little that is 
literally true of the entire population. Taking a random sample that 
truly is random over all of the variations of the population is a 
monumental task, and one should be able to see with reasonable
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assurance that the sample actually does represent the population 
before accepting a generalization to the whole group. The problem 
becomes one of deciding how much is true of what proportion of all 
men and all women, or on what basis we can safely predict or describe 
behavior for most of the population in question most of the time.
Because this is the state of the art of research in the social 
sciences, and because authors sometimes have a tendency toward con­
ceptual leaps, supposition, and hypothetical cause and effect, caution 
should be used in reading and interpreting research results. However, 
we must work with what we have and build on that. As more research 
is done, some of what is reported here will be strengthened, and some 
will be shown to be flawed theories or unsupported assumptions. 
Knowledge builds slowly, and generally with great effort.
CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL SOURCES OF WOMEN'S RIGHTS IN AMERICA
The feminist movement provided the impetus and the initiative 
for the recognition of the low status of academic women. Because the 
movement has had a strong influence, a brief look at the history of 
the women's movement will provide a background for investigation of 
women's roles in education.
Origins
Feminism has been a part of world history for centuries, but in 
the young country of the United States historians categorize it as 
the "first wave" and the "second wave" of feminism. The first wave 
occurred during the latter half of the nineteenth century and the 
early years of the twentieth century. Previous to the first wave, 
colonial women, including Abigail Adams (Woody, 1929, p. 413) had 
asked for more equal treatment under the law, particularly during 
the time the Declaration of Independence was being written. Over the 
years a few women spoke out about the wrongs being done to women, and 
when the abolition of slavery became an issue, several of the women 
who worked for the freedom of slaves could see that they themselves 
were denied some of the rights they sought for slaves.
The movement for the rights of women began to crystallize during 
the 1840's, gathering momentum and support during that decade. In 
1848, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Lucretia Mott, Martha Wright, and
10
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Mary Ann McClintock issued a call for a convention on women's rights. 
The convention met July nineteenth and twentieth, 1848, in Seneca 
Falls, New York (Woody, 1929, p. 416).
For centuries, married women had been essentially non-persons 
under the law. Husband and wife were considered one, and the husband 
was the one. Her property became his, and he had the right to do 
anything necessary to keep her under his control and in his posses­
sion (Woody, 1929, p. 414). Women's status in the church, in profes­
sional fields, and in business was not any better than in marriage. 
Leaders of the early woman's movement recognized the need for many 
kinds of improvements, but they eventually found it more effective 
to concentrate on the right to vote (Hole & Levine, 1971, pp. 11-13). 
They did this partly because they thought that with the vote they 
would be able to cure some of the other ills, but also because they 
found that muddying the waters with other issues could increase oppo­
sition and divide energies or efforts among several campaigns rather 
than concentrating on the one.
The woman suffrage Amendment to the Constitution was ratified 
on August 26, 1920, nearly three-quarters of a century after the 
Seneca Falls convention in 1848. Great amounts of time and effort 
had gone into the campaign, and the movement collapsed from fatigue 
as well as in the belief that the battle had been won. The public 
at large as well as many activists seemed to assume that with the vote 
women's equality was assured, and the movement virtually died (Hole 
& Levine, 1971, pp. 13-14).
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Rising Discontent
The "second wave" of the women’s movement in the United States
began in the late 1950's. During that decade the number of books and
articles about women's inequality began a dramatic increase. For
example, a publication of the American Council on Education printed
in 1955 (Hottel, pp. 14-15) reads:
There are many women who find no unusual complications in their 
efforts to achieve wholeness. They are able to maintain control 
over their own lives and influence social developments. A sig­
nificant number, however, experience apprehensions, guilt, frus­
tration, and boredom. Some seem not to have any sense of worth, 
and to feel that they are wasting their abilities as household 
workers or in the typically feminine activities in the community. 
Still others express the feeling that they are permitted to par­
ticipate in only a limited way in the affairs of this country, 
that the attitudes of both men and women obstruct any expanding 
opportunities. While there is equal suffrage, men still run the 
politics at every level of government. Women are handicapped 
legally in some states where they are not permitted to own prop­
erty or to maintain the custody of their children. This does not 
mean that men have been freed completely from outmoded restric­
tions. Nor does it indicate that men have conspired to keep women 
in their place. In point of fact, there are discrepancies and 
inequalities in both sex roles. . . . Apparently, we have not yet 
decided in this country whether women in their functions are to 
become first-class or second-class human beings. Is it any wonder 
then, that the education of women, wavering between the primary 
and secondary roles and some vague ideas of compromise, presents 
a confused and confusing picture?
Freeman (in Rossi & Calderwood, 1973, p. 1) states that the 
authors of many publications which appeared in the early 1960's ex­
pressed the opinion that not only was the position of women second- 
rate, but that women at that time seemed content with their place and 
were not likely to do anything about it. However, these very publica­
tions served to awaken the consciousness of women, and as they read, 
women began to see the inequalities in the positions of women and men.
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Freeman (in Rossi & Calderwood, 1973, p. 1) further states that 
these publications were indicative of the imminence of the women's 
movement.
Most social and political movements advertise their coming long 
before any but the most perceptive recognize their potential 
existence. One way this is done is through the printed word.
More articles and books concerning women were printed outside of 
established women's publications in the five years that preceded 
the present women's movement than had been printed in the previous 
twenty years.
During the 1950's there was a general, well-hidden feeling of 
discontent among the women of this country. After World War II women 
had left their wartime jobs and returned home to become full time 
wives and mothers, devoted to caring for their families. They lived 
their lives through others, through their husbands and children, and 
expected to find fulfillment and satisfaction in this vicarious way. 
Mom's only route to success was through her family: their success or 
failure was her success or failure. Under such conditions many women 
became psychologically over-invested in their children and husbands, 
and many such women were accused of having too much control over what 
their husbands and children did. The effect of this influential role 
was called "Momism," and it included a tendency to blame Mom for 
everything that went awry with the family.
Freeman continues this description, writing that the feelings of 
discontent grew and became more common; women found themselves with a 
vague feeling that somehow there must be more to life than marriage 
and children. There was a general lack of a feeling of satisfaction, 
even for women who had all the advantages the mythical prince charming
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was supposed to bring them in terms of the successful husband and 
beautiful children. Psychologists, had they recognized the problem, 
might have described this absence of a feeling of satisfaction in 
terms of the motive or drive to achieve, but women knew no name for 
the condition, and tended to blame their own inadequacy. As Freeman 
put it, discontent lay just under the surface for millions of women, 
but they had no knowledge of what could be done about it. They lacked 
a means of communication or an organizational structure, and they even 
lacked a unifying idea to work on together to try to do something 
about their discontent. Other oppressed groups have a neighborhood 
or a union or something to work through, but women live in complete 
integration with the dominant group, which results in isolation and a 
lack of communication. Perhaps a similar point could be made about 
men, and perhaps this is one explanation for the difficulty in chang­
ing male role expectations.
Most of the organizations that had worked for suffrage during 
the half-century and more that it took to achieve that goal had dis­
banded, faded away, or changed their focus early in the decade of the 
1920's (Freeman, in Rossi & Calderwood, 1973, p. 2). The National 
American Women's Suffrage Association became the League of Women 
Voters in 1920. The National Women's Party (NWP) was alone in decid­
ing that the battle was not yet won with the passage of the Nineteenth 
Amendment. From 1923 through 1973 the NWP lobbied congress to pass 
an Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) (Freeman, p. 3). The women of the 
NWP proposed the ERA because the courts maintained that sex, unlike
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race, color, creed, national origin or religion, was a legitimate 
basis for class legislation. But the NWP believed in working as a 
small group of lobbyists in Washington rather than through large 
public groups, and they remained unknown to most of the population.
The Equal Rights Amendment was likewise unknown to most people out­
side of a handful in Washington. The "little old ladies" of the NWP 
became a sort of joke on Capitol Hill, but they did get the ERA 
through committee every year and they did consistently get it in both 
the Democratic and the Republican party platforms, from 1944 until 
1976. The NWP also provided a core of knowledgeable lobbyists to aid 
in the addition of the word "sex" to Title VII of the 1964 Civil 
Rights Act, a most significant contribution. The NWP kept the femi­
nist feeling alive, but it was too isolated and without enough of a 
broad base to provide a structure for the second wave of the women's 
movement (Freeman, in Rossi & Calderwood, 1973, p. 4).
Resurgence
By the 1960's the stage was set for the resurgence of the femi­
nist movement. An air of discontent existed among women and a variety 
of new publications called attention to inequalities. Impetus for 
action came from the appointment of presidential and state commissions 
on women, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and the development of well- 
organized women's groups (Freeman, in Rossi & Calderwood, 1973, 
p. 5).
President Kennedy established the President's Commission on the 
Status of Women in 1961, at the behest of Esther Peterson, then
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director of the Women's Bureau (Freeman, in Rossi & Calderwood, 1973, 
p. 5). The reports of this commission have documented over the 
years the rights and opportunities of full membership in American 
society that have been denied to women. The states, in turn, re­
sponded to the presidential commission by creating their own commis­
sions on women. The reports of these commissions have varied widely 
in depth and quality, but in many states they have done much to in­
crease awareness of the second-rate status of women. Many politically 
active women worked on these commissions, partly because governors 
sometimes saw them as a means of paying off political favors. Being 
politically oriented, their work led not only to an understanding of 
the unequal status of women, but also to an expectation that something 
could and should be done about that status (Freeman, in Rossi & 
Calderwood, 1973, p. 5).
When the word "sex" was added to the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
many congressmen thought it was a joke, although the NWP was serious 
about it indeed. Its sponsor, Representative Howard W. Smith of 
Virginia, thought that it would make the bill look silly and would 
divide the liberals and thus prevent passage. The bill passed, but 
the agency set up to administer the Civil Rights Act, the Equal Em­
ployment Opportunity Commission (the EEOC), did little to enforce 
the part of the bill relating to discrimination on the basis of sex. 
The first executive director of the agency, Herman Edelsberg, is 
quoted as saying (Freeman, in Rossi & Calderwood, 1973, p. 6) that
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the provision that includes sex was a "fluke conceived . . . out of 
wedlock."
The women's organizations that began in the 1960's and grew to 
become effective in the 1970's developed primarily out of two differ­
ent and distinct phenomena, resulting in basically two different kinds 
of organizations, according to Freeman. One developed along the lines 
of formal social structure and the other developed with a relaxed, in­
formal social structure. The informal part of the movement grew into 
a multitude of small groups with loose structures, an emphasis on 
sharing equal power, and no national organization.
Formal structure. The more formal of the two phenomena were 
organizations which began with traditional structures and developed 
from the top down, as Freeman describes them. The National Organiza­
tion of Women is the most prominent example of these groups, but it 
is not the only one. These organizations lacked a mass base at the 
time of their beginning. They tended to be formed by slightly older 
women who were used to traditional, formal organizations with elected 
officers, by-laws, and so forth— the usual trappings of democratic 
structure— and they were used to traditional forms of political 
action.
The more informal of these phenomena or roots grew out of the 
social action projects of the 1960's, particularly the civil rights 
movement. The women who were part of this branch of the movement 
were for the most part less than thirty or so years of age and were 
used to working within the loose, flexible, person-oriented structures
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familiar to student activists. Both parts of the movement were made 
up of predominantly white, middle-class, and college educated women 
(Freeman, in Rossi & Calderwood, 1973, p. 4).
The formation of the National Organization of Women, the best- 
known of the organizations which represent the more formal direction 
of the movement, began with the anger of a number of women with the 
attitude of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, which did 
not take discrimination on the basis of sex as a serious part of its 
mission. Representative Martha Griffiths of Michigan blasted the 
EEOC agency in a speech on the House floor. A few women who worked 
with the EEOC were sympathetic to the feminist cause and thought that 
an organization to represent women was needed, but felt that as gov­
ernment employees they could not organize such a group (Freeman, in 
Rossi & Calderwood, 1973, p. 5).
On June 30, 1966, ten days after Griffith's speech in the House, 
the Third National Conference of Commissions on the Status of Women 
met. A small group of women had met the night before to discuss the 
possibility of an organization that would promote women's rights, but 
decided instead to propose a resolution to the conference that called 
for the EEOC to treat sex discrimination as seriously as race dis­
crimination. When the conference defeated the resolution, saying 
that one agency could not be allowed to pressure another, this small 
group of women met over lunch and agreed to form an action organiza­
tion independent of government. This was the National Organization 
for Women. By the time the organizing conference of NOW was held on
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October 29 and 30, 1966, more than 300 men and women had become 
charter members of the organization (Freeman, in Rossi & Calderwood, 
1973, p. 7). NOW had politically knowledgeable members and top-notch 
officers, but no local chapters, mass base, or home office. Makeshift 
office space was "borrowed," first at the University of Wisconsin, 
then at the United Auto Workers offices in Detroit. In 1967 the 
office was moved to Washington, D.C., and in 1968 was moved to New 
York, where the first (poorly) paid staff member worked out of her 
home. During 1970 the organization grew and the administrative 
machinery began to function more smoothly, the office was moved to 
Chicago, mail was answered, referrals could be made to chapters, and 
program ideas could be distributed (Freeman, in Rossi & Calderwood, 
1973, p. 12).
NOW's history has been one of political activism (Freeman, in 
Rossi & Calderwood, 1973, pp. 7-13). For instance, NOW has run a 
continuing battle with governmental agencies as part of its efforts 
to improve the position of women. They have worked for Executive 
Orders which reduced sex discrimination by employers who held gov­
ernment contracts. There has been a long and continuing battle with 
the EEOC over enforcement of Title VII. Feminist lawyers have worked 
to secure judicial decisions that favor women's rights. Disagreement 
has been common among the members of NOW, as a number of controversial 
issues have been addressed, and agreement could not be expected among 
such a large and diverse group on all issues. Several groups split 
off and formed their own organizations, such as the Women's Equity
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Action League, the Feminists, and the Human Rights for Women Corpora­
tion, according to Freeman.
Several demonstrations were organized, the most successful of 
these being the strike of August 26, 1970, which commemorated the 
fiftieth anniversary of the Nineteenth Amendment. Not a "strike" in 
the usual sense, but actually a demonstration for which every femi­
nist group was encouraged to "do-your-own-thing" allowing a wide 
variety of peaceful demonstrations. It was supported by virtually 
every feminist group in some manner, and through it for the first 
time the public became aware of the potential power of the movement. 
The press gave the strike straight coverage rather than treating it 
with humor, ridicule, or disbelief as it had treated previous demon­
strations.
Freeman continues by pointing out that the strike was unusual 
in that women's groups united to participate in something together. 
Previous attempts at unity had been largely unsuccessful due to lack 
of agreement on issues. Feminists eventually realized that there can 
be strength in diversity, in a multitude of different groups reaching 
out to different women and presenting different viewpoints. This 
diversity gave the movement a broader and stronger base. They agreed 
to disagree and worked together when they could.
The year 1970 was also the year that NOW began to work at build­
ing local chapters and building a grass-roots organization. Mean­
while, the more informal part of the feminist movement had begun 
developing and the two parts began to form some liaisons.
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Informal structure. Freeman wrote that the less formally struc­
tured part of the movement developed as women, to a large extent 
young women involved with social-action groups, began to develop an 
awareness of the second-class status they held. Perhaps some of these 
women saw the similarities between their own social roles and those of 
the minority groups they were working to help. Women who became in­
volved with social action movements were routinely placed in tradi­
tionally female positions, such as telephoning, typing, or other 
clerical jobs. Many of the men in these social movements considered 
women useful only as homemakers and sexual partners. Women who 
thought about and wanted to express opinions concerning the ideologies 
they were working for, such as participatory democracy, freedom, or 
justice were often put down or left out. As Freeman said (in Rossi 
& Calderwood, 1973, p. 15), "They were working in a 'freedom movement' 
but they were not very free." Freeman quotes Stokeley Carmichael of 
the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee as saying, "The only 
position for women in SNCC is prone."
As the SDS convention in Detroit in 1965, when the idea of 
women's liberation was brought up, it was laughed off the floor by 
the male radicals. Women continued meeting, talking, circulating 
newsletters, or generally working on the issue, and at the 1967 
national conference succeeded in passing a resolution calling for 
the full participation of women. These women suggested that SDS 
work for communal child care, wide dissemination of contraceptives, 
easily available abortions, and equal sharing of housework. Most of
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these suggestions were ignored. The SDS newsletter decorated the 
page on which the women's resolution appeared with a freehand drawing 
of a girl in a baby-doll dress holding a picket sign and petulantly 
declaring, "We want our rights and we want them now!" (New Left Notes, 
July 10, 1967, quoted by Freeman in Rossi & Calderwood, 1973, p. 15).
The women who were a part of this informal part of the movement 
had no large-scale organization in the traditional sense of organiza­
tional structure. They were a multitude of small groups who met for 
moral support, general discussion and consciousness-raising. All 
together they formed a "radical community" in which women interacted, 
became aware of each other, and formed a network of communication. 
These small groups were generally ridiculed by the men who worked 
with the women in social action groups, but in many ways the ridicule 
served to increase their rage and so to strengthen the groups. These 
women were part of radical organizations, such as the SNCC, and met 
each other through those groups, but eventually left the men and 
formed their own movement. They came to be known as Women's Libera- 
tionists (Freeman, in Rossi & Calderwood, 1973, p. 18).
Among the functions of Women's Liberation groups has been the 
publication of numerous small newsletters and journals. Only a few 
of these have been national in scope, many have published a few months 
and died, but many still continue, mainly small publications with 
limited distribution. They range from scholarly to popular to
propagandistic.
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One of the reasons for establishing these newsletters was the 
poor coverage by the media. As Freeman says (in Rossi & Calderwood, 
1973, p. 19), "The press treated women's liberation much as society 
treats women— as entertainment not to be taken too seriously." This 
is why "bra-burning" got so much attention— writers thought it sounded 
funny. No woman ever did b u m  a bra, according to Freeman, but it 
was widely reported in the press.
In addition to printing their own material, women's liberation- 
ists retaliated against the poor coverage by the press by not speaking 
with male reporters. Excluding men generated interest and curiosity, 
and editors began looking for ways to find out what it was that they 
didn't want men to know about. Some feminists also refused to talk 
with women reporters as well as men reporters, thinking that straight 
coverage was not going to happen either way. But in the end more 
women reporters were hired and they did cover women's liberation 
demonstrations and other events. Sometimes reporters wrote stories 
that pleased editors more than they pleased feminists, but eventually 
many women reporters listened to what was going on, looked at their 
own second-rate position, and became active in the movement (Freeman, 
in Rossi & Calderwood, 1973, p. 20).
The small groups of from five to twenty women which make up this 
part of the movement are characterized by a lack of structure such as 
elected officers, and the thousands of groups around the country are 
essentially independent of each other. They are linked by communica­
tions between members and by sending each other their publications,
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but there is no national structure to organize any large-scale proj­
ect. A common characteristic is the exclusion of men; when men were 
present people reverted to traditional roles and men became leaders, 
no matter what the good intentions were. Discussions were more open 
and honest without men present (Freeman, in Rossi & Calderwood,
1973, p. 21).
The significant form of political education and social change 
came through the "rap groups" that this part of the movement estab­
lished. Freeman called this group meeting technique "the most valu­
able contribution the women's liberation movement has made so far to 
the tools for social change" (in Rossi & Calderwood, 1973, p. 22).
Rap groups bring women together for structured interaction. They 
also serve as a mechanism for social change by altering the partici­
pants' perceptions and conceptions of themselves and of society at 
large. This method attacks psychological oppression. Women, finding 
that other women have similar concerns and problems, see how social 
structures and attitudes mold people from birth and limit their oppor­
tunities. It is the process of deep personal attitudinal change which 
makes the rap group such a powerful tool (Freeman, in Rossi & 
Calderwood, 1973, p. 22).
The rap groups were and are an excellent tool for changing indi­
viduals, but when the members have had enough of consciousness raising 
and want to move into change in social organizations, the loose struc­
ture of the small group did not and does not serve the purpose par­
ticularly well. At this point, many women either moved into a more
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organized group or dropped out of the movement in any organized way. 
In either case, their lives and the lives of those around them had 
been changed and will never be the same.
The ideological opposition to "leadership" and "organization" 
kept many women of the small local groups from developing leadership 
skills. As a result, although the movement stimulated a great deal 
of consciousness-raising and numbers of sympathizers and supporters, 
it was unable to pull together an effective political weapon. The 
national organizations, on the other hand, have been able to use the 
legal, political, and media institutions to change the status of 
women. These organizations function as pressure groups within the 
limits of traditional political activity, according to Freeman.
The Women's Movement on Campus
The women's movement in society as a whole was reflected in the 
academic world by a variety of efforts to improve the status of 
women in colleges and universities. Women organized within profes­
sional groups such as the Modern Language Association or the Associ­
ation for Women Psychologists (Klotzburger, in Rossi & Calderwood, 
1973, pp. 359-379). Klotzburger lists forty-four professional 
women's groups formed between 1969 and 1971. Women on campuses 
across the country organized as faculty or graduate students or 
simply as women. The focus of these groups has been on research con­
cerning the status of women students and faculty, political action 
through the national professional organizations, recommendations for 
the improvement of the status of women, recruitment of academic
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women, elimination of obstacles to women's academic careers, and 
promotion of affirmative action procedures by colleges and univer­
sities.
Growth in the Seventies
The seventies have seen a proliferation of feminist organizations 
and accomplishments. A great diversity of organizations meets a 
variety of needs and appeals to many different kinds of women. Aware­
ness of the need for change has spread, and many more women are taking 
part. Women have become Protestant ministers and Jewish rabbis.
Girls and women participate in athletics to a far greater extent than 
they used to, although it cannot be said that they are treated as 
equal to men athletes. In 1974, McGraw-Hill published guidelines for 
nonsexist language for authors, and new publications often do exhibit 
nonsexist language. During the seventies Carla Hills, Juanita Kreps, 
Patricia Harris, and Shirley Hufstedler were appointed to Presidential 
Cabinet posts. Dixy Lee Ray and Ella Grasso were elected state 
governors. Women have been admitted to the military academies, have 
served in the Navy at sea, and as Air Force pilots. Rosalyn Yalow 
won a Nobel Prize in 1977. Hanna Holborn Gray became the president 
of the University of Chicago in 1978. Also in 1978, more women than 
men entered college for the first time in history. The percentage of 
women in professional schools has increased, although it has not 
reached fifty percent (Levine, Lyons, & Steinem, 1980, pp. 6-24).
In 1971, a Harris poll (quoted by Freeman in Rossi & Calderwood, 
1973, p. 31) reported 42 percent of women in the United States favored
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efforts to strengthen and change women's status in society while 
40 percent opposed this change. In 1972 the same question was asked 
and the response was 48 percent in favor and 36 percent opposed. In 
1975 (Levine, Lyons, & Steinem, 1980, p. 16) 59 percent of American 
women were in favor, and in 1979 (p. 24) 65 percent favored efforts 
to strengthen and change women's status.
The major issues of the women's movement, such as equal pay, 
women in political office, equal access to education, or the Equal 
Rights Amendment, have majority support in the public opinion polls 
(Levine, Lyons, & Steinem, 1980, p. 13). Early in the seventies these 
issues had only minority support, and in the sixties they were not 
even in the polls. However, while improving the status of women has 
majority support, and gains have been accomplished, we are a long way 
from equality and there is much yet to be done.
There has been a backlash reaction to this support from the 
general population for improving the status of women (Levine, Lyons,
& Steinem, 1980, p. 15). Representatives of those who hold positions 
of power and status are feeling endangered. They have paid feminism 
the honor of opposing it very seriously indeed. This is a dramatic 
change from the ridicule that was the response to the early stages of 
the feminist movement.
Impact of the Movement
The women's movement is a social revolution that has brought 
major changes to society. For instance, it has affected the clothing 
industry with a greater demand for career clothing for women. Working
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women bring a greater demand for convenience foods and restaurant 
meals. In general, the movement may have led to a slightly higher 
over-all standard of living as more women become career women.
But the most important impact is at the personal level; it is the 
effect on individual lives that matters. The woman who sees what 
other women are doing and says to herself, "Hey, 1 can do that!" is 
experiencing a personal change and has not thought of the big change 
that happens when many women have a similar experience. The man who 
realizes that it is important for women to feel a sense of satisfac­
tion based on achieving up to their potential needs to translate that 
knowledge into encouragement for the women he works with and the women 
in his family. The man who becomes less aggressive and achievement- 
oriented and more caring and people-oriented is experiencing personal 
change even though it must happen in the context of social acceptance. 
The man who holds a job previously thought of as women's work, as well 
as the woman who holds a nontraditional job, must cope with the per­
sonal inconveniences and attention that are part of being a pioneer. 
From any individual's point of view, the greatest effect of the change 
is at the personal level, in what we do in everyday situations and 
how we interact with each other. The changes in daily routines at 
home, in the classroom and the office, such as the changes in who 
fixes dinner or does the laundry, or who installs your telephone will 
have a greater impact than larger, more distant changes. Such things 
as supporting women's athletic teams or making sure that lectures in­
clude both "her" and "him" mean thinking and doing some routine
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activities differently than they might have been done before. Collec­
tively, this multitude of small changes totals a major sociological, 
economic, and historic turning point. This century will be marked in 
history as the century of the awakening of women. But the effect that 
matters to any individual is the change in personal lives, and the 
women's movement inevitably touches every life at some time or place 
today.
CHAPTER III
GENDER ROLES AND ROLE EXPECTATIONS
What is masculinity? What is femininity? How do people come to 
be characteristically feminine or masculine? Can people change be­
havioral characteristics that are commonly thought of as being femi­
nine or masculine? Or are those characteristics "wired in" at birth?
If a freshman English teacher assigned "What is Masculine?" and 
"What is Feminine?" as theme topics, what would today's students 
write? What adjectives would they use? Would the words come easily 
or would students find it difficult to describe masculinity and femi­
ninity? Do you suppose that students in 1950 would have said similar 
things, or would today's students have a somewhat different definition 
of what is masculine and what is feminine? How much of the descrip­
tion would be physical characteristics and how much would be be­
havioral characteristics?
People have an untidy tendency not to stay in their assigned 
stereotypical "boxes." There is a great deal of overlap from male 
to female and female to male role expectations. In addition to that, 
considerable numbers of people step outside of their expected role 
and do things that are generally expected of the opposite sex. Even 
if we find it possible to arrive at a description of what we expect 
men and women to be, we all know a few people who do not fit the 
stereotype. If women are passive and men are aggressive, how do we
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explain the aggressive women and the passive men we know? If women 
have a corner on emotions and feeling, why are the most renowned poets 
and painters male? Are men and women equally intelligent? If so, 
why do girls consistently get better grades in school? Are men more 
capable of leadership than women? Do both men and women exhibit com­
petitiveness? Are men better at debate? Why are women considered 
more talkative than men? Are men really more objective and rational? 
Why? Are women thought to be more intuitive?
It is difficult to subject these questions to a truly academic 
research analysis, and the limitations discussed in the introduction 
certainly apply to this problem. The answers are difficult and elu­
sive. Understanding gender roles and characteristics is a multi­
disciplinary subject, with research contributions from the disciplines 
of psychology, sociology, education, anthropology, religion, biology, 
and women's studies.
The focus of this study is women in education, especially in 
leadership roles in education. In order to understand women's roles 
in education, this study was begun with an examination of women's 
roles in American society as a whole, because women's roles in educa­
tion are a reflection of her role in society. In this chapter the 
formation of female roles is reviewed. Of course, the formation of 
female roles is related to the formation of male roles. The chapter 
is organized in a loose chronological order, within several subject 
matter disciplines. It begins with historical antecedents of several 
viewpoints of the various roles women have filled.
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Historical Views of Women
Williams (1977, p. 2) provides an historical overview of atti­
tudes toward women. She begins with woman's representation as a myth. 
People invent myths to explain phenomena that they are unable to 
understand, and so they invented myths to explain women. Seldom seen 
simply as human beings with the same idiosyncracies and human traits 
as men, women have been seen as incarnations of both the highest good 
and the basest evil, of chastity and lust, of virtue and deceit, and 
of the sacred and of the profane. An example is the earth mother 
myth, which corresponds the fertility of nature with the fertility 
of woman. Nature is not only fertile and bountiful, it is uncontrol­
lable and sometimes destructive. The earth mother myth leads men to 
invent taboos and ceremonial rites to try to bring that part of woman 
within his control.
Another view of woman (Williams, 1977, p. 4) has been as an en­
chantress or seductress. There are innumerable stories about men who 
have had to surrender to the charms of a woman and were thus rendered 
powerless as she seduced him away from higher paths and noble tasks. 
The seductress enchants the unlucky man, causes him to abandon reason, 
and brings out the wickedness he had suppressed with such pain.
Rather than admit his own guilt, the man blames her occult powers 
for overcoming his better judgment. Some of these kinds of stories 
reflect man's fear of emasculation, fear of control by women, as well 
as a rationalization for committing sins. The witch and the
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prostitute both represent other aspects of this interpretation of the 
nature of woman.
Women have also been thought of as a necessary evil (Williams, 
1977, p. 6), something that must be tolerated for the sake of the 
performance of necessary services, such as reproduction and household 
chores. Woman is the cause of the evils and misery of the world. A 
wife is a constant financial drain upon her husband. Even though the 
necessity of having women around was recognized, women were thought 
to be inferior, with no sense of justice, no genius whatever, and 
defective in the powers of reasoning and deliberation. They were 
often thought of as a piece of property with no personal rights.
This is true misogyny. In this view of women, nature lavishes beauty 
on the blossoming young maiden so that she may capture a man, and 
young men respond with complete lack of reason, and take on the 
burden of the care of a wife for the rest of their lives.
The myth of the virtuous woman (Williams, 1977, pp. 8-16) has 
been around for centuries and remains a common belief today; actually 
it has become a stereotype of the ideal woman that every female should 
strive to become. This woman is a faithful, loyal, obedient, and 
submissive wife; a dedicated and loving mother; a competent, diligent 
housewife; and an unquestioning supporter of the moral and religious 
values of her society. This model of the virtuous woman has defined 
woman's place, her personal characteristics and her permissible be­
haviors. This is the feminine mystique, the woman on a pedestal who 
adores her husband and is forever passively obedient to him. In the
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mid-nineteenth century women were idolized and worshipped as long as 
they exhibited the four virtues of piety, purity, submissiveness, and 
domesticity. Thus, while on the one hand they were placed high on a 
pedestal as the epitome of goodness, as God's representative on earth, 
on the other hand their abilities were considered far inferior to the 
abilities of men in regard to physical strength or mental capacity.
It was thought that women had little sex drive and that, therefore, 
compliance was natural. Furthermore, medical men of the time be­
lieved that too much mental activity would lead to insanity for 
women. To quote from Biklen and Brannigan (1980, p. 1):
Edward Clark's Sex in Education, published in 1874, predicted 
that women who went to college would become insane or sterile 
because protracted study would take energy from the ovaries and 
give it to the brain. (Gynecological theory of the times postu­
lated that one organ was dominant for each of the sexes: the 
ovary for the female and the brain for the male. Hence it was 
natural that men go to college.)
Early twentieth century attitudes toward women developed from nine­
teenth century views of women, and some of these attitudes continue to 
this day. While gynecological theory has progressed substantially and 
the ovary is no longer seen as a brain-drain, the pedestal myth is 
still with us.
The Bible, and the Christian interpretation of Biblical writings, 
has had a great influence on attitudes toward women. The writing of 
the Bible, while under the guidance of the Spirit of God, according 
to Christian thinking, was done by men who could not help but be in­
fluenced by the culture of their time.
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According to Old Testament laws, women were legal non-persons, 
dependents, subject for life to the authority of some male, either 
father or husband or brother. Full membership in both society and 
religion was limited to males and only males were considered responsi­
ble citizens. The Bible was written largely from a male point of 
view, by men, about men, and for men (Ressmeyer, 1977, pp. 24-25).
The Biblical writers wrote in the context of a society that thought 
of women as inferior, and the language and the metaphors available 
to them were of necessity those of that period; obviously there was 
nothing else to use.
The interpretation of Christian teaching has likewise been de­
pendent upon and interwoven with the philosophy of the times, and has 
changed through the years as thinking has changed. Thus Augustine 
said (Preus, 1978, p. 26):
If I am asked for what purpose it behooved man to be given this 
help (woman), no other occurs to me as likely than the procreation 
of children . . .  I do not see in what way it could be said that 
woman was made for a help for man, if the work of childbearing 
be excluded.
And Thomas Aquinas said this of women (Durant, 1950, p. 825):
The woman is subject to the man on account of the weakness of her 
nature, both of mind and body. . . . Man is the beginning of woman 
and her end, just as God is the beginning and end of every 
creature. . . . Woman is in subjection according to the law of 
nature, but a slave is not. . . . Children ought to love their 
father more than their mother.
Those who believe in the inferiority of women quote from the 
story of the expulsion from the garden in Genesis 3:16: ". . . in
sorrow thou shalt bring forth children; and thy desire shall be to 
thy husband, and he shall rule over thee." Much of the Bible portrays
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women as inferior, and since this is a contemporary argument, it 
seems important that views of theologians who believe in equality 
of the sexes be presented.
Genesis 1:27 sounds more like equality: . . male and female
created he them" (Ressmeyer, 1977, pp. 28-30; Preus, 1978, pp. 23-24). 
The teachings of Christianity emphasize such things as love for all 
humanity, concern and care for the oppressed, the worth of each indi­
vidual, and the oneness of God and all people under God.
Other Biblical passages can be read as an expression of the 
equality of all people, including women. Galatians 5:1 reads:
"Stand fast therefore in the liberty wherewith Christ has made us 
free, and be not entangled again with the yoke of bondage."
Ephesians 4:4-7 reads: "There is one body, and one Spirit,
. . . One Lord, one faith, one baptism, . . . But unto every one of 
us is given grace, according to the measure of the gift of Christ."
Galatians 3:28 states: "There is neither Jew nor Greek, there 
is neither bond nor free, there is neither male nor female: for ye 
are all one in Christ Jesus."
Biblical scholars often find contradictions between one Bible 
verse and another. They also find disagreements as to the most nearly 
correct translation, and given some agreement on translation, they 
may disagree on how to interpret a verse or a parable. These diffi­
culties coupled with the influence of cultural expectations of female 
roles at the time the scholar or interpreter lived or is living have 
lead to a variety of opinions among Christians as to the appropriate
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role of women. Some contemporary theologians, perhaps responding to 
the women's movement, have said that sexist traditions and patriarchal 
structures are contrary to Christ's teaching.
The Parable of the Talents (Matthew 25:14-30) has been inter­
preted to mean that Christians are obliged to make good use of their 
God-given talents. Good stewards are ambitious and hard-working, 
and they utilize their gifts of ability and intelligence to the maxi­
mum potential toward Christian ends. To waste talent is unchristian. 
Therefore women who do not achieve up to their ability because stereo­
typed sex roles inhibit their achievement are in a double bind if 
they consider themselves Christians.
It can be seen that over the centuries men have considered women 
from a standpoint or in a manner convenient to themselves. Women have 
been utilized as scapegoats for men's faults, as caretakers— taking 
care of things that men chose not to do, i.e. menial chores and virtu­
ous behavior, and as providers of physical comforts. Men's attitudes 
toward women have been incorporated into religious beliefs, which 
gives unequal roles an additional sense of legitimacy. One of the 
primary goals of women's liberation is the acceptance of equal re­
sponsibility for caretaking, or caregiving, and moral behavior on 
the part of men.
The Psychological Explanation 
of the Development of Gender Roles
The psychology of women as a field of study within that of 
psychology in general is a relatively new discipline, having come
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of age along with the second wave of the women's movement, although 
psychologists have been concerned with gender identity for a longer 
period of time. During the nineteenth century, as the young science 
of psychology took shape as a scientific discipline, investigations 
into gender roles were generally done with male subjects. There was 
little concern that women might be different from men; the study of 
"man" in the anthropological sense of mankind was done with males.
The field of psychoanalysis, however, considered the female psyche 
perhaps more than other branches of the science of psychology, al­
though women did not receive a great deal of attention in any of these 
branches. Tracing the thinking about what women are like, what prob­
lems they have, how they differ from men, and so forth, through a 
brief description of the development of psychoanalytical thinking 
about women, develops for the reader a basis for understanding current 
thinking of what women are like.
Freudian beginnings. Sigmund Freud was born in 1856. He began 
a practice in neuropathology in Vienna in 1886. His interest in 
psychopathology led to numerous publications, including his Three 
Essays on the Theory of Sexuality, which has the most to say about 
the psychology of women, in 1905. He lived until 1939.
Freud was the founding father of psychoanalysis, and his influ­
ence has been considerable. Laws (1979, pp. 271-272) writes, "By the 
standards of present-day psychology, the Freudian theory is uncon­
vincing." His methodology lacked systematic observations, discrimi­
nant validity, satisfactory interrater reliability, and alternative
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causal explanations were not tested. Freud's psychology of women 
(that is, a theory of the normal psychological development of women) 
represents neither a major part of his work nor his best effort; 
women constitute only a small part of his grand theory. Many of his 
ideas have been refuted over the years since Freud advanced them 
early in the twentieth century, but the Freudian influence has been 
profound. Freud's ideas were the first ideas in the study of psycho­
analysis, and the psychoanalysts who followed Freud began with his 
thinking and had to disprove parts of it before they could develop 
other trains of thought. The residuals linger on, and his thinking 
seems to flavor the entire subject of psychoanalysis. While many of 
Freud's ideas have been refuted, they were commonly taught in a great 
many college classrooms prior to being replaced with improved 
theories. Freud's ideas have had an immeasurable effect on the way 
many people think about women.
Freud has had a tremendous influence on attitudes toward women, 
but it is also true that Freud in turn was influenced by nineteenth 
century attitudes toward women: he began with the ideas that were 
prevalent in the culture or the environment around him. It was a 
common assumption in Freud's time that women were inferior, and thus 
it was logical for Freud to base his theories on that assumption.
A review of Freudian theories about women provides an understand­
ing of where twentieth century attitudes toward women began for much 
of western civilization. Williams (1977, pp. 18-36) describes the 
development of his thinking.
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Freud's theory of sexual development postulates stages of devel­
opment called psychosexual stages. The infantile stages are the oral, 
anal, and phallic stages. Around the age of six, the child moves into 
what Freud calls the latency stage, and then at puberty into the 
genital stage. During the phallic stage, the child must resolve the 
conflicts surrounding the attainment of heterosexuality, or the be­
havior patterns called masculine and feminine.
According to Freud, a child's first love is his mother. During 
the phallic stage the boy develops sexual wishes for his mother, and 
begins to see his father as a powerful and hated rival. During this 
period (Williams, 1977, p. 23) the little boy discovers that girls do 
not have a penis. The boy concludes that it has been cut off, prob­
ably as a punishment. Such a fate could happen to him, perhaps be­
cause of his secret desires for his mother and his death wishes for 
his father, and this thinking causes what Freud termed castration 
anxiety. The resolution of this, the greatest of childhood's prob­
lems, comes about through the mechanism of repression, the relega­
tion to the unconscious of the Oedipal wishes and all other sexuality 
as well, thus ushering in the latency stage. The boy then moves, at 
an unconscious level, into an identification with the father and his 
masculinity, and finally into psychosexual maturity.
Freud admitted to being puzzled by women's development. Much of 
his writing holds to a vague notion of parallel development in girls 
to that of boys. He does present a theory of female development 
(Williams, 1977, p. 27), but with the statement that not much was
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known about little girls, and that women were difficult to understand. 
Freud hypothesized that when a little girl discovers that boys have a 
penis and she does not, she immediately develops "penis envy." She 
considers herself castrated and develops a permanent sense of inferi­
ority. When she learns that all females do not have penises, she 
develops a contempt for her sex. She abandons her mother as a love- 
object, and shifts her libido to her father. She will substitute a 
wish for a child for the unrealizable wish for a penis, but penis envy 
and the feeling of inferiority will characterize her personality for 
the rest of her life.
Deutsch: follower with her own ideas. Helene Deutsch (Williams,
1977, pp. 36-49) was a disciple and a colleague of Freud. She worked 
with him in Vienna from 1918 until he left that city in 1933. Deutsch 
agreed with Freud's theories with two key exceptions. She thought 
that penis envy was simply normal envy for something someone else had, 
not the basis for a girl's most essential conflicts, and not as influ­
ential in the development of her personality as Freud had thought.
The personality trait of envy is not peculiar to girls but also found 
in boys, she said. The second exception Deutsch took with Freud's 
thinking concerned the Oedipal conflict. Deutsch believed that the 
girl never completely abandoned her mother as a love-object, and that 
the Oedipal resolution was different for girls than it was for boys. 
The characteristics of the girl's bond with her mother are of crucial 
importance in the girl's personality development, and this bond forms 
a base for the girl's own feminine identification.
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Deutsch's major work on the psychology of women was written 
during the Second World War (Williams, 1977). Women in large numbers 
were entering the work force, many in nontraditional roles. Deutsch 
thought that these factors would not change the basic core of the 
feminine psyche, governed by tender and erotic motives. In her view, 
women would not become competitive or aggressive.
Among Deutsch's beliefs were these: sex differences are present 
from birth; women have a lower sex drive; women's passivity is physio­
logical; and that narcissism, passivity, and masochism are essential 
characteristics of the feminine personality. She believed that 
women's physiology and anatomy determined women's role, and that in­
tellectual or competitive pursuits were in conflict with women's 
personalities.
Further departures from Freud. Tavris and Offir (1977, p. 142) 
discuss the fact that many critics of Freud did not agree with the 
penis envy theory. Quote:
Some critics have denied that penis envy exists at all. Some 
have maintained that the concept is to be taken symbolically 
rather than literally, as denoting women's envy of male power 
and status. What women envy, according to this line of thought, 
is not the penis itself but the perogatives that go with having 
one. As psychoanalyst Clara Thompson put it, "It is the male who 
experiences the penis as a valuable organ and he assumes that 
women also must feel that way about it. But a woman cannot really 
imagine the sexual pleasure of a penis— she can only appreciate 
the social advantages its possessor has." And some have argued 
that while women do envy the penis, Freud overlooked the fact 
that men envy the womb; each sex, in other words, envies the 
unique organs of the other.
Bardwick (1971, p. 14) thought that Freud was preoccupied with 
sex and the genitals. His placement of women as submissive, inferior
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creatures reflected the time in which he lived. Bardwick thought 
that Freud’s error was in generalizing from genital differences to 
an entire personality syndrome. The genitals do not make a whole 
personality.
Around the middle of the twentieth century, psychologists began 
to think that it was not the absence of a penis but the presence of a 
creative inner space that is important for girls. It is not a griev­
ing renunciation of a "lost" penis but an anticipatory pleasure of 
future maternity that looms importantly in the future for the female.
Bardwick (1971, p. 18) asserts that:
Our culture strongly emphasizes goals and behaviors that have 
traditionally been masculine, as well as self-perceptions that 
are dependent on achievement in the marketplace. There is an 
essential difference, however, between a wish for masculinity 
arising from penis envy . . . and a self-percept that, along 
with the acceptance of oneself as feminine, desires the activities 
and successes that men achieve. A neurotic flight from womanhood 
implies penis envy in the adult woman; in the normal woman, pur­
suit of activities in the marketplace does not carry the same 
implication. Successful scholastic or occupational competition 
is a general cultural goal. It need not threaten one's feminine 
identity unless one is punished for striving or succeeding.
Bardwick also states (1971, p. 68):
Actually, all of this preoccupation with sex is a little reveal­
ing. I think that sex, like health and money, is a commodity 
that the successful purchaser and user can ignore. If your sex 
life is satisfactory, you can forget it. You're certainly not 
going to worry about it. In that case, sexual activity is but 
one activity in a life of diverse activities, and it is no more 
important than most. The cultural preoccupation with sex reveals 
a generalized lack of sexual success or security.
Jung's explanation of the anima and animus. Carl Jung was a 
contemporary of Sigmund Freud's; both men worked in Europe in the 
latter part of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the
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twentieth century. But Jung was well established in his career before 
he met Freud and the two did not work together; rather, they often 
disagreed.
Jung (Bennet, 1967) believed that there were differences in the 
psychology of men and women. In the unconscious of every man there 
is a feminine element, which Jung called the anima. The counterpart 
to this in women he called the animus. Anima is the Latin word for 
soul or "breath of life," or that which animates. The word animosity 
also comes from this root word. Bennet (1967) interprets the anima 
and animus as an image of the opposite sex, sometimes an idealized 
image and sometimes far less than ideal. Sometimes it is a reflection 
of the feminine or masculine within. In McGuire and Hull (1977, 
p. 296) the anima is described as an archetypical form. In Jacobi 
(1962, pp. 112-114) the anima is more broadly defined to include a 
number of different kinds of images and reflections. It seems to be 
something that Jung never defined in exact detail, but rather as a 
broad concept. At times the anima explains falling in love or infatu­
ation. Sometimes it explains how a man can project his anima to his 
wife or sweetheart whether or not she really possesses those charac­
teristics. Sometimes the anima is described as a link between the 
conscious and the unconscious. Other times it refers to men acting 
in feminine ways or women in masculine ways.
Jung wrote more about the anima than he did about the animus, 
possibly because he was male and the anima was easier to understand, 
and possibly because so little work was done in regard to women by
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anyone at that time. The anima could represent the feminine in a 
man, which men often strongly repress for fear of affecting masculine 
behavior. It could represent what a man fears in a woman. For some 
men the anima was what he wanted to be but could not allow himself to 
be. Sometimes it was what attracted him to a woman as he seemed to 
recognize his anima in her; be she angel or witch, he could not help 
falling in love with her. Some men "prove" their masculinity to 
their own satisfaction and then feel free to allow the feminine, or 
the anima, in their personalities to come to the surface and influence 
their behavior.
As Bennet (1967) describes this theory, Jung thought that the 
anima or animus is partially formed when the boy or girl is born, 
and is enlarged through the various experiences of growing up and 
continues to develop throughout adult life stages. As a child, the 
individual must drop the attachment to the mother, relate to the 
father, and develop his or her own sexual identity. It is often dur­
ing the mid-life stage of his life cycle that a man comes to recognize 
the feminine part of his character, deal with it and allow it to 
surface. Jung explains several kinds of psychological maladjustment 
in terms of the development of the anima or animus, but for the pur­
poses of this paper we will simply note that Jung identified an 
opposite-sex side to every personality, and said that normal hetero­
sexual people must struggle with and accept that part of their 
personalities.
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Jiang considered the anima and animus as influences to be dealt 
with and overcome, if one was to be a normal, healthy man or woman.
He considered women whose animus side of their personalities was 
dominant to be difficult and deviant (Bennet, 1967, pp. 129-135).
This kind of woman he thought to be opinionated, one who alienated 
her friends, found admiration of her charm and beauty insufficient 
success, and one who had a desire to be right and to be competitive. 
She was too aggressive and not passive enough. Jung recommended 
therapy for such women to help them overcome their handicaps and 
understand and accept the feminine role of sweet passivity, to 
accept her family responsibilities, and to be less concerned with 
personal achievements.
Synopsis of early psychoanalytic thinking. The psychoanalysts 
represented up to this point in the study are similar in several im­
portant respects, although they differ in several important ways also. 
Like nearly all of the psychologists of the time, they believed that 
a woman's body, her anatomy and physiology, determined her personality 
and behavior. Because her biology assigns her the role of child- 
bearer, she was assigned the social role of care-giver: biology is 
destiny. Another shared belief was their consideration of the male 
as the norm, the proto-type human being, which means that women were 
different from the norm. This difference was seen as having a pro­
found effect on her behavior; her deviation from the norm is explained 
on the basis of her biological functions. The psychoanalytic model 
is male, and these early psychoanalysts attempted to bring the female
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into that framework. This led to some rather awkward conceptual 
spin-offs in attempts to deal with the special case of women. They 
highlight the lack of serious and systematic attention to the param­
eters of female behavior.
Homey and the psychological study of women. During the second 
quarter of the twentieth century, psychoanalysts began to look at 
women less as something different from the male norm and more as a 
separate entity, equal in comparison to the male. One of the first 
to concern herself primarily with the psychology of women was Horney 
(Williams, 1977, pp. 64-71), who agreed with some of the other critics 
of Freud that cultural and environmental factors do influence be­
havior, and that the present environment must be considered when 
treating patients. She called the approach holistic, or a view of a 
person as a dynamic whole. This thinking shifted away from the bio­
logical determinism characteristic of earlier psycholanalysts' 
thinking. Horney also criticized the male bias of psychoanalytic 
observers, stating that in our civilization all institutions were 
dominated by men.
Homey did not deny the presence of penis envy, the masculinity 
complex, and basic feelings of inferiority in women. But she pointed 
out that envy is not limited to females, and that men envy pregnancy, 
childbirth, nursing, and motherhood (Tavris & Offir, 1977, p. 143).
Men also fear and dread the mysterious and sometimes bloody activ­
ities of women. In her psychoanalytic studies, Homey found a dread 
on the part of men of what women might do to men in the act of
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intercourse, when a man entrusts his genitals to the female body. Men 
may interpret the subsiding erection as a loss of strength, evidence 
of having been weakened by the woman.
Horney (Williams, 1977, p. 69) thought that feelings of inferi­
ority in women were socialized or culturally learned. In contrast to 
Freud and his followers, she thought that social conditioning taught 
women to model themselves after the patriarchal ideal of womanhood. 
Women who wanted to develop their intellectual abilities, follow a 
vocation, pursue a special interest, or develop an independent per­
sonality found themselves in conflict with society and often became 
mentally ill. This conditioning also caused women’s diminished self­
esteem and lack of confidence. Homey published these radical ideas 
in 1934 in a paper titled, "The Overvaluation of Love," published in 
the Psychoanalytic Quarterly.
By 1950, Horney had broken completely with the Freudian school. 
She saw the child as born with a potential for growth, for self- 
actualization, and rejected the libido theory with its emphasis on 
biological instincts and drives, and its pessimistic view of man as 
a driven creature at odds with himself.
Erikson's description of the creative inner space. Erik Erikson 
(Williams, 1977, pp. 49-60) has done considerable work with child 
development and the stages of man. The psychology of women was not a 
primary focus of his work, but his theory of the creative inner space 
is an important consideration here. He thought that it is not penis 
envy which is important for women, but rather an awareness of a
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creative inner space. Erikson's paper was published during the space 
age, and the inner space idea contrasted with the masculine preoccupa­
tion with outer space. He believed that young girls were aware of a 
vaginal inner space and that they valued that feeling. The play of 
little girls reflects this in such concepts as enclosure, inclusion 
and building together. Women's activities in general and homemaking 
specifically reflect the inner-relatedness idea. In contrast, a 
woman despairs if she is left empty, unfulfilled, and lonely.
Fear of success. Horner (Bardwick, 1971, pp. 179-183) thought 
that women were threatened by success (as a male society defines 
success) because outstanding academic achievement or achievement in 
other competitive activities is consciously or unconsciously equated 
with a loss of femininity. In addition to a loss of femininity, or 
perhaps because of this loss, such achievement was thought to lead 
to social rejection. In order to test this theory in research,
Horner devised two story cues, and then asked groups of college men 
and women to complete the stories. The women were given the cue: 
"After first term finals, Anne finds herself at the top of her medical 
school class." The men were given the cue: "After first term finals, 
John finds himself at the top of his medical school class." The 
women's responses showed fear of being socially rejected, of losing 
friends, of losing dating and marriageable qualities, a desire to 
keep the success a secret, guilt or despair, doubt about one's 
femininity, anxiety about one's normality, and sometimes denial. The 
men's stories showed pride and optimism for the future.
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All of the limitations described in the introduction to this 
paper apply to studies on the motivation to avoid success, plus some 
questions concerning the methodology, such as generalizing to a 
population as large and varied as "women" from a sample of college 
students.
Homer's study attracted much attention, and a plethora of re­
lated studies followed her report. It is interesting that while many 
researchers have studied fear of success or motivation to avoid 
success, Laws (1979, p. 275) reports a review done by Denmark et al. 
which states that not a single entry on women's motivation for power 
appeared in the journals Psychological Abstracts, Sociological Ab­
stracts , and Educational Abstracts for the period 1969-1973. With 
so much interest in lack of motivation, it seems strange that there 
has been so little interest in the presence of motivation. They did 
not report on men's motivation for power.
Fear of success might better be termed motivation to avoid 
success. It is entirely dependent on one's definition of success, 
and of course varies with the individual. The theory may be applied 
to any area of competition, such as sports, business, theatre, or 
homemaking. It certainly applies to men as well as to women, although 
probably in different ways. The same human motivations associated 
with fear of success, such as personal pride, acceptance from peers, 
family, and authority figures, or avoidance of stress may be diagnosed 
differently when the individual simply chooses a safer, more com­
fortable route that does not risk failure. This is sometimes called
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fear of failure, which means not risking failure by setting the goal 
lower and by so doing ensuring success.
The motivation to avoid success is related to the desire to 
compete, which might be more simply labeled ambition. There is no 
doubt that women are competitive, but in years past women have gener­
ally not competed in the same areas as men; rather they concentrated 
on becoming the best cook, hostess, mother, or the most beautiful 
woman in the community. Competition among women for the favors of 
men, especially when that attention culminates in marriage to a 
desirable bachelor, has on occasion been fierce.
Consideration of the motive to avoid success leads to a general 
consideration of motivation and achievement, and there is a consider­
able body of literature on the topics of motivation and the drive to 
achieve. However, it is not the purpose of this study to consider 
motivation, and the discussion here must be limited to a few high 
points, perhaps as information that might provide understanding and 
identification of girls who as women could be candidates for leader­
ship positions. Bardwick (1971, pp. 171-178) points out that the 
body of theoretical literature explains achievement behavior as a 
function of the motive to achieve, but in relation to male behavior. 
Again, women are considered an enigma, and have been largely left out 
of the research. Essentially what research has shown us is that the 
person who is achievement motivated has an internal standard of ex­
cellence, is independent, persistent, undertakes realistic tasks, 
performs well academically, and has clearly understood goals. Perhaps
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this applies to women and girls as well as to men and boys. Some 
theorize that the need to achieve may be related to the need for 
affiliation, which in this case would be the expectation that one 
will receive praise and love in return for achievement. It may be 
that the need for affiliation is actually greater for females than 
for males. While achievement has traditionally meant something dif­
ferent for females than it has for males, in both sexes there is 
always a commitment to a high quality of effort, a necessary high 
standard of performance, and a drive to excel among the achievement 
oriented.
In childhood, Bardwick continues, both boys and girls are found 
to have the motive to achieve, often as a means of securing parental 
approval. But boys are pressured to become independent and to achieve 
vocationally or athletically more than girls. Girls may be rewarded 
for academic achievement, but such achievement is considered more im­
portant for boys and failure will be punished more severely for boys 
than it will be for girls. In adolescence, boys become committed to 
a vocational identity and become more successful academically than 
they had previously. While girls' grades are better on the average in 
elementary school, in high school the boys do better. It may be that 
girls fear seeming too aggressive or unfeminine and give up efforts 
to achieve, or shift achievement goals from academic pursuits to more 
feminine endeavors.
Chodorow: The reproduction of mothering. Nancy Chodorow (1978)
thinks that major features of the social organization of gender are
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transmitted in and through those personalities produced by the struc­
ture of family life, in which children become gendered members of 
society. The structure of parenting reproduces itself.
A human newborn is totally dependent on parental care. The 
quality of care conditions the growth of the self and the infant's 
basic emotional self-image. Fundamental aspects of the individual's 
sense of self and gender identity develop through this earliest re­
lationship. Chodorow (1978, p. 150) believes that gender identity is 
firmly and irreversibly established by the time a child is three 
years old, and that this identity is based on the "social ascription 
of sex that begins at birth and is cognitively learned concomitantly 
with language."
Since in our culture it is almost universal that infant care is 
provided by women, the total dependence of infancy is on a woman, 
usually the mother. Chodorow believes that mothers treat boys dif­
ferently from girls, and because of this boys and girls develop dif­
ferent gender identities. This also results in different male and 
female personalities for boys and girls. Chodorow is referring to 
the preoedipal and oedipal conflicts of separation and attachment, 
which are different for boys and girls. Girls remain somewhat 
attached to their mother, but boys must learn separation from that 
female attachment. Mothers see sons as opposite sexed and treat them 
differently as members of the opposite sex.
Current thinking on the differences between women and men. Just 
what personality or behavioral characteristics are related to sexual
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differences? What is inevitable and unchangeable and what are we 
teaching our children that we could teach differently, thus improving 
not only the quality of their lives but society in general?
Tavris and Offir (1977, pp. 33-56) discuss at length the charac­
teristics that have been associated with sex differences, examining 
many studies done on the subject, including the comprehensive review 
of other studies done by Maccoby and Jacklin in 1974. Characteristics 
such as intelligence, verbal ability, creativity, visual-spatial 
ability, physical abilities, sociability, emotionality, dependence, 
nurturance, aggressiveness and others are examined. Much of the evi­
dence they found is inconclusive. What they can say with reasonable 
assurance is that males are more muscular, males are more vulnerable 
to illness and disease, females excel on manual dexterity tests when 
speed is important (although these findings are somewhat ambiguous), 
and that males are more aggressive from preschool age on. Tavris and 
Offir (1977, p. 56) conclude by saying that sex differences are 
probably fewer and less dramatic than most people believe. But they 
caution that while people can change and we can expect our research 
to become more accurate, it seems obvious that there really is a 
difference between the sexes. Males and females see the world dif­
ferently, make different plans, and have different experiences. They 
think of themselves as different, which becomes a self-fulfilling 
prophecy: when they think they are different, they really are.
Bardwick (1971, pp. 21-82) thinks that the psychology of women 
is closely related to the physiological functioning of their
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reproductive systems and their attitudes toward those systems. The 
reproductive system generates direct effects upon the personality of 
women, and psychological states will induce effects in the physiology 
of the system. The reproductive system a woman possesses may be 
viewed by her as a source of threat, as a source of satisfaction, or 
as the crux of femininity.
Bardwick explains her thinking that the genitals, the brain and 
hormones all contribute to our human sexuality. The three inter­
relate. Hormones affect not only our physical state, but our emotions 
and our thinking. The reverse is also true: emotions, such as fear 
or hate affect our hormone balance. The physical states of menstru­
ation and the menstrual cycle, menopause, pregnancy, lactation, and 
the elevated sex-hormone levels bought about by oral contraceptives 
must affect the way women think and feel. Physiological changes re­
sult in psychological changes, and endocrine levels affect psycho­
logical states, but we don't know exactly how. Endocrine levels seem 
to influence moods and emotions, but at the same time mood-shifts are 
linked to behavior, and behavior is an expression of motives, atti­
tudes and personality as well as moods. In addition, all of this is 
affected by the environment.
Bardwick was writing about women, as her book was about the psy­
chology of women. But much of what she wrote could be said about men. 
Hormone and endocrine levels, as well as the reproductive system, af­
fect the psychology of men also. The genitals, the brain and hormones 
all contribute to human sexuality: both men and women. The
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psychological changes brought about by the menstrual cycle are more 
obvious and therefore receive more attention, but there is a relation­
ship between male psychology and male physiology as well.
In 1971, Bardwick's writing seemed to reflect a belief that 
female physiology did indeed have considerable effect on her behavior, 
that hormone and endocrine levels were related to feelings of depres­
sion, anxiety, happiness and feelings of well-being. In 1979,
Bardwick places more emphasis on social and cultural aspects of the 
formation of gender identity (p. 160):
The expression of any tendency is always significantly affected 
by the experiences that one has been encouraged to have or has 
been prohibited from having. If, for example, men are not given 
the opportunity to nurture children, then any gender tendencies 
women have toward nurturance that could be attributed to physi­
ology will be enlarged, as will any physiological gender dif­
ferences between men and women. For the same reason, if women 
are forbidden to act dominantly or aggressively and are kept from 
situations in which those responses are appropriate, then, in a 
self-fulfilling prophecy, everyone will conclude that women do 
not have the capacity to act aggressively and scientific studies 
will confirm what everyone knows.
Bardwick (1979, pp. 160-169) continues the discussion of the re­
lationship between psychological sex differences and biological gender 
by reporting that almost all cultures socialize men to be more aggres­
sive, assertive, or dominant, and all females to be nurturant and 
passive. A few studies have been done that try to relate physiology 
to behavior, but our interpretation is limited by the small number of 
studies, their lack of depth, and their methodology. Some gender 
traits are probably related to physiology, although Bardwick thinks 
that most of them are learned. Gender identity in the form of the 
self-aware statement that you are of one sex and not the other is
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clearly the result of learning. But hormones and the endocrine system 
do have an effect on behavior and influence tendencies toward certain 
kinds of behavior. Behavior also has an effect on hormone levels: an 
example would be an increase in hormone level due to anxiety or fear. 
Behavior and the endocrine system are intertwined in a very complex 
manner.
Tavris and Offir (1977, pp. 94-99) also ask the question, are 
sex differences "wired in" at birth? Research done with animals shows 
definite sex differences, such as aggressive males and nurturant 
females. These authors report several studies which conclude that 
there are indeed sex differences in personality which are based on 
biology. But the research is not entirely consistent, and all of the 
methodological limitations mentioned in the introduction apply. The 
most important question about the methodology is whether we can gen­
eralize from animals to humans. If we accept that idea, which animal 
is most like humans in terms of sex differences? We simply do not 
know that. We do know that people make rules to govern behavior, and 
that sometimes those rules overpower natural inclinations. Therefore 
behavioral patterns that are found in animals may disappear in humans 
simply because we outlaw such behavior.
The effects of sex hormones (Tavris & Offir, 1977, pp. 105-107) 
are particularly noticeable during fetal development. Hermaphrodites 
and transsexuals result when something goes wrong with the hormone 
system during fetal development. Numerous studies (Money & Ehrhardt, 
1972; Bardwick, 1971; Tavris & Offir, 1977) show that sex can be
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changed, or determined in the case of an individual of indeterminant 
sex, through surgery and hormone therapy, and that such procedure is 
more successful if it corresponds to the socialized gender of the 
individual. That is, if a child has been raised as a boy or girl for 
several months, then surgery should be such that the child remains 
that sex, even if a change of sex would be simpler surgery. Gender 
identity is established early in life in the psychological sense, 
and it is easier to change the physiology than it is to change the 
psychology.
Identifying differences is somewhat complicated by the difficulty 
in defining masculinity and femininity. How much energetic activity 
is aggressive and therefore masculine, and how much such activity 
would be expected of any normal little girl? What is tomboyish?
Would boys play with girls' toys, and vice-versa, if such behavior 
were permitted or encouraged? Again, the problems of methodology and 
ethnocentricity must be considered, in addition to the basic diffi­
culty of defining terms so that everyone is talking about the same 
thing. Definitions would be simpler if people fit "nearly into 
boxes" but the lines of demarcation are vague and there is a great 
deal of overlap in the spaces for expected male and/or female 
behavior.
If personality traits, such as aggressiveness or leadership 
ability, are linked to hormone levels, such as androgen levels, is 
it possible that the reason there is so much overlap in masculine and 
feminine behavior is that there is a wide variation in hormone levels
for normal males and females?
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Some human traits are sex-linked, that is, they are carried on 
sex chromosomes (Tavris & Offir, 1977, pp. 100-103). Examples of 
this are hemophilia and color blindness, which occur much more often 
in males than in females. No one has shown a direct connection be­
tween a specific gene and sex differences in personality or behavior, 
with one exception. Tavris and Offir report that there is a strong 
argument, although it is inferential, that spatial visualization 
ability is a genetic, sex-linked trait. Spatial visualization is 
the ability to identify imbedded figures, or to imagine objects in 
three dimensions. If the genetic explanation is correct, good spatial 
visualization ability will appear in half of all males and one-fourth 
of all females. That is, they will be born with the potential. 
Training and experience are crucial to whether people develop any 
ability as far as their potential allows.
Re-definition of the psychological concept of masculinity and 
femininity. Until very recently (Bardwick, 1979, p. 36), psycholo­
gists defined the healthy female in traditional sexist terms; females 
were described in terms of what men are supposed to be and what women 
presumably are not. Women who wanted fulfillment or were assertive 
or ambitious were considered castrating and unnatural by most psy­
chologists. The therapist's task was to undo the patient's neurosis 
and create a psyche that could find fulfillment in "Kinder, Kirche, 
and Kuche" (Bardwick, 1979, p. 36). (Kinder, Kirche, and Kuche
translates from the German as child-care, church, and kitchen.)
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In a study reported in 1970, Broverman, Broverman, Clarkson, 
Rosenkrantz and Vogel state that characteristics judged healthy for 
any adult were similar to the characteristics judged healthy for an 
adult male, but the characteristics judged as healthy for an adult 
female were different. These researchers asked seventy-nine (46 men 
and 33 women) clinically trained and active psychologists, psychia­
trists, or social workers to complete a questionnaire consisting of 
122 bipolar items describing behavior traits. One of these poles was 
typically characterized as masculine and the other as feminine. A 
previous study had shown that 27 of these behavior traits on the 
masculine pole were more socially desirable, while 11 of the items 
on the feminine pole were more socially desirable. Those items for 
which the feminine pole was socially desirable included such charac­
teristics as very talkative, very tactful, very gentle, very reli­
gious, very interested in own appearance, very quiet, very strong 
need for security, as well as some others. Examples of male-valued 
items included very aggressive, very independent, not at all emo­
tional, very objective, very dominant, likes math and science, very 
active, very competitive, very worldly, can make decisions easily, 
very self-confident, very ambitious, never conceited about appearance, 
and others. Each clinician was given one of three sets of instruc­
tions. They were asked to describe a healthy, mature, socially com­
petent (1) adult, sex unspecified, or (2) adult male, or (3) adult
female.
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Broverman et al. found strong agreement among the clinicians 
responding to this questionnaire. Their concepts of healthy, mature 
males were similar to their concepts of heathy adults. But their 
concepts of healthy, mature females were considerably different from 
that of healthy adults. Responses tend to conform to sex-role stereo­
types. Clinicians were significantly less likely to attribute traits 
which characterize healthy adults to a woman than to a man. They 
seem to be saying that a healthy woman is less mature than a healthy 
man.
Bardwick (1979, pp. 156-157) states that basic concepts of psy­
chological health are based on social norms, and since those norms 
are changing, so must our idea of what is healthy. The first tests 
psychologists developed for masculinity-femininity were based on the 
notion that those variables were opposite ends of the same parameter. 
What was masculine was not feminine and vice-versa. The emphasis was 
on differences, and thus the tests could not measure similarities. 
Gender is an abstract concept, difficult to define with exact adjec­
tives; therefore, it is difficult to find descriptors to use on scales 
which will really describe the particular characteristic the investi­
gator is looking for. Psychologists have come to realize that mascu­
line and feminine are not opposite ends of a single variable, and 
that we are talking about a complex combination of a group of vari­
ables. We do not know how generalized the stereotypical character­
istics really are among the entire population. For example, if people 
are nurturant, how strongly nurturant are they? Are they nurturant
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all, most, or some of the time? Are there times when nurturant 
people are not nurturing? Are they more nurturant with some people 
than with others? Since nurturance is traditionally considered a 
feminine characteristic and assertiveness a masculine characteristic, 
are people who are high in nurturance likely to be low in assertive­
ness and vice-versa? Do people who have many feminine interests 
have few masculine interests? We can't answer these questions yet.
We don't even have the tools to measure simultaneous attributes.
New psychological tests have been developed (Bardwick, 1979, 
p. 158), based on the idea that all people have both masculine and 
feminine characteristics. Many psychologists are moving toward the 
view that androgynous people, those who score high on both masculine 
and feminine scales, have high levels of self-esteem and are the more 
psychologically healthy. They also think that people who score high 
on their own gender scale and low on the other are not as psycho­
logically healthy because their development has been too narrow and 
confined, so that they have tools for coping with fewer situations. 
This is a reflection of social changes, of changing norms, of a chang­
ing reality. The androgynous concept of psychological health defines 
the ideal person as having a blend of interests, abilities, and traits 
which are both expressive and instrumental.
The psychologically healthy person is secure in his or her 
gender identity; the physical self is an intrinsic part of the self- 
concept, Bardwick wrote. Gender roles are wrong when they stifle or 
deny people fulfillment, but the androgynous person should still have
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a basic gender identity. We need that anchor, as this is the only 
thing about us that does not change as we grow up. We are anxious 
when we are not secure in our own gender identity. We are made anx­
ious by people who present a fuzzy or conflicted sexual identity, 
such as men who dress in women's clothes, or people who prefer part­
ners of the same sex as themselves.
Bern (1974) speculated that individuals might be both masculine 
and feminine, that is, they could exhibit some personality charac­
teristics that are feminine and other characteristics that are mascu­
line. Jung (McGuire & Hull, 1977, p. 296) had noted early in the 
twentieth century that humanists had discovered this in the sixteenth 
century. However, psychological tests had, until the mid-seventies, 
conceptualized masculinity and femininity as bipolar ends of a single 
continuum. When a person took a masculinity/femininity test, he or 
she showed a tendency toward one or the other, but the items were 
mutually exclusive and one could not be masculine in some ways and 
at the same time be feminine in some ways.
Kazanis (in Loeb, 1979, pp. 176-183) discussed the myth of mascu­
line and feminine polarity. Masculine/feminine polarity is something 
much more than simple duality or opposition; they are the extremities 
of a single whole. The eastern view of masculine and feminine is an 
inner unity of opposites. The Chinese Yin and Yang exist in harmony; 
"One Yin and one Yang, that is the Tao," according to ancient Chinese 
wisdom. Japanese and Indian philosophy also include the idea of 
interaction between male and female which together make a whole. In
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contrast, western thinking has split masculine and feminine into 
mutually exclusive polarities.
Kazanis thought that a new mythic image characterized by the 
relationship of opposites in union was needed. She thought that 
issues of male and female were mythic questions, characterized by a 
multi-dimensional process of consciousness. We need a sense of our 
original unity and an understanding of our differentiation. "Myth 
cannot be deliberately articulated, but is revealed to us from out of 
the image forms of our lived lives, be they ritual, art or scholar­
ship. . . . education is about being on a path toward experiencing 
of wholeness" (Kazanis, in Loeb, 1979, p. 183).
Bern (1974) speculated that strongly sex-typed individuals had 
a more limited range of behaviors available to them, and that a 
person who was both masculine and feminine was mentally healthier 
because he or she had a wider range of adaptive behavior.
Bern (1974) devised a sex-role inventory that measured masculinity 
and femininity on separate scales, plus a scale of neutral items. To 
do this she compiled a list of approximately 200 items that seemed to 
be positive in value and either masculine or feminine in tone. She 
also compiled a list of 200 neutral items, half of which were negative 
and half of which were positive in value. One hundred Stanford under­
graduate students, half of whom were female, then judged the items 
and rated them as desirable or undesirable for a man or woman in 
American society. A personality characteristic qualified as masculine 
if it was independently judged by both male and female judges to be
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significantly more desirable for a man than a woman, and vice versa 
for female characteristics. The inventory was then tested for in­
ternal consistency, relationship between masculine and feminine 
poles, and socially desirable responses by administering it to 917 
college students and performing the appropriate statistics. Correla­
tions with other measures of masculinity/femininity and test-retest 
reliability were also examined. The results were positive in all 
cases.
Bern's inventory (1974, p. 156) included the following items as 
desirable feminine characteristics: affectionate, cheerful, child­
like, compassionate, does not use harsh language, eager to soothe hurt 
feelings, feminine, flatterable, gentle, gullible, loves children, 
loyal, sensitive to the needs of others, shy, soft spoken, sympa­
thetic, tender, understanding, warm, and yielding. The desirable 
masculine characteristics included: acts as a leader, aggressive, 
ambitious, analytical, assertive, athletic, competitive, defends own 
beliefs, dominant, forceful, has leadership abilities, independent, 
individualistic, makes decisions easily, masculine, self-reliant, 
self-sufficient, strong personality, willing to take a stand, and 
willing to take risks. Note that the characteristics that were judged 
desirable for a woman might lead one to the same conclusion as the 
Broverman study: that adult women are expected to be less mature than 
adult men.
The idea of an androgynous personality, or one that combines the 
best of both male and female and is more adaptable to more kinds of
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situations, is an important step toward more satisfactory roles for 
both women and men.
The Sociological Explanation 
of the Development of Gender Roles
Many sociological theorists (Chodorow, 1978, p. 3) have assumed 
that a sexual division of labor exists and that it is unproblematic, 
and so have not studied it. As a consequence, many have also ignored 
women. Social organization is described in terms of what men do.
Some consider women's roles an important part of the sociology of the 
family but not in need of explanation, just functional and natural.
Historically, women's status has never been higher than the 
status of men at any time in history or in any society (Nielson, 1978, 
p. 39). However, there is a wide variation in the status of women 
over the centuries, from near equality to being treated as a piece 
of property.
Nielson (1978, pp. 20-30) provides an analysis of sex stratifica­
tion in various kinds of societies as they have developed in the 
course of history.
When people lived in small hunting and gathering bands (without 
agriculture) there was a standard division of labor by sex, but very 
little difference in status between men and women. These societies 
were often organized around male kinship ties, but that seems to be 
the only status difference, and basically there was something close 
to equality between the sexes.
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In horticultural societies, those that practice digging stick 
agriculture, women often dominate food production (an outgrowth of 
their gathering responsibilities) (Nielson, 1978, p. 26). Sex status 
varies a great deal in horticultural societies. In those that are 
matrilineal, females have rather high status, but not higher status 
than men have. In horticultural societies that are patrilineal, men 
may have considerably higher status than women. As these societies 
develop more surplus production, men take over the marketing and 
business functions, the social world becomes theirs, and as they do 
this they attain higher status, and women's status becomes lower in 
comparison.
Herding societies are by the nature of their existence small, 
not of complex organization, and without much surplus production 
(Nielson, 1978, p. 33). Male dominance is generally the rule, be­
cause they are primarily responsible for the large animals of the 
herd.
Agrarian societies are advanced from horticultural societies by 
the use of the plow, manuring and irrigation (Nielson, 1978, p. 35). 
Men are primarily responsible for the agricultural work of these 
societies. Sexual division of labor is uniform and so is low status 
for women.
The status of men is higher than that of women in all societies, 
regardless of their contribution to essential production. The status 
of women varies greatly, but seems to be highest when they contribute 
much to subsistence production (Nielson, 1978, p. 37). Before the
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emergence of the horticultural period, near equality is typical, and 
after the beginning of the horticultural period there is a general 
increasing subordination of women.
An industrial society is one in which industry has replaced 
agriculture as the most important form of economic activity (Nielson, 
1978, p. 40). England reached this point around 1820, and the United 
States reached it around 1880. Early industrialization simply exag­
gerated the sex differences that were established in the agrarian 
period. Women had lower status in agrarian societies partly because 
they continued to work for immediate consumption, while men dominated 
the more lucrative market-value agricultural work. Women's work was 
done in the home, while men worked in the public sphere. Industrial 
development meant that much of women's use-value productive work be­
came unnecessary. Previously home-based production, such as spinning, 
weaving, baking bread, curing meat, making soap, and preserving food, 
became factory based. Men's work, on the other hand, changed in 
nature but not in importance. Men continued to do exchange-value 
work, but now totally outside the home. Women's work became less 
central to the economy and more firmly centered in the home and 
family.
During the agrarian period, women had two primary roles, the 
productive and reproductive. Early industrialization changed this 
to the one role of reproductive homemaker. Nielson (1978, p. 43) 
brings out the important point that this period when women's status
i
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was very low because of their small contribution to the economy is
a very short period of time in historical perspective:
The single, or "homemaker only," role prescribed for women around 
the turn of the century should also be seen in historical per­
spective. It covered only a brief time historically, from about 
1880 to 1940; after that women started entering the labor force 
in larger numbers. Yet it represents the social life we inherited 
and it is what many nostalgically look back on— a time when women 
stayed home and men "wore the pants." During the Victorian period 
we idealized the separate sexual identities of home and work by 
contrasting the warm, protective, and nurturing world of home and 
women with the cruel, cold, and competitive world of business and 
men.
It is important to remember that this period is just one small 
part of our total heritage. In fact, the idea that "woman's place 
is in the home" had so short a historical reality and pertained to 
such a limited part of the population (middle and upper class 
families) that Janeway (1971) calls it a myth. She stresses the 
fact that before industrialization both women and men worked in 
and around the home, though men were not as limited to it as 
women. Only since industrialization has men's work become located 
almost exclusively in the public, or outside, world.
Nielson notes in a footnote (1978, p. 43) that the idealized
single-role homemaker only life style never existed at all, even
briefly, for working-class women. They continued to do economically
productive work, but since it was now located away from home, the
combination of this work plus the usual domestic work became more
difficult. It also was not prestigious, since the ideal was the
"leisured lady."
Many other women have never been the stereotyped homemaker be­
cause they never had a husband to provide the home. Boulding (in 
Lipman-Blumen & Bernard, 1979, p. 13) states that 38% of the world's 
women who are over fifteen have never married or are widowed or 
divorced. Some of these women will eventually marry, but "the figure
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of one-third or more unpartnered women over 15 is surprisingly con­
stant both historically and at present, from region to region" around 
the world.
Biological and Evolutionary Explanations 
of the Development of Gender Roles
Some theorists (Chodorow, 1978, pp. 13-14) assume that the role 
of women is biologically self-explanatory. Because women bear 
children and lactate, they also care for those children. This is 
seen as a natural fact and not in need of explanation. But since 
much of human behavior is guided more by socializing factors and 
cultural influences than by instinct or biology, this assumption 
must be questioned. For example, children can be well cared for by 
someone other than the biological mother, such as a father or adopted 
mother. Chodorow states that it is difficult to find evidence for 
biological theories of mothering.
Tavris and Offir (1977, pp. 123-126) report that females do most 
of the care of the young in both animal and human societies. Some 
theorists postulate a maternal instinct or a biologically programmed 
readiness to mother as the basis for this nearly universal condition 
of females bearing most of the responsibility for child care. Fathers 
learn to love their children, to be sure, but mothers are merely doing 
what comes naturally.
What is an instinct? A genetically fixed pattern of behavior 
that is performed automatically by every member of the species, even 
if the individual has been raised in isolation and has never seen the
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behavior in question. Examples of this would be styles of nest­
building in birds, a wolf's howl, a chicken's cluck, or the web a 
spider spins. Human mothering is too complex and there is too much 
variety from one mother to another (Tavris & Offir, 1977, p. 124), to 
say nothing of the numerous women who do a poor job of it, for mother­
ing to seriously be considered an instinct. There are hundreds of 
different behaviors that go into infant and child care: such activ­
ities as feeding, teaching, driving car pools, cleaning, providing 
moral support and understanding. None of these activities could be 
called instinctive in the narrow sense, and the number of "how to" 
books on the subject attest to the need to learn how to mother. Even 
the desire to become a mother does not appear in all females. 
Furthermore, new mothers are often quite awkward about caring for 
their infants; even though they want and love their babies they do 
not automatically know how to care for them, demonstrating that 
mothering is not an instinct.
Research in mothering has been done mostly with animals, and one 
must always question whether results with animals can be generalized 
to humans, but among primates mothering is a learned behavior. If 
raised in isolation (Tavris & Offir, 1977, p. 124) female monkeys do 
not know what to do with their own babies. In some species males 
help care for the young, and most can learn to be nurturant even if 
they do not usually participate much in child care in natural wild 
conditions. Tavris and Offir (1977, p. 126) also cite several ex­
amples of maternal infanticide and mention child abuse as arguments 
against maternal instinct or a readiness to mother.
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Another explanation for women's traditional role is evolutionary 
(Chodorow, 1978, pp. 17-19). Some anthropologists argue that as hunt­
ing and gathering societies evolved, it was functional for women to 
do the gathering while they cared for children and for men to do the 
hunting. It was not a question of whether women could have been 
hunters or that men could have taken care of children. Women needed 
to be pregnant and/or nursing most of the time during their child­
bearing years for the primitive groups to maintain themselves, since 
the groups were small and the mortality rates high. Women probably 
spent most of their adult lives producing children, since a typical 
life-span was short. A sexual division of labor was efficient and 
functional, since mothers could gather food and be near their nursing 
children. Bioevolutionary theory holds that the abilities that go 
with this sexual division of labor have been built into human physi­
ology; that those who survived were the men and women who were capable 
and successful with their appointed tasks, and that this has become 
genetic. It is difficult to prove that social arrangements beneficial 
for group survival become genetically embedded, since there is no 
one-to-one correspondence between genes and behavior (Chodorow, 1978, 
p. 19). There is little research, what is attempted is difficult to 
do, and again there is the question of generalizing from research on 
animals to human behavior.
The Sex-role Socialization Explanation 
of the Development of Gender Roles
The investigations discussed up to this point in this study tend 
to point toward a socialization theory of gender role development.
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The age-old argument of heredity vs. environment may be a long time 
coming to a resolution, but for this particular part of that argument 
it seems apparent that the environment has the greater (although not 
the sole) influence.
Frieze et al. (1978, p. 95) conclude that sex roles or gender 
identity are not the result of biology but are learned or socialized. 
Studies have found that children whose gender identity (the sex they 
identify with) differs from their biological sex acquire behavior 
patterns appropriate for their gender identity, not their biological 
sex. In addition, studies of behaviors commonly stereotyped as mas­
culine or feminine have shown that with the exception of spatial 
skills and sometimes aggression, sex differences cannot be proved.
Pre-school children's play shows more sex-appropriate activities 
than sex-inappropriate activities, but they also spend some time at 
cross-sex-typed activities and about half their time at play which 
is not sex-typed but is appropriate for either sex (p. 96). Adult 
roles vary similarly, or at least vary tremendously. The differences 
are in behaviors, not personality, and there is so much overlap in 
behavior between the sexes, that it seems likely that socialization 
rather than biology is responsible for the differences.
People are social beings whose behavior is related to and reac­
tive to the people around them. People tend to do what others expect 
of them, or sometimes what they see other people doing. People who 
deviate too much will have problems being accepted by their peers and
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may develop mental problems of their own. As Huber said (in Rossi & 
Calderwood, 1973, p. 125):
A person who maintains a self-definition with no social support 
is mad; with minimum support, a pioneer; and with broad support, 
a lemming. Most of us are lemmings. We accept or change our 
ideas about rights and duties only when we perceive social sup­
port for doing so.
Laws (1979, p. 294) states: "Sex-role socialization is not 
implanted in the personality like an electrode of the brain." This 
is a social process. However, it is not a one-way process of agents 
acting upon objects, but rather a reciprocal interaction in which 
shaping of behavior takes place, influenced by both the individual 
self and by the agents of socialization (Laws, 1979, pp. 293-294).
The individual constructs his or her own identity to a great extent.
He or she also chooses much of the significant social environment.
Not only is this a two-way process between the individual and the 
environment, but it is continuous and changeable. The individual 
self, or personality, is continually adapting and changing to meet 
the requirements of a changing environment. Environments change for 
any number of reasons, and people progress through a series of stages 
of the lifecycle as they grow older. The individual is socialized 
into each new role as his or her life progresses, and as the environ­
ment changes. Women, whose lives change more dramatically than men's 
lives (as in changing a name) as they move through the stages of their 
lives, may be less static and better able to cope with change than
men.
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The very fact that people do change so much may be the clinching 
argument that leads to the belief that sex roles are socialized.
Many women have experienced a substantial change in their role as a 
result of the women's movement. Obviously they could not change in 
that manner if their role were "wired in" at birth. And here is 
where the hope for women lies: the destination or the goals of sex- 
role socialization may be changed, and women and men can change.
The socialization process begins at birth, when the doctor an­
nounces a "sweet" little girl or a "big, healthy" boy (Swerdloff,
1975, p. 70). It continues through childhood and beyond, as sex 
appropriate toys and activities are provided, careers chosen, educa­
tion completed and life styles chosen. Adult roles are specific and 
limited according to sex, and grandmothers are expected to carry on 
different activities from grandfathers. And at the end a sex- 
appropriate casket will probably be chosen. For each individual, new 
experiences build on the previous ones. While any one person may 
direct his or her future, past experiences will provide input for 
that future. Change can take place, but the end point depends par­
tially upon where the point of departure, or the beginning, is 
located.
In role socialization, behavior is shaped toward already exist­
ing patterns. The individual learns to fit into the society and to 
function effectively within that society and in an accepted role. The 
destination of this kind of learning is the acquisition of loyalties,
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skills, knowledge, feelings and desires that are relevant to the 
expected role.
The agents of socialization (Laws, 1979, pp. 242-245) which push 
and pull an individual into the expected or stereotyped role include 
parents, teachers, significant other adults, same-sex peers, and 
other-sex peers. These agents contribute role pressures and role 
expectations by means of such obvious things as lesson plans, text­
books, lectures, homework, grades: the usual school curriculum. 
Other, sometimes less obvious means are also used, such as modeling 
the expected behavior, providing information or/and withholding in­
formation, rewards, sanctions, and punishments. Social approval or 
disapproval and control over outcomes are used as part of some of 
these means of socialization. Agents of socialization may be con­
scious or unconscious of being such agents. In the case of sex-role 
socialization, agents are often not cognizant of the content of the 
socialization. They follow the script themselves and insist that 
others do so also, without thinking of the what and why.
Laws considered individuals as agents of socialization, but ob­
viously other social pressures or social institutions also have an 
influence. The church, the law, the media, and so forth all play a 
part in shaping an individual.
Schools are particularly strong agents of socialization. Cur­
riculum materials promote traditional stereotypical roles. Research 
shows (Laws, 1979, p. 259) that girls outperform boys in school 
achievement in elementary school. Since the script prescribes that
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males are more competent, this is quite disturbing to some people.
But during junior high and high school girls learn the sex-role 
socialization lesson and no longer achieve at higher levels than 
boys. Laws (1979, p. 263) quotes research which found that teachers 
tend to rate boys that are considered masculine higher and to rate 
achieving girls lower than other girls: sex-typing is reinforced by 
motivating girls not to achieve scholastically and rewarding boys for 
being masculine. It looks as though teachers equate masculine with 
competent and assume that masculine boys are competent. A similar 
effect is found among college students. When asked to read identical 
work with male and female names attached, those reportedly done by 
men were rated higher.
By the age of two and a half or three, a child thinks of himself 
or herself as male or female, and this is closely tied to that child's 
sense of self (Swerdloff, 1975, p. 75). This sense of self reacts 
with the forces of socialization and contributes an aspect of personal 
identity to that individual's version of the prescribed script or the 
role expectation (Laws, 1979, p. 243). Identity and self-consistency 
are valued by the individual, and "the self takes an active part in 
experience and is at least potentially a counterforce to social 
pressures" throughout the life experience. Role expectations become 
internal, part of the self, not entirely imposed externally. Social­
ization continues the development of personal or self identity, and 
also encourages learned motives (such as the achievement motive).
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When role expectations become closely connected with self identity, 
devaluing roles means devaluing part of the self.
Sex-role socialization results in children who follow expected 
patterns of behavior. Researchers have found (Laws, 1979, pp. 246- 
253) that young children learn to prefer toys, games, pastimes, and 
activities appropriate for their sex and to reject those that are 
appropriate for the opposite sex. They also learn to expect adults 
to perform sex-appropriate activities, including vocations and 
household chores or other activities in the home (Swerdloff, 1975, 
pp. 77-79). Perhaps boys are somewhat more conforming to the ex­
pected stereotype than girls, as boys vigorously repudiate feminine 
things while girls are permitted some masculine activities and pref­
erences. As adults men are also more limited than women, even if 
privileged. Boys and men are more stringently socialized into narrow 
sex roles; women have slightly more latitude or a wider range of 
choices. Women and girls may therefore be in a better position to 
adopt psychological androgyny or sex-role transcendence because they 
can more readily accept the best of both masculine and feminine roles.
Sex roles are polarized: males learn to do masculine things and 
to avoid feminine things and females learn to do feminine things and 
to avoid masculine things.
Laws (1979, pp. 278-284) and Tibbetts (in Berry, 1979, pp. 2-3) 
describe the socialization of women as it has been in the past. Women 
were trained to be empathic, dependent on others, to be pliable and 
adaptable, ready to alter behavior to meet the needs of others. Women
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have been socialized away from competence and achievement, and away 
from a sense of self that might oppose the needs or demands of others, 
especially those upon whom she is dependent. A woman learned a pre­
disposition to vicariousness, which meant personal satisfaction 
through the achievements of significant others rather than through 
her own personal achievement. Women were to be accommodating, docile, 
anxious to make others comfortable, and were supposed to be admiring 
and appreciative of others. Women suffer from being trained away 
from competence, self-assertion and striving for excellence. This 
has not only been limiting for women; in some cases the socialization 
of women has been a detriment to the significant others in her life 
(Laws, 1979). Too much hope for vicarious achievement can lead to 
"smother love" that overwhelms children and keeps them dependent. A 
woman socialized to a purely feminine role may unconsciously place 
limitations on those she loves in order to demonstrate her own 
indispensability.
Laws (1979, pp. 278-279), at the conclusion of a discussion of
the psychology of women, states:
We thus conclude that "feminine personality" is shorthand for 
sex role behaviors and attributes designed to complement the be­
haviors and attributes prescribed for the male in our culture.
The vocabulary of individual traits and enduring personality 
dispositions is misleading, however, implying as it does stability 
over situations, fixity and independence of situational induce­
ments. Analysis in terms of roles is more apt. For roles are 
properly defined in pairs. Any role acquires much of its sig­
nificance in relation to its complement; indeed, it is usually 
thought that one cannot bê  a mother without a child, or a wife 
without a husband. More to the point, role expectations and 
evaluations of role performance are communicated by the role 
partner. They are not sociological abstractions, nor do they
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originate with the role incumbent. What is desirable about psy­
chological femininity is the way it meshes with psychological 
masculinity.
Sex roles are reciprocal and complementary. If psychological 
femininity meshes with psychological masculinity, what must that 
masculinity be in order for meshing to take place?
Dubbert (1979, pp. 9-11; 27-30) thinks that there is a masculine 
mystique, or a male stereotype, that has been woven into the psyche 
of every developing male child. This was an ideal image of mascu­
linity that was obsessed with competitiveness, dominance, strength, 
and success in the workplace. A man's status was determined by his 
acquisitions, and manliness was shown by material and/or professional 
success. It was expected that a real man would achieve in highly 
competitive occupational or business lives. A strong internal 
character was assumed because success was thought to depend on good 
character. Men were to be active and energetic, physical strength 
was admired, and success in combat or other violent activity was the 
ultimate in manliness. Men were supposed to be adventurous, coura­
geous, strong-willed, autonomous, and possess a natural resistance to 
authority. Impulsive behavior and vigorous physical action were ad­
mired, while intellectualism and emotionality might be considered 
effeminate. As a result many men were also emotionally inadequate or 
cold. Men's and boys' heroes have tended to be physical supermen, 
whether they be Paul Bunyon, Davy Crockett, Audie Murphy, John Wayne, 
or Roger Staubach. Intellectual or aesthetic pursuits have not been
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part of being manly. The legend of the invincible, savage American 
backwoodsman lives on in many American men's minds.
Since much of this stereotype does not fit particularly well with 
reality, many men must find it confining and sometimes humiliating.
In a race, only one man places first, and the others must cope with 
being second, fifth, tenth, twenty-fifth, or whatever.
Pleck (1976) discusses the paradoxes and role strains in the 
roles that men are expected to fill. Physical strength and accom­
plishment represent masculine achievement, but intellectual and inter­
personal competencies are more useful for success in today's society. 
Men are expected to show emotional control, and are often described 
as not being in touch with their feelings, yet appear to become angry 
or violent more easily or more often than women. The two fundamental 
themes in the male role are stress on achievement and suppression of 
affect.
In the traditional male role, interpersonal and emotional skills 
remain undeveloped, feelings of tenderness and vulnerability are pro­
hibited, anger and impulsive behavior are encouraged. Women are ex­
pected to defer to masculine authority, and strong emotional bonds 
with other men are expected.
In the modern male role, according to Pleck, interpersonal skills 
are expected and even needed for success in some areas, and anger and 
impulsive behavior are prohibited. Capacity for tenderness and emo­
tional intimacy are encouraged in, but limited to, romantic hetero­
sexual contact, companionship is emphasized in relationships with 
women, and emotional contacts with other men are often weak or absent.
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One can see from the description of these traditional roles that 
while they may be complementary in many ways, there are also several 
points of conflict. One can also see that there is a wide-open op­
portunity for unhappiness and poor psychological health, but that 
is not the topic of this study. There is evidence that role expec­
tations are changing. Several changes in women's roles were men­
tioned in the introduction, and since sex roles are reciprocal, it 
might be expected that men's roles would change also.
It is popularly assumed that the male role is narrowly defined 
and is considerably more restrictive than female roles. However, 
O'Leary and Donoghue (1978) reviewed several studies and came to the 
conclusion that possibly there is much more latitude in male roles 
than has been supposed. It is true that it is important for an 
adolescent male to establish his masculine identity; however, once 
he has done that he has considerable leeway as an adult to adopt some 
nontraditional behavior, within limits, without social rejection or 
disfavor. Examples of nontraditional behavior included an interest 
in preparing meals and employment in traditionally female fields.
And in the October, 1980 issue of Playboy magazine (Norden, 
p. 5), an editorial comment about an article on G. Gordon Liddy reads: 
"Some say the ultra-macho man has become an anachronism, a dying breed 
we can do without . . . "  If Playboy editors think ultra-macho men are
a dying breed, then surely many others would have similar beliefs.
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Summary and Conclusions
The goal of this chapter was an understanding of what being male 
or female means in terms of behavioral characteristics: Are there 
tasks that women or men perform better than someone of the other sex? 
What behavioral characteristics are both genetic and sex-linked? The 
field of psychology provides more answers than any other subject 
matter field, but actually, simple and explicit answers are not to be 
found. Rather, it is hoped that an in-depth look at gender role 
development has shown that there is probably little difference be­
tween men and women in potential ability to carry out leadership 
roles; that the differences among people of the same sex are greater 
than the differences between sexes.
It can be said that the development of gender roles is indeed 
complex and multi-dimensional. Gender roles were examined from the 
viewpoint of the subject matter fields of history, psychology, 
sociology, and biology. The ideas presented have been generalized 
over the American population, perhaps over western culture. One must 
realize that there are many variations among people from different 
geographical locations, social classes, levels of education, age, 
individual personalities, and so forth. Each individual can interpret 
and apply according to existing circumstances, and it is hoped that 
the generalizations work in a generalizable way to provide different 
answers for different people.
In this chapter it was shown that gender roles and the thinking 
about those roles have changed, particularly in the last century.
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The fact that they have changed should mean that they may be improved 
and changed further in the future and that people are not bora pre­
destined to live a prescribed role. However, beliefs about appropri­
ate gender roles are very deeply imbedded. Because of this, roles 
are not easily changed and thinking about gender roles tends to be 
emotional. People tend to get unnecessarily emotional when they con­
fuse sexuality with gender roles. Normally one's sex does not change 
and a personal identity as male or female is important for psycho­
logical health. However, many of the activities that have been cate­
gorized as feminine or masculine over the course of history are not 
determined by biology, and these categories of activity can be 
changed.
Many of the studies discussed in this chapter could be charac­
terized as attempts to put folklore in well-defined academic language, 
or to measure what everyone seems to know. Almost every little girl 
grows up learning from her mother, as well as from her peers, that 
girls should not be better than boys at any kind of competition, and 
that if a girl is more capable she should learn to pretend that she 
isn't really better than the boys among her peers. Women internalize 
that kind of thinking and by the time they are grown they expect men 
to be better at everything. Another result of that early socializa­
tion is that boys grow up thinking that there is nothing worse than 
being beaten by a girl. In addition to thinking that men are more 
capable, women have not grown up to be achievement oriented. The 
Prince Charming and Woman on a Pedestal myths have led women away
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from thinking of themselves as capable of achievement that could lead 
to financial reward or a position of power.
It is hoped that this chapter provides some understanding, within 
an historical context, of the development of women's roles in general, 
and that this perspective will in turn provide a better understanding 
of women's roles in education. In the next chapter this specific role 
is more closely examined.
CHAPTER IV
EDUCATION FOR WOMEN; WOMEN IN EDUCATION
Plato believed in the education of women. In his description of 
the ideal society (Ulich, 1954, p. 61) Plato says: "And on the women 
too, Glaucon, for you must not suppose that my words apply to the men 
more than to all women who arise among them endowed with the requisite 
qualities." However, it seems to be an afterthought to include women, 
and the pronoun "he" as well as reference to "man" is used throughout 
the discourse.
As Bernard wrote (1964, pp. 1-2), it is curious that the goddess 
of intellect, Minerva, was a woman. Why did the Greeks worship a 
goddess rather than a god of wisdom, skill, strategy and the intel­
lect? In the same vein, Bernard (1964, p. 1) wonders why colleges are 
characterized as female. Alma mater nourishes and shapes her charges, 
even when the institution is all male.
While learned women are the exception historically, there is evi­
dence that some women acquired an education. Learned women apparently 
had a place in the convents of the Middle Ages, and during the Renais­
sance there were a number of female scholars (Bernard, 1964, pp. 2-3). 
The scholarly women referred to by Bernard were probably aristocrats 
and religious personnel, but the common people sometimes educated 
their daughters (in addition to their sons) just as the elite did.
In the Dark Ages, perhaps as many girls, or even more girls than boys, 
learned to read (Sexton, 1976, p. 26). And the medieval guilds
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included women as active and apparently equal participants (Sexton, 
1976, p. 28). There are many examples of women throughout the ages 
who kept diaries. Obviously they could read and write.
But by the seventeenth century learning was not considered an 
appropriate pursuit for women and the number of female scholars de­
creased at a time in history when the available body of knowledge and 
the number of male scholars increased rapidly.
While there are examples of intelligent and educated women in 
all periods of history, education for women on a broad scale was not 
accepted until late in the nineteenth century. Writing in mid­
eighteenth century, Rousseau, after criticizing Plato for recommending 
education for women, has this to say about what women should learn 
(quoted in Stoddard, 1950, pp. 2-4):
The search for abstract and speculative truths, principles, and 
scientific axioms, whatever tends to generalize ideas, does not 
fall within the compass of women; all their studies ought to have 
reference to the practical; it is for them to make the application 
of the principles which men have discovered, and to make the ob­
servations which lead men to the establishment of principles. All 
the reflections of women which are not immediately connected with 
their duties ought to be directed to the study of men and to that 
pleasure-giving knowledge which has only taste for its object; for 
as to works of genius, they are out of their reach, nor have they 
sufficient accuracy and attention to succeed in the exact 
sciences.
Nineteenth century literature contains references to the female 
mind as weaker and less capable. Williams (1977, p. 11) stated, "It 
was common for medical men of the time to assert that overexercise of 
the female brain in study would cause mania, sterility, and deteriora­
tion of health." There was a deeply rooted assumption that female
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minds were weaker and that they were unable to handle deep or complex 
thinking.
There is no question that women can be and have been scholars, 
although history certainly records many more masculine achievements. 
Even when coeducation became common practice and numerous women were 
succeeding academically, women were never expected to be as intelli­
gent nor as capable outside of the classroom as they had been in 
school. It was always expected that men should be better, both in 
and out of school.
Women as Students
A professional life in education begins as a student. Indeed, 
any professional career begins with being a student, but in this case 
it is particularly appropriate that we begin with women as students. 
Obviously women need a good education, equal to a man's education, in 
order to have a productive professional career in education, including 
that of administrator. But, perhaps more important, the opportunity 
to become a student first opened the door to any profession for women. 
Becoming educated went hand-in-hand with becoming liberated; possibly 
one of the primary keys to liberation was and continues to be educa­
tion. In addition, education was the first profession that became 
available to women, as we shall see in the section on women as 
teachers. As Hole and Levine (1971, p. 2) said, "Some of the earliest 
efforts to extend opportunities to women were made in the field of 
education."
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Elementary and secondary education for women. In colonial times, 
Americans gave very little attention to the education of women, fol­
lowing practices in Europe. Women's duties around hearth and home 
were considerable in the wilderness setting, and that coupled with 
the prevailing conception of their intelligence precluded any attempts 
toward serious education (Woody, 1929, pp. 106-109). What education 
there was tended to be practical kinds of things related to homemak­
ing, such as cooking and needle work, although reading was considered 
important so that she could read the Bible. There were some advocates 
of women's education, however, and girls were often included in the 
dame schools for small children. Past the primary grades, little was 
done toward educating women before mid-eighteenth century. The 
Ursuline Convent for girls was established in New Orleans in 1727 
(p. 108). The Bethlehem Female Seminary was established in 1742 in 
Pennsylvania. Toward the end of the century other academies and 
seminaries sprang up, and after the turn of the century many were 
established. They tended to teach a "formal education of polite ac­
complishments" but a few made an effort toward a solid academic cur­
riculum. Many of these academies and seminaries secured recognition 
from state governments, and they were the prevailing form of women's 
education from 1750 to 1865. After about 1820 the high school and 
the normal school began to compete for patronage, but these early 
academies and seminaries established a precedent and an acceptance
of education for women.
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Normal schools became important because of the need for teachers 
for public high schools. Large numbers of inexpensive teachers were 
needed for public schools, and women became the source of supply.
Many academies and seminaries added a normal department, supplying a 
year or less of training through which women could qualify for em­
ployment as a teacher.
Frederick Rudolph (1962, pp. 308-310) considered education for 
American women inevitable because of the conditions of frontier and 
pioneer life. American women were different from European women; 
they had to be because it was essential that American women work 
alongside their men. "The uninformed European wife who could neither 
read nor write nor keep accounts was a suitable companion for a 
husband who in all likelihood was not going any farther than to the 
village church on Sunday" (p. 309). In the land of opportunity there 
was too much to do. Fathers were too busy and often away from home; 
it became the mother's responsibility to educate the children. This 
responsibility was all the more important because her sons were free 
to partake in the affairs of government and must be prepared for 
responsible citizenship.
Public education in the United States, considered a cornerstone 
of democracy, has generally included girls as well as boys. Com­
pulsory education, begun in mid-nineteenth century by individual 
states, was for both boys and girls. Education has been a primary 
liberating influence for women.
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As Table 1 shows, more girls than boys have graduated from high 
school in every year since 1870. Sexton (1976, p. 47) states that 
more girls have graduated every year since the establishment of public 
high schools. Table 1 lists data from the 1980 Digest of Education 
Statistics, by Grant and Eiden (p. 63) and illustrates the trends in 
the numbers of high school graduates. In 1870, when about two percent 
of the population of seventeen year olds graduated from high school, 
nearly 56 percent of those graduates were girls. The percentage rose 
to 60 percent in 1900, and remained close to that figure until 1920, 
when it began decreasing. By 1970 the ratio was close to half and 
half, but there has always been more girls than boys graduating.
It should be noted that while girls have always finished high 
school in greater numbers than boys, the education they obtained was 
somewhat different. The curriculum that girls were counseled into 
was more apt to include typing and home economics and less likely to 
include algebra, geometry, or shop than the boys' curriculum.
College education for women. Americans recognized that educa­
tion for girls was important and worthwhile, and girls were considered 
intellectually capable, up to a point. Before the Civil War and for 
some time after that, college was the point where education ended for 
females. Of course, not even very many young men went to college at 
that time, and those who did studied subjects like Greek, Latin, 
Mathematics and Philosophy. Few could see the desirability of having 




U. S. High School Graduates, by Sex: 1870-1978
Year of 
graduation







1870 7,064 8,936 16,000 2.0 55.8
1880 10,605 13,029 23,634 2.5 55.1
1890 18,549 25,182 43,731 3.5 57.6
1900 38,075 56,808 94,883 6.4 59.9
1910 63,676 92,753 156,429 8.8 59.3
1920 123,684 187,582 311,266 16.8 60.3
1930 300,376 366,528 666,904 29.0 54.9
1940 578,718 642,757 1,221,475 50.8 53.6
1950 570,700 629,000 1,199,700 59.0 52.5
1960 898,000 966,000 1,864,000 65.1 51.8
1970 1,433,000 1,463,000 2,896,000 75.7 50.5
1972 1,490,000 1,518,000 3,008,000 76.0 50.5
1974 1,515,000 1,565,000 3,080,000 75.2 50.8
1976 1,554,000 1,601,000
*
3,155,000 74.9 50. 7
1978 1,541,000 1,606,000 3,147,000 74.8 51.0
SOURCE: Grant, W. V., & Eiden, L. J. Digest of Education Statistics 
1980, Table 58, p. 63.
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By mid-century the women's movement was aflicker, and change 
began to happen. In 1847 Antoinette Brown claimed and obtained the 
right to be a pastor, a position that usually required a college 
degree (so presumably she had the degree), in South Butler, New York 
(Rudolph, 1962, p. 310).
Seminaries and academies, both the coeducational schools and 
those for women only, had set the stage and gained some acceptance of 
education for women, but the step into college education was a big 
and difficult one. Normal schools were also part of this upward ex­
tension of education for women. Coeducational higher education was 
inaugurated in 1837 when Oberlin College in Ohio enrolled four women 
in the freshman class. Fewer than a half dozen other American 
colleges were to adopt coeducation before the Civil War, however. 
Separate colleges for women were slightly more popular, although they 
were seriously hampered by an inferior, or perhaps less than vigor­
ous, academic program. Georgia Female College opened its doors in 
1839, the first of many women's colleges (Rudolph, 1962, p. 311).
A number of educational reforms were under way during the period 
in history shortly after the Civil War, and it was generally tough 
going for all of them (Rudolph, 1962, p. 312). College governing 
boards tended to be conservative, rigid, perhaps set in their ways, 
and often committed to the classical course of study. Reforms such 
as the elective system, technological or practical education and 
graduate education were all slow in coming. Radical as it was, it 
is not surprising that college education for women was slow to gain
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acceptance. Colleges were chronically short of finances. Low en­
rollments were often a problem. Church affiliated schools gradually 
became more sectarian, which increased enrollment but aggravated 
religious supporters and members of governing boards, many of whom 
were fervently Christian and expected colleges to preach the doctrine 
of their church. It is small wonder that people looked upon the new 
idea of independence for women as subversive to the American home 
and family and tended to think little of education for women. Con­
servative governing boards, beset with other problems, were slow to 
accept women as students, but accept them they eventually did. A 
handful of pioneers persevered, their numbers grew, and by the turn 
into the twentieth century higher education for women became 
acceptable.
Women's colleges with high educational standards did much to 
improve women's education, principally by showing that women could 
handle a rigorous academic curriculum. Coeducational colleges and 
universities had a similar effect, especially the state and land- 
grant universities. In 1855 the University of Iowa opened its doors 
to women, followed by the University of Wisconsin in 1863 (Rudolph, 
1962, p. 314). Indiana, Missouri, Michigan, and California followed 
suit. Possibly because of the conditions of frontier life, western 
schools adopted coeducation more quickly than their eastern counter­
parts. In the East private schools and academies were long estab­
lished as separate schools for girls and boys, and colleges followed 
the same pattern. Strong colleges had been established before the
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advent of land-grant institutions, and the East lacked the coordinated 
public school system from elementary schools through post-secondary 
that had been established in the West and Mid-west. In addition to 
this, Eastern society had arrived at a point at which people could 
afford ladies of leisure, those persons on a pedestal who were at 
once less able than men and yet somehow vastly superior. These 
women (or their husbands) could afford Irish servant girls and luxu­
rious clothes and jewelry. What did such women need with more than 
seminary or academy training (Rudolph, 1962, p. 315)?
In 1872 Cornell voted for equal rights for women students, and 
this successful demonstration of coeducation reduced the skepticism 
and hostility toward education for women. In addition to this, the 
opening of high grade women's colleges at Vassar, Smith and Wellesley 
showed that women could indeed handle rigorous subject matter.
A compromise solution between that of becoming a coeducational 
institution or a female institution also developed. This was the 
co-ordinate, or annex, or auxiliary college: the separate but equal 
arm that provided for women. For example, Harvard faculty members 
teach at Radcliffe, and Radcliffe women get a degree that is the 
same as Harvard's but different; people still think of Harvard as 
a men's college. The same is true of a number of other schools, 
such as Columbia and Barnard (Rudolph, 1962, p. 320).
During the first quarter of the twentieth century, the coeduca­
tional college or university became the norm, not only for women but 
also for men. The separate college for women made and continues to
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make significant contributions, as does the co-ordinate college, but 
the coeducational college or university has become the characteristic 
institution of higher education. In 1872 there were ninety-seven 
coeducational colleges and universities in the United States, the 
majority of them in the West or Midwest. By 1880 over 30 percent of 
all American colleges admitted women and by 1900, 71 percent of all 
American colleges were coeducational. The additional enrollment pro­
vided by the women students kept many of the small denominational 
men's colleges from being put out of business by competition from 
state universities and land-grant colleges. Wabash, the lone Mid­
western college to remain exclusively for men during this period, 
enrolled one hundred fewer students in 1899 than it had in 1872 
(Rudolph, 1962, p. 323). At the same time coeducational institutions 
were experiencing modest growth.
Women students tended to gravitate toward particular subject 
matter, such as a liberal arts course, teacher training, Social 
Work, or perhaps Home Economics, in short, the subjects that have 
since become traditional fields for women and thus low status and 
low paying. Rudolph comments on the effect this had on the liberal 
arts (p. 324):
Coeducation helped to divide the subjects of the curriculum and 
the courses of study into those which were useful, full-blooded, 
and manly, and those which were ornamental, dilettantish, and 
feminine. Into the latter category, in the atmosphere provided 
by coeducation, went all the older liberal studies which were, 
and are, man's noblest inheritance.
This was an unfortunate unforeseen consequence of making higher 
education available to women for both the women and the subject
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matter. Women students did well with these subjects, of course, but 
it is lamentable that they became a feminine bailiwick. The nurture 
of culture was in danger of being monopolized by women, and it had 
been much easier to defend, to nurture, and to advance these studies 
when they were the bailiwick of the most sophisticated of intellectual 
men.
The suspicion would long linger that coeducation deprived women 
of some of their charm and gentleness and robbed men of some of their 
sternness and ruggedness on which society depended for its protection. 
Many argued for years (and continue to argue) that women did not need 
all that education for becoming housewives and that it lessened their 
chances for marriage. But coeducation was here to stay (Rudolph,
1962, p. 327).
Table 2 shows the number of college graduates in the United 
States since 1870 according to sex. The data comes from the Bureau 
of the Census publication, Historical Statistics of the United States, 
Table H 751-765, p. 385, plus the 1980 Digest of Education Statistics, 
Table 110, p. 120.
The data for 1946 and 1950 show the effect of World War II.
Note that the actual number of women students in 1946 was not markedly 
increased, but the percentage increased because the men were at war 
and not in school. In 1950 the number of women increased, but the 
percentage dropped because the number of men increased dramatically.
If we look for a long term effect, we see that in the 35 years 
between 1870 and 1905 the percentage of women graduates increased
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Table 2
Bachelor's or First Professional Degrees Conferred by U.S. 
Institutions of Higher Education, by Sex: 1870-1978
Year Total Male Female
Percent
Female
1870 9,371 7,993 1,378 15
1875 11,932 9,905 2,027 17
1880 12,896 10,411 2,485 19
1885 14,734 12,043 2,691 18
1890 15,539 12,857 2,682 17
1895 24,106 19,723 4,383 18
1900 27,410 22,173 5,237 19
1905 31,519 24,934 6,585 21
1910 37,199 28,762 8,437 23
1915 43,912 31,417 12,495 28
1920 48,622 31,980 16,642 34
1926 97,263 62,218 35,045 36
1930 122,484 73,615 48,869 40
1936 143,125 86,067 57,058 40
1940 186,500 109,546 76,954 41
1946 136,174 58,664 77,510 57
1950 432,058 328,841 103,217 24
1955 285,841 182,839 103,002 36
1960 389,183 252,996 136,187 35
1965 530,003 316,286 213,717 40
1970 827,234 484,174 343,060 41
1978 921,204 487,347 433,857 47
SOURCES: (1) Bureau of the Census. Historical Statistics of the
United States, Table H 751-765, p. 385. (2) Grant, W. V., & Eiden,
L. J. Digest of Education Statistics 1980, Table 110, p. 120.
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16 percent. In the next 35 years, between 1905 and 1940, the per­
centage increased another 20 percent. However, in 1970 it was 41 
percent, the same as it had been in 1940. Perhaps the effect of the 
second wave of feminism is shown in the 1978 figure of 47 percent, 
an increase of 6 percent in seven years.
Current enrollment shows signs of change also. An article in 
The Chronicle of Higher Education for November 26, 1979, documents 
that freshman enrollment for all colleges and universities included 
1,434,000 women and 1,333,000 men. Many of the women are over 25 
years of age; nevertheless the freshman class was more than half 
female.
The demand for an equivalent college education for women. Making 
colleges coeducational did not necessarily mean equal educational 
opportunity for women and men, however. The image and the traditional 
role of women did not change that much. The women's movement brought 
improvements in the lives of women over the span of a century, but 
being admitted to college was only one step, albeit a large one.
Being admitted on an equal basis was another step; social and legal 
pressure in the 1960's and 1970's brought some movement in that 
direction.
While many schools began admitting women shortly before or after 
the turn of the century, they did so with quotas that limited the 
number of female students and with more rigorous admission standards 
for women. It was especially difficult for women to gain admittance 
to medical or law schools. Roby, in Rossi and Calderwood (1973,
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pp. 42-43), cites evidence of discrimination against women in college 
admission procedures, such as a preference for men students, higher 
standards for women, and quotas that keep the ratio of women to men 
unbalanced.
An experiment by Walster, Cleary, and Clifford is reported in 
Pottker and Fishel (1977, pp. 335-337). The experiment was designed 
to test the hypothesis that men have a better chance for admission to 
college than women do. Applications were written for three levels of 
ability, half male and half female, and sent to a randomly selected 
sample of 240 colleges. Males were preferred over females for ac­
ceptance at the low-ability level but not at the high ability level. 
This supports the feminist observation that only an exceptional woman 
is likely to succeed, or that a woman must be better qualified than 
a man for a comparable position.
Women's academic records are better than men's records in both 
high school and college (Roby, in Rossi & Calderwood, 1973, pp. 39- 
41). This prompts Roby, speaking of the results of academic achieve­
ment for women, to write (p. 41):
It is traditionally claimed that the rewards of higher education 
are based on merit. In the light of superior academic per­
formance, they should receive more financial support in the 
form of fellowships and grants, be more likely to finish their 
advanced training, and be likely to secure even better jobs once 
they leave the campus. It is an open secret that none of these 
things have actually happened.
The stereotypical image of a "coed" is a pretty girl, on campus 
for a good time, for husband hunting, and incidentally for an educa­
tion. In 1957 Mueller wrote (in David, 1959, pp. 50-51):
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The most insistent pressure for the young woman in college today 
is to get married, and to get married young. It is the female 
who is marriage-oriented and marriage-conscious. . . . The woman's 
ever-present pressure to attract and please men is never more 
self-conscious than in her campus years, and it very much affects 
her classroom and her extra-classroom behavior.
Tibbetts (in Berry, 1979, pp. 118-119) maintains that women have 
contributed to the subjugation of their sex, the discrimination and 
the bias by following the stereotype, encouraging male superiority, 
and condemning men and women who break away from traditional roles. 
Women have internalized their feelings of inferiority and the atti­
tudes Mueller wrote about in 1957 are still very much with us.
Tibbetts notes (pp. 118-119):
Evidently, college men, but not college women, were expected to 
be sincerely interested in an education; college women, but not 
men, came to school to snare spouses, and college women, but not 
men, were responsible for their behavior toward members of the 
opposite sex. To find such attitudes and double standards upheld 
by articulate and influential women is to recognize clearly that 
women have had a great deal to do with keeping women "in their 
place."
Roby (in Rossi & Calderwood, 1973, pp. 51-53) cites examples 
that show that men on campus, including professors, expect women 
students to be pretty, decorative objects, competent students but 
not brilliant or original (never brighter than a man) and not too 
serious about an academic career. Women are expected to marry and 
raise children, and marriage is to be the primary goal of their 
lives, so that academic ambitions must be secondary. Expectations 
have a great effect on performance, and women seldom perform to the 
best of their ability under such conditions. It is obvious that ex­
pectations are different for men than for women, regardless of intel­
lectual ability.
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Lower expectations bring about lower aspirations, and therefore 
women do not aspire to succeed in non-traditional fields, do not plan 
to work on advanced degrees to the extent that men do, and do not ex­
pect to be able to move into administrative positions (Tibbetts, in 
Berry, 1979, p. 6).
Bernard (1964, p. 210) mentions that the expected role of mar­
riage and family for women is paralleled by a picture of single women 
"as inhibited, frustrated, and somehow or other not complete human 
beings." She quotes Virginia Gildersleeve of Barnard as saying that 
she found that she had to stand up for the rights of both the married 
and the unmarried women faculty.
Roby (in Rossi & Calderwood, 1973, p. 52) reports a study done 
by Creager in 1969 in which graduate students were asked to select 
from a list of barriers to the completion of graduate study those that 
they perceived to be a barrier for themselves. More women than men 
indicated that lack of interest, lack of finances, emotional strain, 
or pressure from a spouse were perceived as barriers to completion 
of their degree. The only barrier perceived as a problem by a greater 
number of men than women was academic inability.
The curriculum in higher education, as in pre-schools, elementary 
schools, and secondary schools, seems to be designed to keep women in 
their place. Women are depicted in traditional roles as full-time 
homemakers and mothers. There is a heavy emphasis on the culture and 
achievements of white males, which relays the implicit message to 
women and blacks that they do not belong among those who make major
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contributions or make important decisions. Female assertiveness, 
initiative and creativity are often ignored (Roby, in Rossi & 
Calderwood, 1973, p. 54).
In 1979, Sadker and Sadker published a study of sexism in educa­
tion textbooks, entitled Beyond Pictures and Pronouns: Sexism in 
Teacher Education Textbooks. They found widespread sex bias in the 
most widely used teacher education textbooks. Textbooks on the 
foundations of education, language arts teaching methods, math and 
science teaching methods, social science teaching methods, and educa­
tional psychology were included in this study. This education for 
bias has a double effect: one on the students in the education 
classes and another on the students they teach after they graduate.
Graduate education for women. Women thin out near the top of 
any status hierarchy, and women as students follow that pattern.
Among graduate students, men outnumber women by large numbers.
Table 3 shows the number of Master's degrees and Table 4 the 
number of doctoral degrees conferred by United States Institutions of 
Higher Education according to sex. The data for the years 1946 and
1950 reflect one of the consequences for schools when the country
V,
goes to war.
The data on the percentage of Master's degrees earned by women 
shows a gradual increase from about 16 percent in 1895 to 40 percent 
in 1930. After World War II, the figure stayed below 40 percent until 
1970. The seventies show an increase, up to 48 percent by 1978.
The data on the percentage of doctoral degrees shows that a low 
percentage of women have earned this degree in any year. As for
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Table 3
Master's Degrees Conferred by U.S. Institutions of 
Higher Education, by Sex: 1870-1978








1895 1,334 1,124 210 15.7
1900 1,583 1,280 303 19.1
1905 1,925 1,538 387 20.1
1910 2,113 1,555 558 26.4
1915 3,577 2,638 939 26.2
1920 4,279 2,985 1,294 30.2
1926 9,735 6,202 3,533 36.3
1930 14,969 8,925 6,044 40.4
1936 18,302 11,503 6,799 37.1
1940 26,731 16,508 10,223 38.2
1946 19,209 9,484 9,725 50.6
1950 58,183 41,220 16,963 29.2
1955 58,200 38,739 19,461 33.4
1960 77,692 51,965 25,727 33.1
1965 117,152 77,544 39,608 33.8
1970 208,291 125,624 82,667 39.7
1975 293,651 162,095 131,556 44.8
1977 318,241 168,349 149,892 47.1
1978 311,620 161,212 150,408 48.3
SOURCES: (1) Bureau of the Census. Historical Statistics of the
United States, Table H 751—765, p. 385. (2) Grant, W. V. , & Eiden,
L. J. Digest of Education Statistics 1980, Table 110, p. 120.
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Table 4
Doctor's or Equivalent Degrees Conferred by U.S. Institutions 
of Higher Education, by Sex: 1870-1978
Year Total Male Female
Percent
Female
1870 1 1 0 _
1880 54 51 3 05
1890 149 147 2 01
1895 272 247 25 09
1900 382 359 23 06
1905 369 341 28 07
1910 443 399 44 10
1915 611 549 62 10
1920 615 522 93 15
1926 1,409 1,216 193 14
1930 2,299 1,946 353 15
1936 2,770 2,370 400 14
1940 3,290 2,861 429 13
1946 1,966 1,580 386 20
1950 6,633 5,990 643 10
1955 8,840 8,014 826 09
1960 9,829 8,801 1,028 10
1965 16,467 14,692 1,775 11
1970 29,866 25,890 3,976 13
1978 32,131 23,658 8,473 26
SOURCES: (1) Bureau of the Census. Historical Statistics of the
United States, Table H 751-765, p. 385. (2) Grant, W. V., & Eiden,
L. J. Digest of Education Statistics 1980, Table 110, p. 120.
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Master’s degrees, there is a decrease after 1930, and then an increase 
in the 1970's. The percentage of doctoral degrees earned by women in 
1978 was double the percentage earned by women in 1970.
The data for Tables 3 and 4 come from Historical Statistics of 
the U.S., Table H 751-765, p. 385, and the 1980 Digest of Education 
Statistics, Table 110, p. 120.
In a study done for the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, 
Feldman (1974, pp. 137-139) found that there is a great deal of in­
equality based on sex in graduate education. Historically, there 
never has been equality between the sexes in American higher educa­
tion. Less than half of the undergraduate students are women and far 
less than half of graduate students are women. Even when women do 
enroll in graduate school, they are less likely to finish the degree 
they start. They are more likely to be in fields that are low in 
power, prestige, and privilege. Women in higher education seem to 
have lower career aspirations than their male counterparts, although 
those aspirations do not seem to be based on lack of ability or lack 
of prerequisites. Women seem to be less dedicated to their profes­
sions than men. However, given equal opportunity for men and women, 
these authors found that the differences in dedication disappeared. 
Women found it difficult to balance the duties of marriage with being 
a full-time student; men found no such difficulty, according to 
Feldman's study.
Much of Feldman's report stated findings that are similar to 
others that have been mentioned previously in this study, but Feldman
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makes a further point in that he says that inequality does not neces­
sarily mean discrimination. Discrimination implies intent and action 
designed to keep women "in their place," but inequality can be the 
result of socialization rather than efforts to discriminate by ad­
ministration and faculty. Much of this inequality, Feldman believes, 
is the result of the socialization women experience before they come 
to college. "There are no immutable behavioral differences determined 
by sex. Behavioral differences appear to be the result of differen­
tial socialization, based largely on stereotypes of the sex roles of 
males and females" (Feldman, 1974, p. 138). He thinks that it is 
sex-role socialization that lowers expectations and aspirations of 
women, not that college men or university administrators have deliber­
ately kept women in low-status positions: they simply never thought 
of doing things any other way.
Feldman found more differences between women in different profes­
sional fields, for instance between women in Physics or Chemistry and 
women in Romance languages or English literature, than he did between 
men and women in the same professional field. "Earlier socialization 
shaped their current interest in their field, and their field shaped 
many of their current behavioral characteristics" (Feldman, 1974, 
p. 138).
Sex-role socialization inhibits women’s aspirations and deter­
mines men's expectations of what women can and should do. It is dif­
ficult, if not impossible, to detect where role expectations end and 
discrimination and bias begins. Both operate to prevent women from
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reaching their full academic potential. As Freidan has said (Rossi 
& Calderwood, 1973, p. 54), "by giving an absolute meaning and a 
sanctimonious value to the generic term 'woman's role' . . .  we put 
American women into a kind of deep freeze. 'What is' becomes 'what 
should be.'"
Women as Teachers
Usually a child's first teacher is a woman, and most of the 
time that woman is the child's mother. Even if a father takes part 
in raising his children, his part has seldom been the major part of 
that endeavor. Traditionally, early education has been a job for a 
mother or a nurse, and it was not difficult to picture women as 
teachers of primary classrooms. Women were thought to make good 
teachers because it fit into their maternal destiny (Biklen & 
Brannigan, 1980, p. 4). Characteristics of gentleness, patience, 
and nurturing made women look better than men for teaching positions. 
Note that these characteristics are not those normally associated 
with leadership.
Women became teachers. Being hired to teach was a foot in the 
door of professionalism for women (Sexton, 1976, p. 52), even if the 
door opened only a crack. Teaching was considered an honorable pro­
fession for women. It allowed them to rise above poverty and become 
self-sustaining, and was a way of creating independence for themselves 
(Biklen & Brannigan, 1980, p. 5). Women's status may have improved 
somewhat when they began teaching early in the nineteenth century, but 
it did not equal the status of male professionals. Actually, having
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women teach may have lowered the status of the teaching profession.
But it was an opportunity, and not too many opportunities were avail­
able to women at the time. Over the years teaching has gradually led 
to more education becoming available to women, to better teaching 
jobs, and eventually to other professions. There were many other 
factors, of course, but education was the key that unlocked the door 
and teaching jobs were the beginning (Sexton, 1976, pp. 6 & 46-47).
Historical setting. It was the advent of compulsory public 
education that brought a great increase in the number of public 
schools and thus a huge demand for inexpensive teachers (Sexton, 1976, 
p. 47). Women were hired because it cost less; everyone thought that 
a man was better and should be paid more. In Maine in the middle of 
the nineteenth century, male teachers worked for about $15.00 per 
month, while women teachers received less than $5.00 per month. A 
major selling point for public education was that it could be done 
cheaply, tax money never being overly plentiful, and hiring women 
teachers for low salaries was the answer.
Historically, a teacher's training has been minimal. Normal 
school training was probably similar to today's high school education. 
The limited training and popular notions about females as passive and 
subordinate led to an image of the female teacher as subordinate, one 
that superintendents thought of as desirable. Therefore women gained 
approval as teachers for two reasons: the cost to taxpayers was less 
than for male teachers and women made good subordinates.
A quote from Burstyn (in Biklen & Brannigan, 1980, p. 69) pro­
vides a recapitulation:
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If we look at the evolution of the teaching profession since the 
nineteenth century, we can see that women found it relatively easy 
to be accepted as classroom teachers, especially in kindergarten 
and elementary schools. Women demanded less money for the job 
than men; and even the most conservative people in society were 
not threatened by the idea that women would exercise authority 
over young children of both sexes. More difficult to establish 
was women's right to teach boys and girls at high school level or 
at college and university level. Nor were women readily accepted 
as teachers of teachers, where they had the power, indirectly, to 
influence the lives of thousands of people.
Table 5 shows the number and percentage of elementary and second­
ary school faculties for the years 1929 through 1976. In elementary 
schools, a good share of the faculty has always been female, but the 
number of men in elementary teaching has been increasing. In 1929,
90 percent of elementary teachers were women, and by 1975 that figure 
had decreased to 84 percent. The percentage of women secondary 
teachers has also decreased, from 65 percent in 1929 to 46 percent in 
1975.
College and university faculty; inequalities and differences. 
College and university teaching and research have always been domi­
nated by men. Table 6 shows that the percentage of all faculty who 
were female increased from 12 percent in 1869 to 25 percent in 1969, 
and then jumped to 32 percent by 1977. Table 7 shows that as academic 
rank rises, the percentage of women decreases, at least during the 
1970's. Among full professors women are about nine and one-half 
percent. The figures are relatively stable among the upper ranks 
during the seventies, but there is an increase in the percentage of 
instructors and assistant professors, from about 40 percent to 50 
percent for instructors and from 27 to 33 percent among assistant
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Elementary and Secondary School Faculty,
Table 5
According to Sex: 1929--1976
Elementary
Year Total Male Female
Percent
Female
1929-30 702,524 68,705 633,819 90
1939-40 640,047 70,187 569,860 89
1949-50 665,665 58,407 607,258 91
1959-60 953,431 124,566 828,865 87
1969-70 1,271,467 191,024 1,080,443 85





1929-30 235,094 82,689 152,405 65
1939-40 330,407 138,384 192,023 58
1949-50 366,277 158,536 207,741 57
1959-60 577,160 299,239 277,921 48
1969-70 970,786 516,776 454,010 47
1975-76 1,084,771 580,773 503,998 46
SOURCE: Grant, W. V., & Eiden, L. J. Digest of Education Statistics 





Faculty of Institutions of Higher Education, 
by Sex: 1869-1978
Year Total Male Female
Percent
Female
1869-70 5,553 4,887 666 12.0
1879-80 11,522 7,328 4,194 36.4
1889-90 15,809 12,704 3,105 19.6
1899-1900 23,868 19,151 4,717 19.8
1909-10 36,480 29,132 7,348 20.1
1919-20 48,615 35,807 12,808 26.3
1929-30 82,386 60,017 22,369 27.2
1939-40 146,929 106,328 40,601 27.6
1949-50 246,722 186,189 60,533 24.5
1959-60 380,554 296,773 83,781 22.0
1969-70 825,000 619,000 206,000 25.0
1977-78 1,090,000 740,000 350,000 32.1
Grant, W. V. , & Eiden, L. J. Digest of Education Statistics 
Table 94, p. 102.
Table 7
Full-time Instructional Faculty in Institutions of Higher Education, 
by Academic Rank and Sex: 1974-1979
Professors Assoc,. Prof. Assis. Prof. InstructorsYear Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
1974-75 76,004 8,272 70,199 14,226 77,739 28,973 41,455 28,097























































SOURCES: (1) National Center for Education Statistics, Higher Education Document for 1975-76,
Table A, p. 1 (years 1974, 75, & 76). (2) Grant, W. V. , & Lund, C. G. Digest of Education
Statistics 1979, Table 100, p. 104 (years 1976 & 77). (3) Grant, W. V., & Eiden, L. J.
Digest of Education Statistics 1980, Table 99, p. 107 (years 1976, 77, 78, & 79).
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professors. The substantial increase seen in graduate degrees con­
ferred during the seventies did not occur among faculty, especially 
the higher ranking faculty, however.
A table printed in the May 27, 1980, issue of The Chronicle of 
Higher Education shows that in 1979-80, among university faculty,
69.7 percent of the men and 41.7 percent of the women faculty held 
tenure. As in the case of academic rank, women's status is consider­
ably lower than the status of men.
Data for Table 6 come from the 1980 Digest of Education Statis­
tics , Table 94, page 102. Data for Table 7 come from the National 
Center for Education Statistics, Higher Education Document for 1975- 
76, Table A, page 1 (1974-76); Digest of Education Statistics 1979, 
Table 100, page 104 (1976-77); Digest of Education Statistics 1980, 
Table 99, page 107 (1976-79).
As in other areas, causes of the low percentage of women faculty,
particularly higher ranking faculty, stem from sex role socialization
and expectations as much as from discrimination and bias, and the line
between the two is difficult to identify. That expectations have had
as much to do with the scarcity of women faculty as discrimination is
perhaps illustrated by the comments of Bernard in the preface to her
book, Academic Women (1964, p. ix).
I have never, so far as I know, experienced professional dis­
crimination from my colleagues because of my sex . . .  I have, 
rather, been treated with extraordinary chivalry by administra­
tors, colleagues, and confreres who have made allowances for the 
demands of maternity— three times— sustained me in bereavement, 
and rewarded me with many official honors.
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Jessie Bernard was undoubtedly a very talented woman. She was 
also a widow with a family to support, which puts her in a different 
category from a wife and mother in terms of role expectations. How­
ever, she is representative of a large group of people, both men and 
women, who never expected women to aspire to positions of leadership 
or prestige.
In a chapter entitled "My Four Revolutions: An Autobiographical 
History of the ASA," written for the book Changing Women in a Changing 
Society (Huber, 1973, p. 25), Bernard wrote from a somewhat changed 
point of view. She speaks of the need for raising consciousness in 
order to understand and change the reality constructed by men, par­
ticularly male sociologists. She mentions her 1964 publication, and 
the fact that since the time that book was published, other sociolo­
gists have discussed the small proportion of academic women in terms 
of the hurdles they must overcome to become a part of the qualified 
pool.
Bernard's 1964 description of academic women illustrates a rather 
bleak professional status, one that is still true today.
Bernard (1964, p. 92) found that faculty women were less mobile 
than faculty men and that there were differences in social background, 
intellectual interests, institutional affiliation, and so forth that 
meant that women's career patterns develop along different lines from 
those of men. She also found as much difference among academic women 
as there is among the total academic population (Bernard, 1964, p. 96)
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in such things as ability, age, marital status, subject-matter 
interest, training, position, and so forth.
The condition of women as a "fringe benefit" to an institution 
is described by Bernard (1964, pp. 100-101) as a status which is on 
the fringe of the profession (in terms of recognition, possible ad­
vancement, or stability of position) but is of great benefit to the 
institution where the woman works. Fringe benefit employees consti­
tute an elastic labor pool, hired and furloughed as needed. They 
tend to carry the heavy load of low-status, less exciting, and time- 
consuming freshman courses in English, modern languages, history, 
mathematics, or natural sciences. Women in fringe benefit status 
differ from women in truly professional academic status in career 
motivation, reference groups, role conception, and levels of aspira­
tion. Their level of training may or may not differ. Fringe benefit 
women often do not "have" to work; they work because they want to, 
perhaps to escape from community service duties, from boredom, or 
from an incongenial home life. "The fringe benefit woman feels 
satisfied with her position because it is superior to that of other 
women in the community" in Bernard's opinion (p. 100). The reference 
group for these women is not the professional group but the wives of 
professors or business men in the community. Fringe benefit women 
hold low status in the academic professional world, but they may be 
quite satisfied with the niche they are in because it corresponds with 
their level of aspiration.
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Bernard considered the major contribution of academic women to 
be that of teaching (pp. 138-139), that they were hired as teachers 
and were not considered to be a part of the prestige system of publi­
cations and advancement. The presence of a woman in the department 
did not add status to the department and did not attract good students 
nor outstanding new faculty.
The relationship between a graduate student and his or her ad­
visor is an important one for both of them. A good mentor relation­
ship will help the student make contacts and acquire the socializa­
tion that leads to professional success. "If a top man takes him 
under his wing, doors will open for him and he will be in the club" 
(Bernard, 1964, p. 140). The graduate professor wants good students 
to carry on his work and become disciples out in the field. Women do 
not fit into this picture, since their professional careers are not 
taken seriously. Bernard also maintained that graduate advisors avoid 
taking women students because doing so did not advance the advisor's 
professional status.
After reviewing four large studies of the productivity of women 
faculty compared with men faculty, Bernard (1964, pp. 148-154) con­
cludes that while the productivity of women is uniformly lower, when 
enough variables are controlled, sex differences in productivity are 
reduced almost to insignificance. She notes that academic position 
is a better indicator of productivity than sex, that both men and 
women in universities publish more than men and women in colleges. 
Women tend to hold positions that are primarily teaching positions,
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and find less incentive in terms of salary or promotions that would 
encourage them to publish. Women and their careers are affected by 
both environmental (cultural and social) factors and by psychological 
(motivational) factors.
Bernard wrote Academic Women in 1964. The general tenor of the 
book is non-militant; she writes, as she says, "without bitterness or 
rancor" (p. ix). Although she recognizes that militant feminists will 
not appreciate her views, the tenor of her book perhaps represents the 
times. No one would have thought of writing it much earlier, but the 
style a few years later might have been more militant. Unfortunately, 
most of what Bernard wrote is still true.
Discrimination experienced by college and university faculty.
The book edited by Pottker and Fishel called Sex Bias in the Schools 
(1977) is an example of a more militant interpretation of the avail­
able data. In a chapter entitled "Overt and Covert Forms of Discrimi­
nation Against Academic Women," Pottker (in Pottker & Fishel, 1977, 
pp. 380-410) cites a variety of kinds of discrimination. The most 
basic form of discrimination, and the easiest to carry out, is simply 
not to hire women. Men are given preference, especially at high- 
ranking institutions. Men are preferred even at women's colleges, 
although the ratio at women's schools is more favorable for women.
If women do manage to acquire a faculty position, they are less 
likely to be promoted. As the level of faculty position increases, 
the number of women faculty members decreases (see Table 7). Pottker 
quotes Parrish (p. 385) as saying that "there are almost no women of
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full professorial rank in twenty-eight major disciplines in twenty 
leading U. S. universities." He cites mathematics and bacteriology 
as examples of departments where women contribute heavily at lower 
levels of academic rank and minimally at upper levels. The reasons 
for this discrimination seem to be based on the stereotypical view 
of women's responsibilities being in the area of home and family and 
incongruent with the responsibilities that go with higher academic 
rank and especially with administrative responsibilities.
Another form of discrimination is evident in salary differences. 
Women are paid less than their male counterparts who hold the same 
rank, and they are less likely to be promoted to a higher-paying posi­
tion. This is more likely to be true at private universities than 
public universities, and at small colleges than large colleges. Since 
women tend to work in small colleges, this becomes another reason for 
their lower average pay. Faculty at coordinate universities, such as 
Barnard or Radcliffe, are paid less than their male counterparts get 
at Columbia or Harvard. In 1973, women averaged almost $2,500 per 
year, or seventeen percent, lower incomes than men (Pottker & Fishel, 
1977, p. 388, Table 5A). Salary differences have not improved since 
1973. A Chronicle of Higher Education survey reported in the 
December 8, 1980, issue shows an average salary for men faculty of 
$24,402, which is 17.6 percent higher than the average salary for 
women of $20,106, averaged over all ranks and all types of college 
institutions. Among research universities, the difference is 29.8 
percent, or $28,073 for men and $21,619 average salary for women 
(Magarrell, 1980, pp. 1 & 6).
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Women are more apt to hold non-tenured, lower status teaching 
jobs according to Pottker and Fishel. They are more apt to be teach­
ing undergraduate than graduate students and thus do not have access 
to the network that results from having students graduate and move to 
positions with other universities. Neither do they have such ready 
access to research opportunities and publishing opportunities. Since 
tenure is often granted on the basis of research and publishing ac­
complished, and women are over-loaded with undergraduate teaching 
assignments and little opportunity for research, discrimination is 
built into the system.
Covert means of discrimination, Pottker and Fishel continue, are 
more subtle than overt forms such as practices of non-hiring, non­
promotion, and low salaries. Anti-nepotism, the practice of not hiring 
two or more people at the same institution who are related by blood 
or marriage, is one of the most visible of the forms of covert dis­
crimination. It has stymied many an academic woman who follows her 
academic husband and then cannot find a position herself, or acquires 
an education and then cannot find employment at the institution that 
employs her husband. The husband's job generally comes first if there 
is a choice.
If an academic wife manages to acquire a position in another de­
partment of the same university, which some schools do permit, she is 
less likely than her husband to be promoted or to receive tenure.
Wives are often considered temporary or stop-gap employees; they often 
work part-time, and are expected to be available when the need arises.
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They are a captive resource. Their pay is low and the fringe benefits 
(to their salary, not the institution as Bernard described fringe 
benefits) are often non-existent. Professional or career advancement 
is nearly impossible under such circumstances (Pottker & Fishel, 1977, 
p. 393).
Pottker reports a survey conducted by the American Association of 
University Women (p. 395) that shows that fifty-six percent of schools 
over 10,000 students and seventy-eight percent of women's colleges 
have antinepotism rules, either written or unwritten. Forty-five 
percent of public schools report such policies, and the over-all 
figure is thirty-five percent. Departments that are bound by anti­
nepotism policies tend to have fewer women at all ranks.
Many universities dislike hiring their own graduates, according 
to Pottker and Fishel. This is disadvantageous to women who study at 
the school in which their husband teaches, as it often is difficult 
to move to another area. Women graduate students who marry faculty 
members have the same problem.
It is clear that universities view women as primarily wives and 
mothers and that this role conflicts with any other role or status 
that a woman might hold; any other roles must be secondary. Even 
single women are seen as wives and mothers, just because they have 
the potential to marry and to bear children.
The hostility toward those aspects of femininity which involve 
child bearing is reflected in the lack of maternity leave provisions
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and also in the lack of child care facilities for faculty members 
(Pottker & Fishel, 1977, p. 400).
This attitude toward women as exclusively wives and mothers is 
also manifested in a lack of professional socialization, that is, a 
lack of a feeling of identity as a scholar, a lack of the values, 
attitudes, and expectations that are an important part of an academic 
professional life. Women tend to be excluded from the meetings, 
committee positions, and other duties and social contacts that result 
not only in professional recognition, but also in a realization of 
one's identity as a professional.
Male associates may feel threatened by bright or capable academic 
women because they have been socialized to believe that men are more 
capable and thus, cannot feel comfortable with a woman more capable 
than they. And some male academics cling to the last vestiges of the 
pedestal myth and treat all women with solicitousness and courtliness 
rather than with respect as a professional (Pottker & Fishel, 1977).
Although women were accepted as elementary teachers more than a 
century ago, and although teaching as a profession has been an ad­
vantage for women, they have never been well represented among the 
most prestigious positions in the profession. Role socialization and 
expectations have prevented women from acquiring the education re­
quired for the high-status positions, and have discouraged their as­
pirations for those positions. Since administrators are drawn from 
the ranks of teachers, when few women are full professors, few will
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become deans. In a similar manner, few women will acquire the appro­
priate degree and become a superintendent of schools.
Women as Administrators
Women have long been accepted as students and teachers, where 
their contributions have been substantial and significant. Although 
discrimination is present among students and teachers, there are con­
siderable numbers of women among them. Administration is another 
story. Men outnumber women in administration by large percentages; 
women have not been considered as leaders. Bernard's excellent book 
on Academic Women did not address the topic of administrators at all. 
Evidently in 1964 academic women meant teachers, not administrators.
Inequalities. In a report of sex bias published in 1979 by PEER, 
the Project on Equal Rights of the NOW Legal Defense Fund (Knox), it 
is stated that while 11.75 percent of school administrators were women 
when Title IX was passed in 1972, in 1977, five years later, 12.83 
percent of school administrators were women, which is just barely over 
a one percent increase. For the purposes of the PEER report, adminis­
trators included Superintendents, Assistant Superintendents, Princi­
pals, and Assistant Principals. The highest percentage of women ad­
ministrators was found in the District of Columbia, which had 51.31 
percent women, and the second highest was Maryland with 30 percent.
The lowest was Utah with 3.04, and the second lowest was North Dakota 
with 3.61 percent women administrators.
In a study of women and minorities in administration of higher 
education institutions published in 1977 from data collected for the
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school year 1975-76, Van Alstyne, Mensel and Withers reported that 
15.8 percent of administrators in all types of institutions were 
women (see Table 8).
Table 8
Administrators in Institutions of Higher Education, 
by Sex and Type of Institution, 1975-76
Men Women
Type of Institution Percent Number Percent Number
All types of institutions 84.2 15,185 15.8 2,850
Research universities 91.0 3,026 9.0 299
White coed institutions 
(3 top positions only) 98.9 1,722 1.1 19
This study found 2,850 women, compared with 15,185 men, administrators 
(Van Alstyne et al., 1977, Table 2, p. 16). The term "administrator" 
was carefully defined for the Van Alstyne study in a list of 52 posi­
tions that were considered administrative (p. 4). This list included 
chief administrative officers, deans, and directors, but not depart­
ment chairs. Schools with religious affiliations were included, so 
many of the women administrators were probably Catholic sisters. In 
universities defined as research universities according to the 
Carnegie Code, 9 percent of the administrators were women (see 
Table 8), or 299 women to 3,026 men (Van Alstyne et al., 1977,
Table 3, p. 17). Among the top three positions, or chief executive 
positions, reported by 574 white coeducational institutions, 1.1 per­
cent were held by women. This amounts to approximately 19 women to
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1,722 men holding this type of position (Van Alstyne et al., 1977, 
Table 5, p. 22).
Salaries also show inequities between men and women in adminis­
tration (Van Alstyne et al., 1977, p. 11). Women were paid about 80 
percent of the salaries men received with the same job title in a 
similar institution. At white public coeducational institutions,
4 percent of the white women were paid salaries which fell in the top 
quartile of the range of salaries, while 47 percent received salaries 
which fell in the lowest quartile range of salaries.
In a review of the study of higher education administration re­
ported above written for Change magazine in 1977, Van Alstyne,
Withers, and Elliott write (pp. 39-40):
Relatively few women and minorities hold top jobs in higher educa­
tion administration, except at women's colleges and minority in­
stitutions. What is worse, those who are so employed at white co­
educational institutions are generally concentrated in low-paying 
jobs, and in those jobs the women are paid less than the men.
. . . Close to half of the white women employed at public white 
coeducational institutions were found in 7 of the 52 positions 
considered administrative: head librarian, nursing director, 
bookstore manager, registrar, student financial director, home 
economics dean, and information office director. . . . The small 
number of women in administrative positions is often attributed 
to the limited availability of "qualified" individuals. But in 
this were so, in the face of increased demand, stimulated by equal 
employment opportunity and affirmative action requirements, the 
salaries of women would go up. Clearly, something else is at 
work.
One wonders what has caused this under-representation of women 
among educational leadership. Can it be traced to the sex role 
socialization that begins the instant a human being is bom? _ If 
women do not aspire to positions of leadership, is it because they 
do not believe they are capable or because they foresee no
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opportunity? If discrimination is present, what kind and how much?
Are women not able or not qualified for positions of leadership?
The available pool of qualified women. It is commonly stated 
that not enough qualified women are available for administrative posi­
tions, but some sources, such as the following, think that the avail­
able pool is not being utilized.
Lyman and Speizer (1980) maintain that there are many women who 
have the credentials to become administrators who have not attained 
those ranks. They also state that "there are qualified women at each 
level of the career hierarchy who are passed over in favor of male 
applicants" (p. 26). These authors also report that women who do 
become administrators tend to be more experienced than male teachers 
who are promoted to the principalship or superintendency. This seems 
to support the feminist assertion that women must be better qualified 
than men to attain similar positions.
In an article written for the Women's Equity Action League, 
Phyllis Boring comments on the difficulty of identifying just who is 
part of the available pool of prospective administrators. One can 
find data for the number of doctorates earned each year, but there 
is no tabulation of the years of experience prior to earning the 
degree, which makes it very difficult to weight the figures in regard 
to experience. It is also difficult to discern how much experience 
has been gained, if any, since the degree was earned. Some women 
choose not to aspire to become administrators, for whatever reason, 
and they are not identified. Some prefer teaching and/or research.
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Some perceive no opportunity in administration and could benefit from 
affirmative action programs.
A study done by Fishel and Pottker (in Berry, 1979, p. 27) found 
that colleges and universities make no effort to recruit women for 
training to become principals. Women teachers are not encouraged by 
supervisors to become principals; there is a strong bias against ap­
pointing women to administrative positions to the same extent that 
men teachers have been or are appointed to such positions. Fewer 
women prepare for a career as an administrator, probably because they 
are not encouraged to do so.
Nielsen (1979, pp. 467-476) describes her experience as the first 
female member of a university department. The covert expressions of 
hostility, the lack of acceptance in social activities, and the even­
tual refusal of tenure on the basis of vague and actually insufficient 
evidence all paint a picture of discrimination. She thought her 
colleagues' decision resulted from sexist biases of which they were 
not even aware. The department reversed its decision a year later 
and granted her tenure, but the hurt and much of the hostility re­
mained.
It seems clear that those who claim that there is no pool of 
qualified women do not choose to look for such women, and prefer not 
to make efforts to improve the status of women. As shown earlier in 
this study, many inequalities exist because women and men have been 
socialized to expect people to fit into traditional role behavior, 
and accordingly, they follow the same patterns without thinking of
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whether those roles are good or bad. It is easier to continue doing 
things as they always have been done than it is to change. But there 
is also a tendency to resist change when that change is perceived as 
threatening, especially when those affected possess a degree of power 
that might be lost.
Leadership ability of women. Fishel and Pottker reviewed be­
havioral and attitudinal studies in relation to performance of women 
administrators (in Berry, 1979, pp. 24-31) and found the empirical 
evidence in contrast to the popularly held belief that men are better 
leaders than women.
These authors reviewed a total of fifty studies dating between 
1956 and 1974, twenty-one of which were doctoral dissertations. This 
research clearly shows that in terms of ability to supervise and ad­
minister an elementary or secondary school and to maintain good rela­
tions with students and parents, women perform as well as, and in 
many cases better than, their male counterparts. They also found that 
male teachers prefer working for male administrators, although those 
who had worked with a female administrator were more favorable toward 
women than men who had not had this experience. Women teachers are 
more favorable toward female administrators. A number of studies re­
ported that teachers see no difference in leadership skills between 
male and female principals.
An article by Van Meir in which similar studies were discussed 
(in Berry, 1979, pp. 42-46) came to a similar conclusion: that the 
research shows not only that men are not better leaders, as commonly
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thought, but also that in many ways women are better educational ad­
ministrators. The women administrators in these studies were often 
found to be better leaders, more intelligent, more resourceful, self- 
motivated, better organized, more democratic leaders, and so forth.
Fishel and Pottker conclude (pp. 28-29):
The criteria used to recruit and hire principals is not related 
to characteristics needed for effective performance as a princi­
pal. Sex has been the determinant in appointment to principal- 
ship, rather than ability. Although the weight of behavioral 
evidence indicates that, in many areas, the performance of male 
principals is inferior to that of women principals, male teachers 
continue to receive the overwhelming number of appointments to 
administrative positions.
Sex-role socialization. Sex-role socialization limits members 
of both sexes, and women mindlessly follow the traditions they have 
become accustomed to (Tibbets, in Berry, 1979, pp. 2-4). Both men 
and women operate within the frameworks and limitations of their own 
socialization.
Schools transmit the prevailing culture, including sexist atti­
tudes. Examples of activities which perpetuate acceptance of myths 
and stereotypes that lead to low aspirations for girls are teacher 
attitudes, assignment of chores, counseling practices, textbook 
content, segregation of classes, athletic programs, and teacher- 
principal relationships.
Society is continually teaching both boys and girls that certain 
activities are for women and others are for men. There is a stereo­
typed view of what the nature and personality of a woman should be, 
and women who strive for independence and intellectual achievement 
are thought to be acting in opposition to sex-appropriate behavior.
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Tibbetts cites the Broverman study, discussed earlier in this study 
(Berry, 1979, p. 4), in which feminine personality characteristics 
are described as more submissive, less independent, less adventurous, 
more easily influenced, less aggressive, less competitive, more emo­
tional, and less objective than men. In short, it appears that the 
typical healthy female is less mature than the typical healthy male.
MacDonald (in Berry, 1979, pp. 37-41) concurs, noting that 
female children are encouraged to be dependent and male children to 
be independent, resulting in a greater strength of self-concept for 
males. MacDonald also noted the Broverman study which revealed that 
"the characteristics used to describe an unhealthy, immature adult 
were found to be the descriptions of a normal female adult." The 
characteristics needed for achievement were considered masculine and 
were not included in the list of feminine characteristics. Thus, if 
women strive to achieve they must acquire at least a few masculine 
traits, and run the risk of being less attractive to men. Successful 
women have been found to have a positive self-concept, but they also 
perceive the feminine role as incorporating both active and passive 
characteristics rather than only the passive traits found in the 
Broverman study.
As Tibbetts (in Berry, 1979, p. 4) says, it is apparent that as­
pirations for positions of leadership require women to step beyond 
the boundaries of acceptable feminine behavior and to acquire a few 
masculine traits. Women view the supervisory role as unfeminine and 
expect that women in positions of authority would bring unfavorable
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reactions. Women have been indoctrinated with the belief that assert­
ive behavior of the kind that is expected of administrators is un­
feminine, and, therefore, they choose not to aspire to leadership 
positions.
Verheyden-Hilliard (in Berry, 1979, pp. 19-23) makes a good case 
for the theory that it is socialization and stereotypes (as other 
authorities represented in this study have stated) that are the cause 
of the lack of women in educational administration. She points out 
that we separate boys and girls all the way through school, encourag­
ing the boys in rough play and allowing them to put down and make fun 
of the things that girls do. No wonder men do not see women as peers 
when they try to work together as adults, much less work for a woman 
administrator, after years of thinking of girls as inferior. Men who 
grow up retaining attitudes such as this are not likely to think of 
their spouse's career as important or to think of care of the children 
as equally his responsibility.
According to Verheyden-Hilliard, women have internalized feelings 
of inferiority to the extent that they do not believe women are 
capable of leadership. They have always heard that women are less 
capable and so they sell themselves and other women short. They just 
do not believe that women can be leaders, or they think that the few 
who have succeeded are geniuses and over-achievers who made it in 
spite of the handicap of being female. Fear of social rejection may 
lead to a fear of success in a career, or a fear of lack of success 
in the traditional female goal of marriage and family. Women fear
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being considered unfeminine or deviant, and fear rejection if they 
appear too competent, and so hesitate to seek a leadership role and 
do not aspire to administrative positions. If a woman does acquire 
the qualities associated with leadership skills, she must come to 
terms with the notion that to do so is or is not feminine.
Tibbetts cites Margaret Mead (in Berry, 1979, p. 9) as saying 
that in any society whatever is done by men is considered important 
and whatever women do is of less importance. Female occupations are 
underrated by both men and women. This prejudicial evaluation could 
be an explanation for women's apparent failure to achieve as much 
success as men.
Tibbetts (p. 9) quotes a study done by Bartol and Butterfield 
that found that "identical leader behavior was evaluated differently 
depending upon whether the leader was male or female." People con­
sider something done by a man as better than something done by a 
woman, even if they both do the same thing.
Tibbetts concludes (p. 9) by stating that "One cannot dismiss the 
apparent lack of feminine ambition by indicating that the responsi­
bility for her own motivation lies with the woman. To do so is to 
ignore the sexist socialization which has taught both men and women 
that women are incompetent to lead."
Women's low aspirations and lack of encouragement. Tibbetts 
states (in Berry, 1979, p. 1) that women do not aspire to leadership 
positions and rarely apply for such positions. It may be that women 
have the same ambitions as men but do not have the same opportunities,
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but evidence suggests that women really do not have high aspirations, 
and that they may be their own most effective obstacle. Women are 
not encouraged to aspire to positions of leadership, in fact they are 
discouraged (p. 6), or perhaps encouraged to fail. Society's view 
of women does not include them in positions of leadership. Reward 
systems and discrimination in pay and promotions communicate the 
idea that there is little potential for advancement, and, therefore, 
few women perceive an administrative career as a reasonable goal.
Most women have internalized the concept that high-level leadership 
positions are not for women and that they do not possess the skills 
required for management positions. Tibbetts also says (p. 7) that 
women are discouraged by the traditional sex-typing of jobs by society 
in general and the unstated policy that women need not apply for ad­
ministrative jobs in schools.
The negative concept of the woman boss deters many women from 
aspiring to leadership positions. The stereotype of an aggressive, 
tough, harsh, hard-headed, high-powered, "bitchy" woman or a soft, 
casual, too-permissive, feminine, and poor manager woman are seen 
as the only two alternatives. The happy medium is seldom recognized 
or publicized: the assertive, respected, cooperative, tough but 
gentle leader who inspires the best from her employees (Tibbetts, in 
Berry, 1979, p. 7).
Women who do succeed in finding an administrative position may 
find that male colleagues do not provide the support that men in 
similar positions receive from other men. A woman who moves into
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administrative ranks loses the camaraderie of female peers and does 
not have high expectations of replacing that camaraderie with a 
similar closeness among administrators. This potential rejection 
from both subordinates and peers may keep her from applying for an 
administrative position.
There is no "old girl" network of communication to provide in­
formation, mentorship, or interpersonal support in the way that men 
do with the "old boy" network (Tibbetts, in Berry, 1979, p. 8). There 
are few role models or mentors for women who might aspire to positions 
in administration. Not seeing any women in those positions, she does 
not think of doing that herself and leaves it to the men (p. 6). A 
mentor assists in seeing that up-and-coming young talent gets exposure 
to tasks and training that will lead to movement up the ladder. Male 
mentors seldom think of women as administrative material to sponsor, 
and there are few women who would be able to serve as mentors.
Coffin and Ekstrom (in Berry, 1979, pp. 53-62) quote from six 
studies, saying that women teachers do not aspire to administrative 
positions to the same degree that men do. They also state that women 
receive less encouragement to apply for administrative positions than 
men receive. They think that the failure of women to aspire to posi­
tions of leadership is a result of the lack of encouragement (Coffin 
& Ekstrom, in Berry, 1979, p. 55).
Coffin and Ekstrom conclude (p. 59) that the primary causes of 
the low proportion of women educational administrators are discrimina­
tion, low aspirations, and ideas of women's "place."
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Most women who are administrators were offered the position or 
were encouraged by a supervisor to apply for that position, rather 
than applying on their own initiative. However, this happens to only 
a few women, and most of those who have the ability to become adminis­
trators are discouraged from administrative ambitions by supervisors 
and peers. For the most part, women do not aspire to nor prepare 
themselves for administrative positions to the same extent that men 
do. This may be because they do not see much opportunity for advance­
ment in the field. Probably as a result of this discouraging picture, 
women who seek positions other than classroom teacher tend to seek 
advanced degrees in educational fields other than administration.
"In 1972, only 11% of the doctorates in educational administration 
went to women, as compared to 32% in educational psychology, 25% in 
counseling and 38% in curriculum" (Fishel & Pottker, in Berry, 1979,
p. 28).
Lyman and Speizer (1980, p. 26) report that women have lower as­
pirations than men according to a paper presented by Sally Dias at the 
1976 AERA Annual Meeting. They state that "in 1970-71, 56 percent of 
the master's degrees in education were awarded to women, but of the 
master's degrees awarded in educational administration, only 20 per­
cent went to women." At the doctoral level also, women tend to choose 




Women have a long history of involvement in education, and in 
many ways the relationship has been beneficial for both women and for 
the profession. However, this history tells the story of a long 
struggle for equal opportunity for women in education. Becoming 
educated was an important step toward liberation, and the availability 
of education was therefore a foot in the door. The opportunity to 
teach was another milestone on the road to more professional oppor­
tunities for women and thus access to a better status. Teaching was 
one of, the first professions open to women, and it was an opening, 
even if it was there because it cost less to hire a woman. Teaching 
led to better educational opportunities and eventually to more pro­
fessional opportunities.
But educational opportunity is still far from equal for men and 
women, in spite of proven academic ability on the part of women.
Access to higher status teaching and research positions, such as full 
professor at a major university, as well as to positions in adminis­
tration, are as yet quite limited. It has been shown that women are 
capable of performing leadership roles, but women are not encouraged 
to prepare for or apply for such positions, indeed they are discour­
aged if they try. Sex role socialization causes behavioral expecta­
tions and blinds people to discrimination and bias against women in 
professional roles. Role expectations therefore limit the opportun­
ities for women in higher status positions in education. There has 
been improvement, but change is slow in coming to the more presti­
gious positions.
CHAPTER V
CHANGE STRATEGY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Altogether the women's movement is a major sociological revolu­
tion. "It (the movement) both reflects and portends cataclysmic 
changes in basic structures and processes of society and in the 
psyches of individual men and women" (Westervelt, in Harmon et al. , 
1978, p. 1). This movement can and will affect the lives of all of 
us in many ways, sometimes in big ways, and sometimes in small ways. 
Actually not a recent development, feminism has been many years in 
the making, although the current phase has brought it to public 
attention again. To some men and women the movement is a promise 
and to others it is a threat, and in either case it may bring a major 
adjustment. Changes brought about by the women's movement have "the 
potential to infiltrate the wellsprings of personality and behavior 
at a deeper level" than most other social changes (Westervelt, in 
Harmon, et al., 1978, p. 2).
This is a change. The feminist movement has been described as a 
movement, as a revolution, or as a problem, all of which imply some 
kind or amount of change, but thinking of the movement and of what 
should be accomplished in terms of bringing about change makes it 
easier to understand what is happening and easier to plan desirable 
change. A very important early phase of the feminist movement was to 
document inequalities and biases and to trace their causes. As much 
as consciousness-raising helps, however, it is only the necessary
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first step, and the next step of accomplishing change is also impor­
tant. As Lyon and Saario state (1973, p. 120), "to document the prob­
lem is to describe symptoms, not prescribe a cure."
Feldman (1974, p. 138), who found in his study done for the 
Carnegie Commission of Higher Education that there is a great deal 
of inequality based on sex in higher education, stated that he thought 
that until we change sex-role socialization, patterns of inequality 
will continue. Elimination of prejudicial rules will not eliminate 
inequality; it will take a combination of changed rules, changed 
socialization, and changed expectations. Such change would have to 
happen at all levels of education and educational administration.
It is the way people think about women that we are trying to 
change, because a change in sex role expectations does require a dif­
ferent way of thinking about women and about the traditional roles of 
men and women. Long accustomed to thinking of personal appearance as 
the primary way for women to get ahead (how many women can the average 
person describe without using the words "pretty," "attractive," 
"lovely," or "plain"?), it is difficult for both men and women to 
drop that way of thinking and change to consideration first of a 
woman's skills and abilities such as leadership or academic excel- 
ence.
This change is indeed a spiral process. Little girls are influ­
enced by parents, siblings, friends, toys and games, books, televi­
sion, etc., in short, society in general, to fill an expected role.
As they grow up, young women may be less influenced by parents and
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more influenced by teachers, boy friends, husbands, job success or 
failure, and so forth. As adults, women have children of their own 
and begin repeating the cycle. This is highly simplified, of course, 
but the point that needs emphasizing is that intervention can happen 
at any or all stages of that cycle. To think only of moving teachers 
into administration is ignoring a large part of what needs changing. 
This change is interrelated with other changes, so it seems reasonable 
to consider changes in all phases of education that relate to improv­
ing the status of women. Of course, changes that happen in society 
in general influence education, but for the purposes of this study 
the focus will be narrowed to education. Changes that lead to more 
women in educational administration improve the status of women in 
general, and vice-versa, so the changes must be somewhat widespread 
and include preliminary levels as well.
Some of the changes needed include higher career aspirations on 
the part of women, more women earning advanced degrees, better accep­
tance of women in administrative positions by people in the profes­
sion, and better enforcement of equal employment legislation.
Implicit in these changes is a change in the sex-role socialization 
that happens in society in general, a change that is perhaps charac­
terized by a more equitable division of power between the sexes.
What interventions are likely to bring about this kind of change?
Legislative Changes
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 forbids discrimination 
in employment on the grounds of race, color, religion, sex or national
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origin (Tinsley, Reuben, & Crothers, 1975, pp. 2-21). In 1972 the 
Equal Employment Opportunity Act extended coverage under Title VII to 
include employees of state and local governments and educational in­
stitutions. The Higher Education Amendments of 1972 extended the 
coverage of the Equal Pay Act of 1963 to executive, administrative, 
and professional employees. All employees in all private and public 
institutions are covered, regardless of whether or not the institution 
is receiving federal funds, although most compliance has come from the 
threat of removing federal funds. Executive Order 11246, issued by 
President Johnson in 1965, forbids discrimination in employment by 
all federal contractors on the basis of race, color, religion, or 
national origin. As amended by Executive Order 11375, effective 
October, 1968, discrimination based on sex is also forbidden. All 
employers who receive government contracts or subcontracts in excess 
of $10,000 must agree not to discriminate on the grounds listed.
These employers must also agree to take affirmative action to ensure 
practices of non-discrimination. An Executive Order is not law, but 
is a set of terms in a contractual agreement between the federal 
government and its contractors (Tinsley et al., 1975).
In December, 1971, the Secretary of Labor signed what is known as 
"Revised Order 4." This order requires that contractors with con­
tracts of $50,000 or more, employing more than 50 persons, must have 
on file a written affirmative action program. In October, 1972, the 
Office for Civil Rights of the Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare issued guidelines to colleges and universities, spelling out
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their obligations under Revised Order Four. In July, 1974, the 
Secretary of Labor issued Revised Order 14, which establishes stan­
dardized compliance review procedures which federal compliance offi­
cers are required to follow in conducting a contract compliance review 
(Tinsley et al., 1975).
Title VII is administered by the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission, although a number of federal agencies have handled aspects 
of its enforcement. In July, 1978, this commission published a pam­
phlet which explains and describes the overhaul or reorganization of 
the structure and functions of the commission. This reorganization 
was the result of a court order to clear up a massive backlog of 
cases, and the system was designed to handle that backlog. A rapid 
charge system was set up to handle charges more quickly, because 
delays had been found to be costly and inconvenient to both complain­
ants and respondents. A systematic charge system was set up to handle 
broad-based actions against discriminatory employment patterns, such 
as might be found in large national companies. The field operation 
was revised to include 22 district offices and 37 smaller area of­
fices. Part of this reorganization was a consolidation of responsi­
bility for enforcement of equal opportunity regulations, so that the 
EEOC took over the functions of a number of smaller agencies. The 
objective of this transfer was to minimize overlap, better allocate 
resources, and centralize federal enforcement of sex discrimination 
prohibitions. Title VII enforcement is now handled primarily by the
EEOC.
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The December 8, 1980 issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education 
published an article entitled, "U. S. Civil-Rights Office Called Fail 
ure in Enforcing Law Prohibiting Sex Bias." The article states that 
the backlog of sex-discrimination complaints filed under Title IX has 
not been cleared up, according to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights 
a bipartisan agency that Congress established in 1957 to monitor 
civil-rights enforcement. The Education Department (EEOC was by then 
a part of the Education Department) issued a statement that a freeze 
on government employment made it impossible to hire staff necessary 
for investigation of complaints. Unresolved policy questions also 
hamper resolution of discrimination complaints. Roark, who wrote 
this article, concludes that the Office for Civil Rights is not con­
sidered a real threat by offending colleges, since the personnel with 
that office are very slow in considering cases and seldom cut off 
federal funds. Since Title IX was enacted, the office has attempted 
to cut off funds in just 33 cases, and not a single attempt to cut 
off federal funds has been made since 1978.
The Executive Orders adjunct to Title VII require that all con­
tractors with the federal government with contracts of $50,000 or 
more, employing more than 50 persons, have on file a written affirma­
tive action statement. This includes many colleges and universities. 
The Carnegie Council (1975, pp. 66-69) recommended elements of a good 
affirmative action plan. Those elements include a statement that the 
chief campus officer (i.e. the president) has overall responsibility 
for affirmative action, a clear delegration of responsibility for
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affirmative action, provision for an affirmative action officer who 
reports to the president, provision for an affirmative action com­
mittee, and provision for dissemination of the affirmative action 
plan to all persons associated with the institution, including stu­
dents. In regard to faculty employment, these guidelines recommend 
that data be presented on the composition of the faculty and the pool 
of available faculty according to race, sex and selected ethnic 
groups. Determination of goals and timetables as well as recruitment, 
selection and promotion procedures are also recommended. A provi­
sion for review of appointments should be included, as should a 
grievance procedure.
Legislation is a tool, a means by which women can improve their 
status. It provides a route for a grievance procedure, but without 
people pursuing that route, little is likely to get done. The law, 
by itself, does not automatically cause change; people have to inter­
pret and enforce the law to the satisfaction of society. Tavris and 
Offir (1977, p. 233) have this to say:
Change can come only when institutions and laws change— people's 
hearts and minds will follow. But this is not as simple as it 
sounds, and there are limitations to the perspective. The force 
of socialized beliefs— for example, among women, that the house 
must be spotless and that it is their job to make it so and among 
men, that income and success are the keys to masculine identity—  
cannot be legislated away overnight. The behaviors and beliefs 
that people learn to regard as central to their feelings of mas­
culinity and feminity are reinforced in many ways every day and 
reach into every comer of their lives.
So changing the law does not necessarily change people. In addi­
tion, forced change is less likely to be effective than change that is 
initiated by or at least planned by those affected by the change.
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Change that is agreed upon, or "owned" by those involved is less pain­
ful and more successful, and change that participants are committed 
to is more likely to be successful and enduring. Attitudes of trust 
and acceptance bring better results with less tension than competi­
tive "I win— you lose" attitudes that are often brought about when a 
change is forced. Decreasing resistance will bring a change with less 
tension than will increasing the opposing force. At the same time, 
in some cases change will not happen without force, and a few people 
pay the price of the increased tension and dissension.
In 1972 the Office for Civil Rights of the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare issued affirmative action guidelines for col­
leges and universities. In 1977, Lora Liss wrote (p. 418) "it is 
difficult to imagine any evaluation of affirmative action as being 
highly successful" (although there may be varying degrees of evalu­
ation of that success or failure). Liss goes on to say that affirma­
tive action policies have resulted in a great deal of animosity and 
resistance, as well as confusion and misunderstanding. Some see the 
affirmative action officer as a policeman, monitoring search com­
mittees and promotion review committees to see that guidelines are 
followed. Others see affirmative action as a thief, expanding the 
pool of applicants so that new graduates and the favorite sons of the 
old-boy network are denied the expected positions. To minorities and 
women the affirmative action officer often looks like a puppet of the 
administration. Inequities continue, the affirmative action officer 
fails to play the role of advocate to the extent expected, and it
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looks as if the administration hired someone as window-dressing who 
would go through the motions without upsetting the status quo very 
much. Administrators may see the affirmative action officer as a spy 
invading the privacy of their boardrooms, trying to stir up trouble. 
They see affirmative action as a threat to academic excellence and 
academic freedom. They fear reverse discrimination and a lowering 
of standards, assuming that hiring women or minorities means hiring 
people with lower academic qualifications. Some administrators com­
plain of the high cost of compliance, saying that it is too much 
strain on budgets that are already tight because of inflation and 
lower government support, and that it takes money from other impor­
tant programs. Administrators also say that establishing universal 
criteria for evaluating faculty is distrustful and unnecessary. They 
defend subjective evaluations, saying that creativity must not be 
turned into an equation. This is nice rhetoric, but it means they 
prefer the old boy network, under which they could promote their fa­
vorite sons. It seems ironic that the bastions of knowledge resist 
quantification of faculty evaluation, since they do it for students 
in the form of grades. If teaching, service and scholarship cannot 
be quantified, then the merit system is indefensible, and becomes a 
pretext for continuing past privilege, that is, promoting the chair­
man's choices among his faculty (Liss, 1977, p. 426).
Also in 1977, Van Alstyne, Withers, and Elliott reported a 
national survey that supported what Liss wrote that year. They found 
women poorly represented in the upper ranks of institutions of higher
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education (p. 39). These authors point out that if the small number 
of women at the top could be accounted for by the small size of the 
pool of qualified women, those women who are available would be in 
great demand and would be paid better than comparable men. Such is 
not the case; this survey found that women were paid about 80 percent 
of what men were paid for similar positions.
On the other hand, Loeb et al. (1978) found that affirmative 
action programs have improved conditions somewhat in that women have 
better access to academic employment, although the percentage in­
creases in employment are not high and salaries for women still lagged 
behind men's salaries. Loeb mentioned the confounding factors that 
make measurement difficult, such as unionization and the general wors­
ening of the job market for Ph.D.s, but concluded that the cost of 
affirmative action programs to institutions far exceeded the benefits 
to women and minorities.
Cummings (in Berry, 1979, pp. 63-69) also states that there is a 
fear among academic men that affirmative action will bring reverse 
discrimination, plus lower academic standards as a result of prefer­
ential treatment. Since federal guidelines do not require employment 
or promotion of anyone who is unqualified, such fears are groundless. 
Perhaps the proof of Cummings' statement lies in the minute increase 
in the percentage of academic women; job descriptions and qualifica­
tions have been written that exclude women, whether or not those 
qualifications are really necessary in all cases, and without looking 
for alternatives to some things, such as years of experience.
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Cummings quotes the Carnegie commission as estimating that in 
order to reach an average percentage of 30 percent women by 1990, it 
would be necessary to maintain a proportion of 50 percent women among 
new hires in academic positions. Not even the most ambitious affirma­
tive action program can do that. Since enforcement by the federal 
government has been poor, primarily due to a tremendous backlog of 
cases, the outlook is not very rosy.
Perhaps there are some undocumented and unforeseen advantages to 
affirmative action programs. The fact that they are even there may 
be encouraging to women, particularly college age women, who can now 
see a glimmer of hope and therefore can see a logical reason for pur­
suing a career in educational administration. A few years ago prepa­
ration for such a career would have been foolish, given the lack of 
opportunity. Women who might have become administrators, had they 
seen an opportunity, do not show up in the data on administrators. 
However, a survey of college freshmen conducted by Alexander Astin and 
reported in The Chronicle of Higher Education (Magarrell, 1980, p. 3) 
found freshmen women to be much more career-oriented than they had 
been ten years earlier. Among the interesting data was the report 
that 104 percent more women said that they would like to make a con­
tribution to scientific theory. It takes time to prepare for an aca­
demic career, and even more time to move through the ranks toward a 
full professorship, a dean's position, or into the position of a 
high school principal, so perhaps it is not surprising that as yet 
there are not many women in leadership positions. Perhaps the time
will come.
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An unforeseen consequence of affirmative action is perhaps a 
superior search procedure when academic personnel are hired. It has 
forced a more thoughtful consideration of what qualifications are 
needed for each job, and a more complete search when filling each 
opening. However, that is not the topic of this paper and will not 
be pursued further here.
While affirmative action may not have been tremendously success­
ful, it is better than nothing, and in situations where women will 
find no opportunities unless change is forced, affirmative action is 
all there is to work with. There are times when conflict is the only 
method of instigating change that works.
Another piece of legislation is the Women's Educational Equity 
Act. Enacted in 1974 (U.S. Dept, of Health, Education and Welfare, 
1979, pp. 3-5) as part of the Educational Amendments of 1974, the 
stated purpose is "to provide educational equity for women in the 
United States." This Act provides the authorization to the Office of 
Education to provide grants and contracts for developmental, demon­
stration, and dissemination projects. Grants were established to sup­
port innovative approaches to the achievement of educational equity 
for women. This includes six specifically authorized activities 
(p. 3):
1. the development and evaluation of curricula, textbooks, 
and other educational materials;
2. model preservice and inservice training programs for edu­
cational personnel;
3. research and development activities;
4. guidance and counseling activities, including the develop­
ment of nondiscriminatory tests;
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5. educational activities to increase opportunities for adult 
women, including continuing educational activities and programs 
for underemployed and unemployed women;
6. expansion and improvement of educational programs and 
activities for women in vocational education, career education, 
physical education, and educational administration.
In 1978 the original Women's Educational Equity Act expired and
was reauthorized as Title IX, Part C of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act.
The funds available for Women's Educational Equity Act grants 
in 1979 (U.S. Dept, of Health, Education and Welfare, 1979, p. 4) 
were sufficient to fund less than ten percent of the applications.
The grants cover a variety of projects including model programs, re­
search, publication, and educational programs. They are purposely 
diverse and geographically scattered, which is admirable, but evalu­
ation in terms of impact can probably never be done under those con­
ditions, although the impression is positive.
One result of the Women's Educational Equity Act grants is the 
publication of a wealth of material developed under the grants and 
made available to be used in educational programs that are intended 
to build a future free of sex bias and stereotyping. The materials 
cover all ages and levels of education and are for the use of educa­
tors, students, parents, community groups, state and local educational 
agencies, or professional organizations. Materials are available for 
inservice and staff development, curriculum content, counseling and 
guidance, career development, early childhood education, and educa­
tional administration (Education Development Center, 1980).
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The next section of this study includes broad descriptions of 
the kinds of interventions that people in education could carry out, 
plus some specific examples of programs designed to change sex stereo­
types. The examples are by no means inclusive; it would be neither 
possible nor productive to include all that is available. They are 
presented only as examples and without judgment as to quality.
Change within Colleges and Universities 
There are a number of structures and practices within colleges 
and universities that could be changed in order to improve the status 
of women. The following is a description of several changes that 
academic personnel could put into effect toward that purpose.
Administrative support. The Chancellor of the Minnesota State 
University System, Garry Hayes, reviewed the kinds of things that he 
thinks administrators can do to improve the status of women in educa­
tional administration in a speech entitled "Strategies for Advancing 
Women in Higher Education Administration" (1978).
An active commitment by the chief executive officer or the gov­
erning board is fundamental to increasing the number of women in edu­
cational administration. Passive expectations and announcements are 
not sufficient. Actually appointing women when possible sets an 
example and encourages administrators to appoint women themselves. 
Traditional search procedures which result in the usual male appoint­
ments communicate a soft commitment; operating procedures should be 
changed to encourage more female appointments.
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Hayes also thinks that a commitment to advancing women into ad­
ministrative positions should also include a systematic approach to 
setting goals for the number of positions to be filled with women. 
Units of the organization are divided into categories and the number 
of anticipated vacancies and additions are listed, and then compared 
with the availability of qualified women in those areas. Affirmative 
employment goals are set on the basis of this information. The ad­
vantages of this kind of goal over a more generalized intent are that 
some goal is placed for all departments rather than just those that 
traditionally include women, that it considers market availability, 
and that it implies more flexibility than a specific quota, so that 
failure to meet the goal does not bring fear of punishment. It is 
important that the quality of work done in setting goals be of the 
best and that the quality of effort in achieving the goals be a part 
of the performance evaluation of those responsible.
Another change that is needed according to Hayes is in the search 
process itself. The search committee should become an advisory com­
mittee to the chief executive officer, who should make it clear that 
the final choice is hers or his. If committees are left to function 
as usual, they submit three to five names and tend to overlook women. 
The president or board must insist on a more complete review of all 
candidates and more emphasis on looking for qualified women. A 
reclamation of executive authority may be difficult but seems neces­
sary. Positions should be described more in terms of competencies and 
less in terms of education, training and experience, which allows the
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search committee to find capable and competent people who might not 
compete successfully on the basis of experience alone.
Hayes continues by stating that the method of advertising for 
applications for an opening is also important. "The fact that women 
applicants were frequently used to make affirmative action reports 
look good caused many not to apply." Ads placed in locations where 
women see them may not mean that the committee really wants a woman—  
they only want some female applications and one or two interviews to 
make their reports look like they really did look for a woman. An 
"old girls' network" method can be used: that of contacting acquan- 
tances around the country who might know of likely candidates. An 
administrator who visits prospective candidates early in the search 
process has a better opportunity to assess her competencies, while at 
the same time letting her know about the position and the institution. 
The candidate can also see that he or she is serious about hiring 
women. Even if she decides not to apply for that position the contact 
has been made, and she may be available for another.
The problem with both the "old boys' network" and the "old girls' 
network" is that people who are not part of the "club" and who do not 
walk the corridors of national conferences never get referred. Hayes 
thinks that a national network or vita bank is needed, and it should 
be something that is known to all and is available to all.
Assisting women to acquire experiences which prepare them for 
higher level positions is another means of advancing women. Tradi­
tional educational and experential requirements for many positions
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should be reviewed. A Ph.D. is not really needed for everything. En­
courage further training and professional development, and try to help 
fund it when possible. Use on-the-job training and seminars. Acting 
and ad hoc administrative assignments allow women to test out their 
skills, to gain experience, and to decide if they want an administra­
tive career. Support systems for new women administrators must be 
established (Hayes, 1978).
Recruitment. Universities and colleges could and should make an 
effort to find qualified women for faculty and administrative posi­
tions.
Weissman et al. (in Rossi & Calderwood, 1973, pp. 187-195) argue 
that the available pool of qualified women faculty and administrators 
could be enlarged if we made greater use of the potential of faculty 
wives. Many wives hold graduate degrees, and others are interested 
in pursuing further education. Typically faculty wives follow their 
husbands to a university setting, and then find that they are unable to 
find an academic position because they are not free to move. Being 
geographically limited means that a candidate has little bargaining 
power for better salaries, academic rank, or tenure track positions. 
Faculty wives would welcome a loosening of nepotism rules. They would 
like better opportunities for graduate study, such as financial sup­
port and recognition of the need for part-time study, especially dur­
ing their child-bearing years.
These authors discuss a survey of Yale faculty wives reported in 
1972 which indicated the existence of a substantial number of highly
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educated, career-minded, academically inclined women. Most of these 
women reported problems concerning interrupted studies and careers, 
caused by child-bearing responsibilities and the geographic mobility 
required by their husbands' careers.
Nepotism can indeed cause problems when it appears that one de­
partment or person has gained favoritism through the appointment of 
someone's spouse. The problem is likely to increase when one partner 
of a married pair is an administrator with authority over several 
departments. And two members of the same department married to each 
other can cause more serious strained relationships in the case of a 
departmental disagreement. However, reasonable care in avoiding these 
situations and in handling them when they do occur can overcome these 
problems. It makes sense to utilize faculty wives as a source of a 
pool of qualified academic personnel.
Another change in recruitment practices that might have positive 
results is a change in the method of advertising job openings. If 
openings were advertised by location rather than subject matter de­
partment, then a married couple could look for a location where both 
of them could find a job. Such a change should not be particularly 
difficult or expensive to implement, and might not make a big dif­
ference to the institutions involved, but it could be a tremendous 
convenience to academic couples in search of compatible employment.
It might even be combined with chamber of commerce advertising to 
promote community growth!
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Other possible changes to look into include shared appointments, 
flexible time schedules, child-care provisions, and combined fringe 
benefits.
Curriculum changes. Women's studies courses are a means of con­
sciousness raising and should be supported and encouraged in every 
academic department. The accomplishments of women could be included 
as course segments in a number of other courses as well.
Courses in educational administration and in management should 
make a particular effort to encourage women. We need more women 
taking these courses, and whatever can be done to encourage and 
facilitate this should be done. The course content should also en­
courage and support women. That means using non-sexist vocabulary in 
textbooks and lectures, and including both sexes in illustrations and 
examples. It may include helping women understand the particular 
problems and coping situations women have to deal with as adminis­
trators.
Changing Role Socialization
We have seen that a sex-role socialization which is part of our 
culture is a primary cause of women's failure to move into high-status 
positions in education. Therefore, anything that changes sex-role 
socialization for the better should improve the status of women in 
education.
Understanding the opposition. We are seeking change in two kinds 
of people. Some people have not had enough contact with the women's 
movement to completely understand it. They need education and
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consciousness raising. An educational or consciousness-raising 
strategy is likely to work with great numbers of people who are not 
aware of how many inequalities exist and what should be done to im­
prove things.
Other people are aware of the goals of the women's movement and 
are opposed to it. Or they may have a mistaken understanding of the 
goals of the women's movement and are opposed to it. A change agent 
needs to understand what went into that decision or tendency toward 
opposition. Understanding the tactics of the anti-feminist forces 
makes planning for change more likely to be successful. Anti­
feminist arguments are typically emotional and romantic, and changing 
norms of this type is not easy.
Solomon (1979, pp. 262-274) argues that anti-Equal Rights Amend­
ment forces employ a formal archetypical pattern and a mythic plot 
that is idealized as a romantic quest. The total women is visualized 
as moving along a journey toward her just reward. The reward is 
based on her faithfulness and cheerfulness in the face of adversity, 
as well as her service to mankind. Civilization depends on women for 
their inspiration, maintenance of morals, and establishment of the 
parameters of acceptable behavior, and women shall be rewarded for a 
lifetime of struggle and service, according to the archetypical 
pattern.
Solomon notes the correspondence between the structure of the 
total woman plot and other myths, such as Beowulf, Pilgrim's Progress, 
Paradise Lost, and Uncle Tom's Cabin. This type of romantic tale
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involves a hero who undertakes a quest involving a perilous journey, 
a crucial struggle with a foe, and an ultimate triumph. In the total 
woman plot, the struggles along the way are pictured as the stages 
in a woman's life, the foe is feminism, and the reward is a warm, 
loving and caring family consisting of a faithful husband, beautiful 
children, and bright and bubbly grandchildren clustered around her in 
her old age. The tale is believable because it incorporates realism 
and desirable because it incorporates mythology.
The maternal archetype reflects the magic authority of the 
female, the wisdom, the helpful instincts, all that is benign, all 
that cherishes and sustains, all that fosters growth and fertility, 
and a source of warmth and humanness. Feminists by contrast seem 
self-centered and destructive. The woman on a pedestal myth suggests 
value and uniqueness and appears to be valid. The archetype holds 
power but the metaphors obscure the manipulation of people that is in­
volved in obtaining power by these methods (Solomon, 1979).
By utilizing mythical rhetoric about archetypical women, anti­
feminists provide comfortable, secure, and simple solutions to the 
dilemma presented by the women's movement, according to Solomon.
Women can believe that if they just follow traditions and are good 
people, they will be rewarded, that God designed them for the role 
of wife, mother and homemaker and certainly it is right to follow 
that role. All women want to be understanding, tender, sympathetic, 
loving, moral, kind, grateful, and patient, and the myth reaffirms the 
image. It leaves no need for self-doubt. It is easier to follow
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tradition than it is to change, and the myth gives women apparently 
logical reasons for not changing. '
Solomon believes that the myths employed by anti-feminists have 
the inherent appeal of a quest-romance. They create a rhetorical 
vision; the quest romance provides women with a vision of fulfillment 
that avoids the anxieties of reality, and yet contains enough reality 
to make it seem real. The myths reconcile the real and ideal dimen­
sions of many women's lives. They create a dream-like vision wherein 
women's desires do have a chance to be fulfilled.
Solomon argued her position in terms of women believing in the 
total woman archetype, but it seems equally true that many men would 
like to believe in this "Motherhood and Apple Pie" kind of woman.
Men have been socialized to believe in the pedestal myth; it sounds 
familiar and comfortable to hear that women should be respected and 
protected and that women's duties should be nurturing children and 
morals, and to expect that women will be peacefully happy in this 
role. Men should be the defenders and the providers as the parallel 
part of the archetype, and that appeals to the male ego. Again, there 
is enough reality to make it sound plausible and enough imagination to 
make it sound desirable.
Others who oppose equal rights for women may utilize the mytho­
logical rhetoric out of a genuine fear that the family as a social 
unit is threatened. Empirical-rational strategies might help bring 
about change if a means can be found to convince these people that 
marriage and family as a way of living is still very much with us and
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is likely to stay, and that all that feminists want in this area is 
for men to take their share of the responsibility for child rearing 
and maintaining high morals.
Another group of people who oppose equal rights for women do so 
out of fear of losing power. Now, to say in public that one does not 
want to lose power to women is not particularly socially desirable, 
therefore those who fear that loss of power are likely to employ the 
mythical and archetypical rhetoric described by Solomon, or something 
similar. Change agents need to recognize those who have power to lose 
and analyze their feelings about sharing that power. Those who oppose 
equal rights for women as a protection of their own power can be 
tenacious in their beliefs indeed. The use of legislative support 
and perhaps some conflict may be necessary before change happens, 
although other strategies should be tried first.
Non-sexist education. Non-sexist education in schools of all 
levels would benefit all women (all men too, for that matter). Non­
sexist education includes a vocabulary that portrays both sexes in 
textbooks and illustrations, and role models of women doing all the 
things that men do as well as men doing things that traditionally 
only women have done. Lectures and examples should include both 
sexes.
Teachers can examine classroom procedures and social behavior in 
light of changing those that reinforce sex-role stereotypes. Hill 
(1980, pp. 78-80) relates a beautiful example of doing this in a 
primary grade classroom. On the first day of school, the children
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automatically lined up in two lines, one of boys and one of girls. 
Hill told them to line up according to hair color instead. The cri­
teria for forming lines were changed each day and this became a game 
that the kids enjoyed while learning that division according to sex 
may be arbitrary and unnecessary. Hill also discussed with her stu­
dents the wide variety of activities on the playground and in the 
classroom that were sex-typed. The students listed three reasons why 
they continue sex-typed activities: (a) "I'm afraid to try because 
it's new and I might fail," (b) "People will laugh and call me sissy 
or tomboy," and (c) "I've been doing what I'm doing so long that I'm 
good at it, so why change now?" These first-graders agreed to help 
each other learn new skills and not to laugh and tease as they did so. 
The teacher did not judge nor grade in any way those who were attempt­
ing a new task. Girls learned to kick balls and build with blocks 
and other construction materials and boys learned to skip rope, play 
hopscotch, and fine handwriting skills.
Hill's article concludes with a quiz written by Samuels called 
"How raised is your consciousness?" This quiz includes questions re­
lated to teachers' expectations that relate to sex-role stereotypes, 
such as expecting girls to plan the refreshments and boys the games 
for a party, sending girls to help the kindergarten teacher and boys 
to help the gym teacher, or asking girls to take care of hostess 
duties for the school concert.
Teachers can do a great deal about changing sex-role stereotypes 
and socialization simply by changing everyday classroom behavior and
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procedures. It helps to have non-sexist materials also, but much can 
be done if one takes time and energy to think through what is being 
done in sexist terms, and by getting students to think about sex-role 
expectations. Change agents need to find ways to bring this to the 
attention of teachers, thereby acquiring support for the movement and 
perhaps recruiting another change agent.
Teachers also function as counselors in many instances. In this 
role they should encourage students to prepare for any career for 
which they have the interest and ability, whether or not that career 
is traditional for their sex. Teachers should encourage girls to 
achieve academically to the full extent of their ability and encourage 
boys to be expressive and thoughtful.
If counselors are not providing young women with a variety of 
career options it is especially important that teachers encourage 
students to explore career options in other ways, such as asking 
community sources about their careers and talking with parents, 
friends, and acquaintances.
Curriculum committees and textbook selection committees are 
another important avenue of change. Change agents should seek posi­
tions on committees and seek to influence committees to choose non­
sexist materials.
Counseling programs and counselor support. Counselors can help 
women develop confidence and the coping skills they need in order to 
embark on and follow a career. Career counselors can encourage girls 
and women to follow serious careers and rigorous educational programs.
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Counselors can help raise women's career aspirations and encourage 
them to utilize their abilities to the maximum level. Counselors who 
keep their own education updated are aware of the increased oppor­
tunities for women, and the harm that can be done by perpetuating the 
Prince Charming myth. Research in ability and interest tests can help 
eliminate sex bias and sex typing of careers.
Many approaches have been tried for improvement in this area, 
and a variety of curricular materials are available. There are large 
programs, small programs, and untold numbers of individual efforts.
A couple of examples follow as an illustration of what has been or 
could be done.
Motsch (1980, pp. 231-240) writes that young girls often do not 
understand the role that work will play in their lives and therefore 
do not give serious consideration to the choice of a career. Their 
choice of the courses they take in high school will have a significant 
effect on their career options and it is important that they begin 
thinking in terms of a career when rather young. The career explora­
tion process supplies students with a variety of kinds of information 
about careers and training. Motsch reports a study of peer social 
modeling used as a means of encouraging girls to think about careers.
A videotape of a girl's conversation with a female counselor in which 
they discuss the need for planning high school course work, as well 
as a career, and a variety of means of finding information about 
various careers was shown to a group of ninth graders. The members 
of the group who saw the videotape increased both the variety and the
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frequency of career information-seeking behaviors more than the mem­
bers of the control group, who had only career information materials. 
The groups who also experienced reinforcement from a counselor sought 
even more career information, indicating the value of reinforcement 
in addition to modeling. The counselors who participated in this 
study said that reinforcement from peers during the discussion group 
seemed to occur in the form of interest: the girls picked up the 
idea that others were concerned about planning for future careers. 
There was no means of measuring this reinforcement, but the counselors 
suggest that it is important to include group discussion in order to 
utilize this kind of reinforcement.
An example of a counseling program that utilizes change theory 
rather heavily is the program called Born Free developed at the 
University of Minnesota (Hanson & Keierleber, 1978, pp. 395-399).
The program is described as a staff development effort, in which 
university faculty collaborate with counselors, instructors and ad­
ministrators from educational institutions. The schools range from 
elementary to college. The primary goal is to create educational 
environments that encourage students to freely explore and pursue 
the wide range of career and life-style options available to them.
A basic assumption is that educators, parents, and students may not 
be aware of the ways in which this freedom is denied on the basis of 
sex. Born Free suggests that boys and girls are born free of the 
stereotypes about what they can do with their lives and that their 
attitudes about career choices and roles are affected by the influ­
ences in their lives from significant others, including teachers.
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Because individuals like to be involved in an innovation that 
will affect them, ideas from each institution were sought from the 
beginning. Consultants were sought in each school who were committed 
to Born Free goals and who knew something about career development. 
Each institution was asked to do a self-study to determine its own 
needs and goals. Training was provided for consultants in career 
development, sex-role socialization, and change processes. On the 
assumption that people are more likely to use what they help create, 
field site staff and university staff cooperatively developed the 
methods and materials to be used as part of the intervention or 
change strategy. There was a recognition that these programs often 
begin with a reluctant group of educators who are asked to examine 
how their attitudes and behaviors may be limiting the life options 
of their students. Mandated directives for change, such as Title IX, 
can modify more obvious biased policies, but they may be less effec­
tive in altering more subtle biases that educators communicate to 
students in classroom discussions or counseling interviews (Hanson 
& Keierleber, 1978).
The university consultants assisted in conducting a systems 
analysis and needs assessment with the two to four project field 
staff members at each institution. In one elementary school teachers 
used a questionnaire asking students what they saw as possible and 
desired occupations when they grew up. The narrow range of possibil­
ities and preferences and the stereotypic responses convinced the 
faculty of the problem and the need for a career development program.
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In one postsecondary institution, the analysis indicated that 
faculty disliked staff development programs, considered career devel­
opment an inappropriate concern as part of their duties, and felt 
that previous progress in women's issues made this no longer a major 
area of concern. One area of concern, however, was faculty advising. 
The field staff has begun plans to assist faculty in improving ad­
vising skills, at the same time incorporating career development con­
cepts and related sex-role stereotyping into the program.
The systems analysis at another postsecondary institution indi­
cated a large disparity between male and female enrollments in certain 
programs. Some of the instructors were quite concerned about this, 
partly because of declining enrollments. The field staff brought 
these instructors together to discuss ways to revise, publicize, and 
make the programs more attractive to both male and female students.
Born Free is an attempt to bring about change through models of 
career development, change process, and consultation. Emphasis is on 
the ways a consultant can assist the consultee to solve the problems 
of that particular institution. Consultation aimed at reducing 
career-related sex-role stereotyping begins with the assumption that 
a problem exists that all educators need to be aware of, to define, 
and to develop a change strategy for (Hanson & Keierleber, 1978).
Born Free is published by the Women's Educational Equity Act 
Program and is available from Education Development Center, Newton,
Massachusetts.
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Role models. Role models are people after whom an aspiring 
young person on the way up a career ladder can pattern his or her 
career. There are few women in positions of leadership in education 
who could make role models for young women who aspire to that kind of 
career. Increasing the number and visibility of role models for 
young women should raise the career aspirations of those women.
A difficult problem with role models for women in education is 
that the few women who do have positions of prestige or high status 
developed their careers in a different environment from that which 
women experience today. Women who pursue careers in education today 
may find themselves in a less hostile situation, and they have the 
support of civil rights legislation, but they will have to compete 
against women as well as men. They may find themselves under more 
pressure to juggle family and career, something most administrators 
or full professors who were women did not have to do a few years ago 
because they were single.
Gassner (1979) reports that in a number of studies it was found 
that providing role models for junior high and high school girls in­
creases career motivation and their understanding of women's potential 
contribution to society. Role models may be actual people or they may 
be symbolic, such as in films, videotapes, realistic fictional or bio­
graphical literature, or other vicarious experiences. Perhaps mature 
women could transfer skills, competencies, goals, ambitions, and 
career advancement strategy from male role models, but certainly a 
same-sex model is better, and possibly essential for young girls.
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Ideally, girls should have many role models as examples; they should 
see and talk with women doctors, engineers, lawyers, school princi­
pals, and superintendents. In the absence of good role models it is 
wise to make an effort to present such models.
Gassner reported a study (1979) in which science talented eighth 
graders were identified and arrangements were made for them to meet 
scientists at a nearby research laboratory. The students went on a 
tour of the facility and heard a talk by the director on the research 
mission of the laboratory. Each student met with one scientist for a 
get-acquainted session. Later they spent a half day with that scien­
tist working in the laboratory in a hands-on experience, followed by 
another hour and a half session together.
Gassner found that after this experience of getting to know a 
scientist and working in the laboratory, the girls had a more positive 
attitude toward women, probably less fear of success, and an increased 
interest in science-related careers and understanding of science 
career possibilities. They saw their own abilities and self-identity 
as more compatible with the role of research scientist.
While Gassner's study involved careers in science, it stands to 
reason that similar role modeling would work for other careers. 
Probably the crux of the matter is finding women who have substantial 
careers, and then providing visibility.
Role transition. Marshall, in a speech before the 1979 meeting 
of the American Educational Research Association, states that women 
who become administrators go through a socialization process, which
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she calls transition, in which they learn new roles, separate from 
old roles, and manipulate to accommodate the resulting role-strain.
Women usually begin careers in education as teachers, and in an 
environment where the expectation is that they will remain teachers 
and only males will become administrators. Women often do not have 
access to the socialization, such as a sponsor-protege relationship, 
that men utilize to move ahead in a career. The cause of this lack 
of a sponsor may be that women are not seen as possible administra­
tors, or it may be that ambiguity of intent prevents male sponsors 
from choosing female protegees (Marshall, 1979).
In a male sex-typed career, a woman defies norms and must be an 
exception to the usual pattern for informal socialization. The aspir­
ing woman administrator lacks role models and seldom shares organiza­
tional space or life experiences with male administrators. She needs 
replacement socialization, which requires an extra expenditure of 
time and energy, and probably can never equal the support that men 
are able to find (Marshall, 1979).
In addition to this, women often face extra testing just to prove 
that a woman can do the job. Isolation is also a problem because a 
woman administrator is not part of the peer group that she belonged 
to as a teacher, nor is she part of the administrative group if that 
group is predominantly male.
In a traditional role, a woman is defined as attractive, pleas­
ant, modest, passive, and weak, which conflicts with administrative 
norms. A role-strain develops from the conflict between the career
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role and the wife-mother-job (as opposed to career) and community 
service roles that most women fill. To fit into an administrative 
role, women must become what Marshall calls self-defined. That is, 
women need to find ways to arrange their lives, feelings and attitudes 
so that they can be comfortable with an organizational role and become 
competent administrators. The transition experience causes anxiety, 
anger, confusion, resistance, a pulling away, a pushing toward, and 
inner warring as a woman breaks away from traditional roles. Transi­
tion can be accomplished and women can find ways to redefine their 
roles satisfactorily when supports and incentives are strong. Women 
need to learn to abandon a fun-loving, flirtatious, male-attracting 
appearance and be more serious in demeanor and attire. They search 
for ways to retain essential female identity yet gain access to the 
administrator group and to sponsorship. Women search for a workable 
balance between feminine identity and professionalism. They become 
marginal women and marginal men at the same time (Marshall, 1979).
A number of the requirements for managerial success include some 
things that women often find awkward and unfamiliar. Informal inter­
actions, such as playing golf or other social activities, may be 
difficult or even impossible. GASing is essential for aspiring ad­
ministrators in order to demonstrate competence, loyalty and commit­
ment. GASing is Getting the Attention of Superiors and means actions 
and behaviors meant to demonstrate aptitude and competence, according 
to Marshall. Women often find this type of behavior difficult because 
their traditional socialization has taught them to deny and eschew any
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such conscious strategizing. Aspiring administrators must pass 
formal and informal testing for ability, commitment, loyalty, and 
adherence to organizational norms. Women have difficulty facing this 
testing because it is based on male-oriented criteria and because 
their prior socialization has not prepared them to strategize to face 
testing as a challenge, and no supportive sponsor tells them that they 
should see it as a game. Women need to realize that establishing pro­
fessional competence does not suffice. They must establish their 
loyalty, willingness to compromise ideals, perseverance in frustrating 
situations, strength, ability to handle tough tasks, and ability to 
balance personal and career priorities.
Marshall thinks that many women have internalized the organiza­
tional and societal doubt in their abilities as administrators. They 
must realize that the doubt is unjustified and assertively demonstrate 
their competence. There will always be some resistance. Women will 
find that they must endure situations where their ideas are given less 
consideration, even where their ideas are confiscated and used by a 
man who takes credit for them. Complaints and anger will not do and 
must be controlled or the woman will be accused of poor interpersonal 
relations skills and of being oversensitive. Women can learn to see 
such realities as a game; they learn to play the game during transi­
tion, and learn to face the organizational realities that undermine 
their motivation. They build armor against what was once guilt or 
discomfort with games-playing, GASing, and strategizing. They find 
extra-organizational substitutes for vital career socialization or
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they create ways to maximize socialization experiences available to 
them.
Marshall's model of career development predicts that women who 
are comfortable with traditional women's roles will be comfortable 
with and competent in lower status positions. Women who are self- 
defined will be more comfortable and competent in higher administra­
tive roles. Neither will feel comfortable if the "fit" is inappro­
priate because she is placed in the wrong kind of role. Such women 
will experience high levels of anxiety and are not likely to succeed 
in that position.
Marshall's model predicts that women can learn to move through 
the self-definition process. The training for competencies, the 
alterations of self, and the separation from normative groups prepare 
women to move into higher positions in administration. Self-defined 
women may have to choose to live with some strains, sacrifices, and 
isolation that results from their entering a male sex-typed career, 
but they develop techniques for doing this. After transition women 
can fill administrator roles comfortably and competently by integrat­
ing and manipulating roles, with techniques for managing in their 
status as marginal men in the organization and marginal women in 
society.
Marshall's speech considered women. It seems likely that the men 
who associate with those women in both professional and personal ways 
must also change their way of thinking of women's roles. If women 
change, the expectations that others have of those women must also
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change or chaos will result. In fact, the change could begin with 
the expectations of a particular woman's associates, although it is 
more common for motivation for change to originate with women.
Consciousness raising. Consciousness raising means bringing to 
people's attention the multitude of ways in which women are treated 
as inferior and kept in their place. It can be done through reading 
material, art, in ordinary conversations, in heated debates— in a 
great many ways. Perhaps the best known method is the consciousness 
raising group, sometimes just called women's groups. Women get 
together and discuss a variety of aspects of the male-female rela­
tionship and male and female sex roles, pointing out to each other 
the many actions that have been taken for granted that imply inferi­
ority of women, such as men making decisions for the family, married 
women going by their husbands' first and second name (and none of her 
own), leaving her no identity that is hers alone, sexist jokes, the 
fact that capable women have received less recognition than capable 
men in history, women's lack of opportunity, and so forth.
Academic women need to know the material incorporated into 
Chapter IV of this study, or at least a basic understanding of to 
what extent women have been left out of the picture. The first step 
toward moving ahead is knowing where we are and how we got there; 
consciousness raising is that process of understanding our 
predicament.
In Chapter IV we spoke of the cyclical nature of sex role 
socialization. Perhaps consciousness raising holds some of the
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brightest hope for interrupting the cycle. It should at least allow 
one generation to tolerate changes in the next, even if the older 
generation cannot move much farther into changing itself. Conscious­
ness raising is the first step for most people; even if they never 
move farther, they may understand the need for change and not provide 
resistance.
It is important for the change agent to recognize that men, as 
well as women, need consciousness raising. Women's groups need to be 
for women alone; to have men present has been found to be intimidating 
for women, because they revert to expecting men to be leaders and 
they avoid irritating the men. But men must understand women's need 
to change and must see that sex role socialization has indeed been 
inhibiting to both men and women. Perhaps men's groups hold promise; 
perhaps coeducational groups would work for raising men's conscious­
ness.
Assertiveness training. This is also very often done in groups, 
although some women could acquire these skills by reading about it. 
Assertiveness training is designed to overcome the passivity and ex­
cessive obedience that women have traditionally been taught from the 
time they were small children. Assertive behavior allows a person 
to stand up for her rights in a manner that does not violate the 
rights of others (Jakubowski, in Harmon et al., 1978, p. 107). 
Assertive behavior is an honest, direct, and appropriate expression 
of one's feelings, beliefs and opinions. Respect but not deference 
should be communicated to the other person. A non-assertive person
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inhibits honest feelings and needs for fear of disturbing the other 
person.
In academic situations, non-assertive women tend to leave even 
minor leadership responsibilities to men teachers. They may think 
that their ideas and their abilities are naturally not as great as 
those of men, although they may not verbalize that belief. Non- 
assertive academic women need to recognize that men are not inherently 
more capable and need to raise the level of their own confidence.
More self-assurance is needed for some women to move upward in an 
academic career, to do such things as chair committees, publish 
articles, or generally let people know about their accomplishments. 
Change agents need to recognize this need of academic women. More 
assertive behavior is a logical sequence to consciousness raising, 
and sometimes a change can be initiated with a program or speech for 
an established women's group.
Self-help programs and training. A number of programs or proj­
ects are designed to help women help themselves. Consciousness rais­
ing, assertiveness training, training in administrative skills, and 
numerous self-help books are examples of this type of change inter­
vention. Basically the primary concept behind these interventions 
is that of making up for deficiencies in a woman's past experience 
and training, those things that tend to keep her from getting ahead.
Consciousness raising involves bringing about an awareness of 
discrimination that has been overlooked because people are so accus­
tomed to it. If it has always been that way, it may not be recognized
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as discrimination. Many "pedestal syndrome" kinds of behavior do not 
seem like discrimination but do much to prevent women from gaining 
the experience and the opportunities that would improve status. The 
kind of overprotection that results in women not driving automobiles, 
not taking difficult subjects in school, not understanding the finan­
cial world, etc., are examples of stifling kinds of caring. Con­
sciousness raising also means making people more cognizant of obvi­
ously biased behavior that is overlooked because it has always been 
that way. For many years it was taken for granted that women were 
paid less and could only do certain types of work. Why should 
families live where the father's job is located? Why can't fathers 
care for children? Why can't women take care of automobiles? Why 
don't more men cook? Who has decreed what is women's work and what 
is men's work? On what basis? What happens if we change?
A number of training programs have been developed as a means of 
making up for the lack of training and career socialization which 
women generally have experienced. For example, in 1973 the Carnegie 
Corporation funded an Administrative Intern Program for Women in 
Higher Education. Sixteen eastern colleges participated. The program 
serves as compensatory education for women who have not had the oppor­
tunity to learn many of the things men pick up on their way up, since 
the women were not expected to move up. Stringer describes her ex­
periences as one of these interns in an article in Change in February, 
1977. She found the experience beneficial, especially because of the 
exposure to intangible political insights, and because of the
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opportunity to observe a variety of leadership styles. She found 
that the experience increased her confidence in her ability, and 
reported that other interns also experienced increased self- 
confidence. She states that employment records of past interns 
have been good.
Image of women. The general image of women in society needs 
to be changed to picture more of women's abilities, skills, and 
intelligence, and less of women's physical attractiveness, decorative 
function, and passive service roles as the angelic and humble help­
mate who sacrifices for others and expects nothing in return. Tele­
vision programs and commercials, popular magazines, professional 
magazines and journals, books of fiction and other popular books, 
theater productions, music, and so forth all tend to portray an image 
of women that needs changing. This is not an easy task, of course. 
National women's organizations can have an effect on this proposed 
change by bringing the need to the attention of those who work in the 
media. Everyone can help by trying to use non-sexist vocabulary in 
conversation and publication.
We need to recognize the power of words and of naming. To use 
"parent" and "parenting" rather than "mother" and "mothering" includes 
fathers and takes some of the burden from mother (Levine, Lyons, & 
Steinem, 1979, pp. 17-23). Use of "homemaker" instead of "housewife" 
recognizes that women are not married to houses and that men can take 
care of homes as well. Words have an important power to exclude.
Man, mankind, and the family of man make women feel left out; often
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the writers truly were not thinking of women. Words that include 
women provide positive reinforcement and a feeling of being wanted as 
well as included. Invention of gender-free words has still left us 
with a problem, however, as Steinem points out (Levine, Lyons, & 
Steinem, 1979, p. 23). "The balance of power being what it is, 
gender-free words were used by nonfeminists to neuterize women, and 
to leave men in the status quo . . .  a woman might be a spokesperson, 
but a man remained a spokesman . . . females might become people, but 
men remained men." We need to work on this change, but progress is 
possible.
What Women Can Change
Advice abounds for women on the way up. Bookstore and library 
shelves contain numerous self-help books for women in management, 
women who aspire to move ahead in business, or just get ahead in 
general. All of them apply at least to a minimum extent to women who 
aspire to a position in educational administration. It helps to read 
at least some of them; it is probably wise to look for reputable 
recommendations or reviews concerning which ones are most worth while.
Much of what women need to do to get ahead is the same as those 
things that men need to do to get ahead. It's just that women haven't 
been told what to do along the way to the same extent that men have, 
so women need to have some information made available especially for 
them. In most cases the advice is not really different than what men
would or should get.
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Advice (Gordon & Ball, pp. 125-129; MacConkey, pp. 130-135; 
Bennett, pp. 136-145; Soldwedel, pp. 146-149; all in Berry, 1979) 
that could help is listed here:
Know your legal rights. Know what you can legally do if you 
think you are being treated unfairly. But also know some alternative 
means of bringing about change that are less likely to cause tension 
and resentment.
Develop self-confidence and assertiveness if you need this kind 
of thing. Understand the value of letting your accomplishments be 
known.
Join professional organizations and participate actively but 
judiciously. Women have a tendency to get left with the busywork 
like typing and stuffing envelopes. Do things that will bring recog­
nition in the right places.
Join women's organizations, develop networks, and participate 
in activities. However, working only within women's groups may iso­
late women from the power locations too much, and it is important to 
be active in other ways also.
Let your ambitions be known, discreetly and in the right places.
Get the education or the training that you need. That means both 
degrees and simply learning what you can by reading and/or attending 
workshops.
Watch your own vocabulary to be sure that it is non-sexist.
Learn to dress professionally. Resist the habit of accenting 
the physical assets that men enjoy. The look should be smart and
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businesslike, classic good looks as opposed to high fashion, attrac­
tive but not sexy.
Understand power, both personal and organizational, and how it 
works on your campus, and then apply and use that knowledge. Recog­
nize and accept your desire to possess power.
Read as much as you can about how colleges and universities or 
public schools work, and then as much as you can about your particular 
institution. Learn all that you can by other means also, over coffee 
cups or in interoffice memos, etc.
Learn to understand the budgeting process, both in general and 
in your institution specifically.
Think career, not job. Understand which positions will lead up 
a career ladder and which positions are dead ends that do not lead 
to anything else. A career takes planning and strategy.
Understand that the system will not necessarily recognize com­
petence just because it is there. Competence is not necessarily what 
gets people ahead, although it seldom happens that incompetent people 
are promoted. Learn to find ways to call attention to the things you 
have done well so that the appropriate people know about you.
Understand campus politics.
Understand discrimination and bias, recognize it, and know what 
you can do about it, which includes everything from ignoring it to 
bringing suit.
Hayes (1978) has the following advice for women who seek posi­
tions in higher education administration. Read everything that goes
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through your office and learn as much as possible about how univer­
sities work. Acquire a thorough understanding of the budget process. 
Seek feedback and critical evaluation— overprotective male supervisors 
may be well-meaning but in reality this is another kind of sexism. 
Analyze where you are and where you want to go. Make and use 
contacts.
Coping with change. In 1979, Bardwick published In Transition, 
in which she expressed concern about how people are going to be able 
to cope with the changes being brought about by the feminist movement. 
The feminist movement is relatively new, has been enormously visible, 
and has brought about a great deal of change rather rapidly. Evidence 
of the movement can be found all over and among all kinds of people.
The data all show a consistent, rising percentage of people who 
favor feminist goals, plus a significant minority who believe in con­
servative, traditional sex-role divisions. There is more change than 
anyone could have imagined ten years ago. Feminism has disrupted that 
complacent sense that our roles will be traditional, that is, that 
they will be similar to what our parents and grandparents did.
Feminism has accelerated change and created an awareness of the 
transformations that remain necessary.
Values, transformed into norms, are society's rules and expecta­
tions. When values change and options are introduced, a variety of 
choices become possible. With a much larger option of available 
choices, anxiety becomes probable (p. 20). Change has been so rapid 
that uncertainty is a basic reality. We no longer know for sure what
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is feminine and what is masculine. Significant changes in values and 
attitudes have taken place during the seventies.
Bardwick discusses the effects of all this change on people 
(1979, p. 21):
Sexual identity . . .  is a core part of our sense of self. It in­
fluences how we feel about ourselves and it is influenced by the 
way others respond to us. Sexual identity is therefore not only 
individual and internal but it is also interactive and reciprocal. 
It is a core part not only of an individual's identity but also a 
core part of how society is structured. Our expectations about 
how the sexes behave as female or male is basic to our ideas 
about what normal people do and what normal men and women are 
like.
The changes in values and expectations have been mainly a dis­
carding of old traditions, and people are as yet unclear about what 
the new values should be. In societies that do not change rapidly, 
people know what life has been like for the preceding generation and 
what they can expect their life to be. Responsibilities in work, 
marriage and parenthood roles are defined by social norms. When those 
norms change, people lose what Bardwick calls their "existential 
anchors."
What happens to people when the changes in social values are so 
fundamental that their commitments necessarily change? A period of 
profound social change leaves people at loose ends because they no 
longer are sure of the traditional definition of their role or roles 
(Bardwick, 1979, p. 116). We have all learned a gender identity and 
made it an integral part of ourselves. Few of us are really free from 
conservative ideas of what is feminine and what is masculine. If we 
have no relationship in which our sense of femininity or masculinity
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in specifically affirmed, then a vital part of our identity may be 
threatened.
Among the numerous relationships that will be changed and/or 
threatened by changes in women's status are those between husband and 
wife and those between mother and daughter. When women achieve more 
power (Bardwick, 1979, p. 116), especially in a dual-career marriage, 
their husband's masculinity and their own femininity may need to be 
reassured. As long as the male is more successful or makes more money 
there is little problem, but the reverse is likely to make them both 
feel threatened. Perhaps someday we will be able to give up all 
gender-based distinctions; but in this period of transition, occupa­
tionally successful women and the men who associate with them are 
likely to need some affirmation of their femininity and masculinity.
It has been typical of American relationships that there is more 
intense father-son conflict than mother-daughter conflict. A son may 
become more successful, earn more money, or achieve a higher status 
than the father. Dad will be very proud, and enjoy some sense of 
shared accomplishment, but underneath there is a feeling of jealousy 
and the fear that the power relationship between the two of them is 
changing (Bardwick, 1979, p. 135). When daughter's only road to 
success was to marry well, she posed no threat to her mother, because 
she simply followed in mother's footsteps, and there never was the 
same kind of conflict that fathers and sons have. As daughters 
succeed or accomplish more than their mother did or has, more 
jealousy, envy and conflict becomes evident in their relationship.
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Mother takes great pride in daughter's life, but asks where her own 
life has gone and what has she done with it? The generation gap takes 
on an additional and a different aspect.
A similar phenomenon may occur among professional women. Women 
who have been successful in a profession for thirty years or more, 
working with men, suddenly find their position changed. Having strug­
gled for years in male-dominated areas, they suddenly find that they 
are no longer different, no longer considered deviant because they did 
not follow the female marriage-and-family norm. Now they have become 
role models for younger women who have an entirely new attitude toward 
working women. They also find that they must compete with younger and 




There are few women in high status positions in education. This 
study was an attempt to describe and explain the low percentage of 
women in positions of educational leadership, plus a consideration 
of methods that might be utilized to change this condition for the 
better.
This problem is related to the status of women in society in 
general. The impetus for change in women's status in education comes 
from the women's movement, and a brief look at that movement provides 
a better understanding of women's claim for equal opportunity, and 
what that means in education.
The women's movement has a long and diverse history. The roots 
go back centuries. In the United States antecedents can be found 
throughout all of the history of this young country. At the time of 
the revolution, women had very low status indeed, but the broad pic­
ture of the long-term view is one of slow progress, with only brief 
periods of regression. Improvement in the status of women is a long­
term trend, not a "flash in the pan" or a short-term fad; the women's 
movement is not going to go away. While in the short term, sometimes 
the improvement in the status of women seems to move very slowly and 




The antecedents of the current status of women, which in many 
respects are the same as the causes of the feminist movement, are to 
be found in all business and professional fields, all vocations, and 
all geographic regions, making a very broad and diverse movement. In 
addition, the term "women" includes a wide variety of kinds of people. 
The effects of the women's movement are at least as various as the 
antecedents. Altogether there was and is a great multiplicity of 
causes, actions, reactions, and results related to the women's move­
ment. Such diversity not only makes the movement complex and diffi­
cult to explicitly describe, it means that any one subject matter area 
presents a one-sided view of the status of women. A study pertaining 
to the women's movement must be multi-disciplinary.
A review of the thinking about women's roles, along with a review 
of some of the development of that thinking from the viewpoint of 
several subject matter fields, shows that much of the thinking about 
women's work roles has been based on assumptions about what women can 
do and on what women have traditionally done. It was assumed, without 
proof, that women were less capable than men, and little scientific 
study has been attempted until recently. There is no proof that 
women are less intelligent, possess less leadership ability, cannot 
follow or present rational arguments, or possess less management 
ability than men do. But both women and men are socialized to think 
that men are more capable than women in these areas, and that women 
are not only better suited to a submissive role but also prefer it. 
People learn expected sex roles from parents, other relatives,
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friends, acquaintances, the media, literature, and so forth, and then 
fulfill those roles, usually without thinking much about why they do 
so. However, much of this expected behavior is unfair to women and 
should be changed. Because this is learned or socialized behavior, 
not biological or "wired in" at birth, expected sex roles can be 
changed. However, sex role expectations are deeply imbedded tradi­
tions and do not change easily.
Women have long been involved in education. They have been stu­
dents and teachers for at least two thousand years. A number of women 
have been great scholars. Few have enjoyed a great deal of recogni­
tion for their scholarly efforts, but there can be no doubt that 
women are as capable of learning as men are. While women have long 
been accepted as teachers, and during the last century have been ac­
cepted as college students, they have never been equally represented 
in higher status positions in education. Early in the twentieth 
century there were considerable numbers of women elementary school 
principals, but as the position gained status, the percentage of men 
increased, and the percentage of women decreased.
Numerous studies and philosophical essays have presented con­
vincing evidence that sex-role socialization is the cause of the low 
percentage of women in positions of leadership and/or prestige in 
education. Higher status positions have been sex-typed male, and 
women have been discouraged and prevented from aspiring to and/or 
acquiring these positions. A variety of methods of overt and covert 
discrimination and bias are the result of the sex-role socialization
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that prevents men from accepting women as equals, and in many cases 
prevents women from aspiring to positions which utilize their full 
potential.
It is important that we think of the women's movement as a social 
change, and to think in terms of bringing about a pro-social change. 
There is a cycle of patterns of inequality or expected gender roles 
that are handed from one generation to the next, usually without 
questioning the validity of those patterns. Thinking of women as 
capable and intelligent and thinking less of women's personal appear­
ance would lead to more equal opportunities for women.
Several means of bringing about the change we desire have been 
examined. Legislation, support from college and university adminis­
trators, curriculum changes, understanding the opposition, non-sexist 
education, help from counselors, education and training, and self-help 
efforts are all means of bringing about that change. We need changes 
in sex-role socialization generally, changes in structures and atti­
tudes within educational institutions, and last but perhaps most 
important, women need to work at bringing about changes in order 
to increase the percentage of women in high status positions in 
education.
It is important to remember the problems as well as the possibil­
ities that are part of pro-social change. While promoting change for 
the better, in this case a different description of accepted roles 
for women and men, it is wise to remember that people need anchors 
and that some things must not change. While we can change what is
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acceptable for men and women to do, those men and women must think 
of themselves as male and female; they must maintain a sexual identity 
while they change expected sex roles.
This study is a wide-ranging look at a topic which is itself 
diverse and multi-faceted. Because of this, there are a great many 
generalizations that may or may not apply to specific situations, 
plus many topics that were dealt with but briefly. Individuals are 
asked to interpret, analyze, and apply generalizations to specific 
situations as they find them at their own institution, plus investi­
gate further when that seems desirable.
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